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ABSTRACT  

Slip on the geometrically complex Rhyolite Ridge Fault System and associated 

local stresses in the Desert Peak Geothermal Field in Nevada, were modeled with the 

boundary element method (BEM) implemented in Poly3D. The impact of uncertainty in 

the fault geometry at depth, the tectonic stresses driving slip, and the potential ranges of 

frictional strength resisting slip on the likely predictions of fracture slip and formation in 

the surrounding volume due to these local stresses were systematically explored and 

quantified.  The effect of parameter uncertainty was evaluated by determining the 

frequency distribution of model predicted values. Alternatively, Bayesian statistics were 

used to determine the best fitting values for parameters within a probability distribution 

derived from the difference of the model prediction from the observed data. This 

approach honors the relative contribution of uncertainties from all existing data that 

constrains the fault parameters.  Lastly, conceptual models for different fault geometries 

and their evolution were heuristically explored and the predictions of local stress states 

were compared to available measurements of the local stresses, fault and fracture patterns 

at the surface and in boreholes, and the spatial extent of the geothermal field.  The 

complex fault geometry leads to a high degree of variability in the locations experiencing 

stress states that promote fracture, but such locations generally correlate with the main 

injection and production wells at Desert Peak.  In addition, the strongest and most 

common stress concentrations occur within relays between unconnected fault segments, 

and at bends and intersections in faults that connect overlapping fault segments 

associated with relays.   
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The modeling approach in this study tests the conceptual model of the fault 

geometry at Desert Peak while honoring mechanical constants and available constraints 

on driving stresses and provides a framework that aids in geothermal exploration by 

predicting the spatial variations in stresses likely to cause and reactivate fractures 

necessary to sustain hydrothermal fluid flow.  This approach also quantifies the relative 

sensitivity of such predictions to fault geometry, remote stress, and friction, and 

determines the best fitting model with its associated probability. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

 The pursuit and development of geothermal resources has been of great concern 

to many in the scientific and academic community, government agencies, and 

commercial energy industry because the predicted increase in energy demand is 

coincident with inevitable decreases in traditional resources used to generate electricity.  

An 18-member panel was assembled at MIT in 2005 to evaluate the possibility of 

pursuing geothermal energy as a major affordable resource for the United States (Tester 

et al., 2006, pg. 1-1).  Their assessment identified major factors necessary to develop 

geothermal energy resources, which are: 1) evaluating the extent of domestic geothermal 

resources and possible enhanced geothermal resources, 2) establishing the technological 

requirements for producing, extracting and utilizing geothermal resources; and 3) 

determining the cost of developing related technologies and resources, the extent of 

development required to make such resources affordable, and the role of the public and 

the private sectors during development.  The panel concluded that by 2050 current 

methods of geothermal energy production could provide a base load power on the order 

of 100,000 MW, which is roughly 12.5% of current U.S. consumption.  This projection is 

based upon hydrothermal systems with high heat and high permeability to aid in heat 

recovery by fluid extraction and circulation.  However, high temperature areas are 

associated with relatively dry rock systems that lack sufficient natural permeability to 

allow conventional exploitation, thus requiring engineering practices referred to as 

Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS) to commercially extract the heat.  EGS is the 

process of creating connected porosity to promote fluid circulation and heat extraction by 

inducing fractures with increased fluid pressure.  Through development of better models 
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of geothermal permeability and the technology for EGS to increase permeability by 

inducing fractures that enable adequate hot water extraction, the United States could 

increase its recoverable geothermal resource available within 6 km of the earth’s surface 

by up to 2,000 times its 2005 energy consumption from all resources (Tester et al., 2006). 

1.1 Research Goals 

The Desert Peak geothermal field located in Nevada is spatially associated with 

the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System, which has complex geometry mapped at the surface and 

is assumed to locally concentrate stress and promote fracture (Figure 1.4.1). The 

structural control of the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System on fracture potential, i.e., the 

conditions that promote fracture formation and slip at Desert Peak were investigated 

through boundary element modeling (BEM) of slip on the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System 

and resulting simulation of deformation in the adjacent rock volume.  A heuristic 

modeling approach was adopted to investigate the sensitivity of this elastic deformation 

to details of fault geometry and stress state within uncertainties derived from mapping 

and borehole studies as well as reasonable constraints on the state of stress in the 

surrounding crustal volume from the frictional strength of rock.  These parameters were 

systematically varied to test the sensitivity of the model results to different parameters.  

That sensitivity, in conjunction with the known value and uncertainties of individual 

parameters, was used to evaluate the robustness and uniqueness of the deterministic 

model. Variation in the outcomes of these models were quantified by exploring these 

uncertainties, thus revealing which results are poorly constrained due to the uncertainty 

of input model parameters, and which outcomes have a high probability of occurrence.  

This is done through statistical analysis that determines the combination of modeling 
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parameters that create the most likely model output based on the most frequently 

occurring model output.  Also, a Bayesian statistical approach is used, which constrains 

the model with the highest probability based on skewness of fit to field observations, as 

well as existing data. 

This approach is shown to provide a practical tool for geothermal exploration and 

development by 1) determining which geologic models are compatible with field 

observations and 2) identifying the types of data and sampling locations that would be 

most useful to refine or test a geologic model.  Observed parameters influencing the 

modeled stress perturbation include the fault trace geometry, regional stress state, and 

rock strength. In addition, data on the attitude and distribution of natural fractures is 

available from mapping and borehole studies as are the locations of successful injection 

and production wells as well as failed wells.  Values and related uncertainties for 

parameters relevant to mechanical modeling are available from studies of the Desert Peak 

Geothermal Field (Lutz et al., 2010; Davatzes and Hickman, 2009; Hickman and 

Davatzes, 2010) and can be used to deterministically model the variation in stress. 

By a careful sensitivity analysis, a Bayesian evaluation, and heuristic 

investigations, this study qualifies the predictions of these models in terms of their 

sensitivity to the input parameters derived from observations in a way that honors 

parameter uncertainty (i.e., probability of their individual values through a mean and 

standard deviation or through external constraints such as fault slip-length scaling for 

fault height or internal friction for fault dip), identifies the most common predictions, and 

quantifies which models best fit the observations. The resulting predictions then contain 

not only a discrete result but also an evaluation of confidence in that results accuracy. 
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Because these models are governed by mechanical principles they honor the basic 

physics of linear elasticity that enforce correspondence between fault geometry, slip and 

resulting strains and stresses.  Following Maerten et al. (2002), change in the least 

compressive horizontal stress and maximum Coulomb shear stress was used as a proxy 

for relative fracture density.  Consequently, if stress at Desert Peak is fault controlled, a 

stress model with the highest probability of modeling parameters from a rigorous 

sensitivity study, should predict a locally perturbed stress that results in a volume of 

increased failure potential coinciding with the production area as predicted by a 

Coulomb-Griffith failure criterion due to slip on the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System.  The 

stress model should also predict locations of induced seismicity from EGS corresponding 

to highly stressed regions, as well as inferred flow paths from tracer tests consistent with 

the inferred attitude of fractures along highly stressed regions since increased fracture 

density should promote increased transmissivity. 

1.2 Mechanical Interaction of Faults Effect on Fluid Flow 

Faults and fracture systems are known to significantly affect fluid flow by either 

acting as highly permeably conduits or as impediments to flow (e.g. review in Long et al., 

1996).  In hydrothermal systems, faults can act as vertically extensive pathways capable 

of delivering heat from depth to the near surface through advective heat transport (Caine 

et al., 1996; Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Heffer, 2002).  The sites of hydrothermal 

upwelling are most often related to faults, with resources localized along limited portions 

of fault traces, at fault bends and terminations (tips), or in regions of fault intersection or 

overlap (Figure 1.1.1) (Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Hickman et al., 1998; Bourne et al., 

2000; Faulds et al., 2005; Eichhubl et al., 2009).  Virtually all fault systems contain 
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complex geometries of this nature but only few act as fluid flow conduits over geological 

periods of time from tens to hundreds of thousands of years.  Slip on faults relaxes the 

shear stress tensor on the fault surface and transfers the corresponding force into the 

surrounding volume resulting in local variation in the principal stress magnitudes and 

directions, enhancing deformation or potentially causing a change in the deformation 

mechanism (Bourne & Willemse, 2001; Davatzes et al., 2005).  This process provides a 

mechanism capable of maintaining permeability in reactive geothermal environments. 

The dimensions of the volume affected scales with the size of the structures 

accommodating slip in the brittle-elastic shallow crust, and this scaling in combination 

with the geometric complexity accounts for heterogeneity in permeability distribution. In 

short, the local stress state depends on a variety of parameters, such as remote or regional 

stresses, fault geometry, attitude and distribution of the established fracture population, 

mechanical properties of the surrounding lithology, and the distribution of slip (Lockner 

& Beeler, 2002).   

Enhanced permeability as evidenced by hydrothermal outflow, is primarily 

associated with fault tips (Curewitz & Karson, 1997) (Figure 1.2.1).  Previous, detailed 

mapping studies of faults show that the volume surrounding fault tips are highly fractured 

due to locally elevated levels of compression that cause stylolitic pressure solution, 

reduction of compression or development of tensile stress that causes jointing, or 

increases in differential stress that promote shear failure (Bourne et al., 2000; Bourne & 

Willemse, 2001).  This development is most intense where the tips of multiple fault 

segments are near one another (Andrews, 1989; Maerten et al., 2002). 
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Figure 1.2.1: Conceptualized depiction of various types of fault geometry that localize hot springs and 
hydrothermal deposits. The percentage data of hot springs and their association to faults was taken from a 
global survey of 822 faults located at 25 different sites, which found that only 22% of hot springs are 
unrelated to faulting. The stress concentrations that occur at faults have a complex relationship with fault 
geometry, which can potentially cause a decrease rather than an increase in fracture potential (Curewitz & 
Karson, 1997). 
 

 While the mechanical interaction of multiple faults through either fault 

intersections or overlaps is strongly associated with hot springs (Figure 1.2.1), the 

stresses created by such complex fault geometry differ and can create different modes of 

rock failure, and can also potentially hinder fracture formation and slip (e.g. Figure 1.2.2) 

(Curewitz & Karson, 1997) due to additional factors such as the remote stress-state 

driving slip and fault strength. 
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Figure 1.2.2: Proposed mechanical interactions of faults that overlap and intersect by Curewitz and Karson 
(1997).  Overlapping faults that A) cause reductions of compression promoting tensional and shear failure 
and B) increases in compression and differential stress promoting shear failure/slip on established fractures.  
Fault intersections that C) inhibit fault slip and D) promote fault slip. However, whether or not these types 
of geometries sustain slip and promote dilation/slip in the adjacent volume is highly dependent on the 
remote stress tensor and fault (Modified from Curewitz & Karson, 1997). 
 
 

1.3 Application of Mechanical Models 

The nature of stress concentrations from multiple interacting faults is highly dependent 

on the arrangement and scale of the interacting faults and the kinematics of the individual 

fault segments.  The dependence of these factors on stress concentration and fracture 

formation/slip can provide further insight into how mechanical models of faults 

contribute to fracture populations observed in the field.  Models of local stresses in such 
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studies have shown a relationship between fault slip and the distribution and type of 

structures that form in the damage zone of faults induced by fault slip and predicting their 

formation in response to that stress change (Bourne & Willemse, 2001; Maerten et al., 

2002; Davatzes et al., 2005; King et al., 1994; Mickelthwaite et al., 2010).  Other studies 

have also demonstrated the impact of the resulting addition of structures on fluid flow 

through models of the fluid flow in a reservoir simulator (Borne et al., 2000) and through 

the resulting control of the mapped alteration and cement as evidence of channeled paleo-

fluid flow (Eichubl et al., 2009; Mickelthwaite et al., 2010).  By idealizing faults as 

discontinuities within a homogeneous and isotropic medium it is possible to calculate 

using linear elastic theory and the Coulomb-Griffith failure criterion where tensile and 

shear fractures should form in the adjacent volume due to stresses induced by slip on a 

fault driven by a remote stress tensor (Bourne & Willemse, 2001; Maerten et al., 2002; 

Davatzes et al., 2005).  For example, a numerical modeling study at Nash Point, Wales, 

that models stress distributions around a single fault and potential fracture orientations 

corresponds with field observations (Bourne et al., 2000).  The right lateral slip on the 

fault creates a zone of tension on one side of the fault tip where rock is extended as slip 

reduces to zero at the tip and a zone of compression on the other side where the rock is 

forced to contract, as well as rotating the predicted most compressive principal stress, that 

is also parallel to tensile fractures (Figure 1.3.1).  Another example is shown in Figure 

1.3.2, which shows the interaction of a right-stepping fault overlap, the stress 

concentrations within the fault relay, and the stress concentrations associated with bends 

in one of the faults that breaches the relay (Davatzes et al., 2005). 
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Figure 1.3.1: a) Aerial photograph of fractures present in limestone at Nash Point, Wales and b) modeled 
stresses around a fault due to slip.  The green region indicates the zone of tension and the red region 
indicates the zone of compression.  The tick marks indicate the predicted direction of most compressive 
principle stress and predicted strike of tensile fractures (Bourne et al., 2000). 
 
 

 

Figure 1.3.2: a) Map and cross-section of tensile fractures (blue and shear fractures in the form of 
deformation bands (red) and b) modeled stresses around a fault relay at Moab, UT.  The warmer colors 
indicate zones where the least compressive stress becomes tensile.  The tick marks indicate the direction 
perpendicular to the least principle stress and thus the predicted strike of tensile fractures (Davatzes et al., 
2005). 
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Even in low permeability areas, fractures may be present, but sealed shut by 

cements (Hébert et al., 2011).  However, in crystalline rocks hosting geothermal systems, 

fractures that are well oriented for shear failure, and presumably active, are most often 

found to be permeable, whereas fractures poorly oriented for slip in the modern stress 

field are most often hydraulically dead (Barton et al., 1995; 1998).  The repeated opening 

and slip of such fractures over long periods of time is evidenced by the formation of ore 

deposits within optimally oriented fracture planes (Mickelthwaite et al., 2010).  This 

relationship suggests that hydrothermal systems are maintained by active tectonics that 

provides driving stresses to reactivate and open healed fractures (Davatzes and Hickman, 

2009).  In hot systems that are less actively stressed, permeability could be maintained by 

hydraulic reactivation of existing fractures, formation of new fractures, or chemical 

dissolution of cements (e.g. Hébert et al., 2011, and references therein).  Modeling of 

fault systems in geothermal fields can predict where conductive fracture populations are 

likely to be, or regions that could be most easily stimulated. 

Thus, an important part of geothermal energy development is an increased 

understanding of geologic structures and their role as a control on high permeability paths 

or as barriers in geothermal reservoirs, as well as for assessing how existing structures 

connect the reservoir to the source of heat.  A conceptual fault model is critical to 

defining the geometry and extent of geothermal reservoirs.  The model can also aid in 

engineering controlled methods to increase permeability and connectivity for EGS, since 

such stimulation will interact with existing structures and the local state of stress (Tester 

et al., 2006).  The conceptual model for the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System that guided the 

modeling strategy is that large faults cause deformation in the adjacent volume of rock to 
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produce fractures and maintain open fracture networks that provide the necessary 

conduits for fluid flow as well as sufficient storativity and heat exchange area to support 

geothermal production. This fault system incorporates multiple mapped segments that 

overlap and intersect. Complex fault geometry in a geothermal field can serve to 

concentrate stress and promote increased fracture density conducive to fluid flow and 

connection to a deep heat source (Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Maerten et al., 1999; 

Bourne et al., 2001; Mickelthwaite et al., 2010).  Lack of details defining the structural 

controls, especially methods to make predictions of fracture density, attitude, and local 

stresses from easily obtainable data, such as surface fault maps represents one of the main 

impediments to expanding the geothermal resource base and to EGS development. 

1.4 Introduction to Modeling Case Study: Desert Peak 

The Desert Peak Geothermal Field, NV, is one example of a hydrothermal area 

associated with a bend or step in an adjacent fault system, the Rhyolite Ridge normal 

fault system (Figure 1.4.1). EGS well DP 27-15 is located along the northernmost N-NE 

striking fault trace with active injecting and producing wells located within ~0.5 to ~2 km 

to the SW along the fault strike within an extensional step or bend. Although this spatial 

association is clear, several problems remain: (1) The fault is comprised of several 

distinct segments, making it uncertain whether all, some, or none are actively slipping; 

(2) Stress transfer among segments can produce spatially varying patterns of slip 

direction on the fault segments and deformation in the surrounding volume; (3) All of the 

key parameters including the fault geometry, mechanical properties of the rock, and the 

stress state have associated uncertainties, especially at depth.  
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Figure 1.4.1: Desert Peak Geothermal Field containing the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System, which is a left 
stepping system of normal faults dipping to the NW.  Also shown are the locations of several wells at 
Desert Peak, including the location of EGS well DP 27-15 (Modified from Swyer and Davatzes, 2012). 
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CHAPTER 2:  BACKGROUND 

 In the shallow Earth, most rocks tend to accommodate strain by brittle 

deformation across approximately planar discontinuities.  This style of deformation 

depends on the lithology, in situ stress state, temperature and strain rate.  At a regional 

length-scale, brittle deformation is generally manifest as regional systems of faults of 

similar orientation that accommodate the majority of strain in that volume (Anderson, 

1951; Hubbert, 1951).  However, regions of structural transition and locations near fault 

terminations, especially where fault terminations are in proximity to each other in an 

overlapping or intersecting geometry, concentrate stress and can increase fracture density 

while causing variations in fracture attitude that promote connectivity, and thus provide 

favorable channels for hydrothermal circulation (Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Faulds et 

al., 2003).  Because faults and related fracture networks, called damage zones (Caine et 

al., 1996), can extend to depths of up to 10 km (Zoback, 1989; Caskey et al., 1996; 

Velasco et al., 2010), rapid transport of hot fluids can produce hydrothermal systems 

within a few kilometers of the Earths’ surface.  Therefore, a critical aspect in 

characterizing reservoir geometry and fracture potential is understanding the mechanical 

interaction between faults and how their slip creates fractures in the surrounding rock 

volume. 

2.1 Fault Mechanics 

 Previous studies have shown that faults and fractures with intersecting and splay 

geometries cause large gradients in slip that cause a corresponding contraction or dilation 

of the adjacent rock volume manifest by compressional shear fractures or creation of void 
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space as opening-mode fractures (Andrews, 1989; Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Davatzes 

et al., 2005).  The magnitude of the local stress change influences the density of fractures 

and also their tendency to open.  Because the pattern of stress change strongly depends on 

the detailed geometry of the slipping fault, analytical solutions to the stress boundary 

value problems that necessitate simple or period geometries are insufficient.  However, 

boundary elements can simulate such complex fault geometry providing an efficient 

numerical tool to understand how these geometries, regional stresses, and induced slip 

can cause local stresses necessary to enhance or inhibit local fracture development 

(Crouch and Starfield, 1983; Bourne and Willemse, 2001; Davatzes et al., 2005). 

Quasi-static analytical solutions to model the mechanics of slip on faults with 

simple planar geometries have been well developed since the 1920’s starting with the 

Griffith failure criterion (Griffith, 1920) and subsequent developments beginning with 

Irwin (1956), and Westergaard (1939) leading to the formulation of linear elastic fracture 

mechanics (LEFM) (Chou & Pagano, 1967; Anderson, 1995).  This approach models a 

distribution of slip on a finite fracture either prescribed by a shear traction or as a 

prescribed displacement discontinuity distribution (slip) and calculates the resulting 

elastic strain in the surrounding volume.  The maximum slip magnitude depends on the 

magnitude of the shear stress driving displacement and the resistance due to the elastic 

properties of the rock specified by Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio.  In the 

geologic context, the magnitude of the shear traction contributing to slip can be 

determined from the stress tensor acting on the simulated fracture and frictional 

resistance due to the product of the coefficient of static friction and the normal traction as 

modified by the in situ fluid pressure.  In this context, slip occurs where tectonic 
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movements have built up shear and normal stresses across a fault to a critical ratio to 

overcome frictional resistance and thus trigger slip. 

Alternatively, the normal traction could be reduced to induce slip in a static 

remote stress state by injecting water to increase fluid pressure.  This corresponds to one 

approach used to increase permeability by inducing fracture slip and dilation in 

geothermal systems by injecting fluid (Durst and Vuataz, 2000; Davatzes and Hickman, 

2009).  In this case, injection rate is limited by the initial permeability, and the fluid 

pressure must remain below the minimum principal compressive stress.  If pumping rates 

exceed the transmissivity of the natural system, pore pressure will rise above the least 

compressive principal stress and can cause new opening mode fractures to propagate 

normal to the least compressive principal stress.  The opening that results from the 

fracture dilation is directly proportional to the product of the length of the fracture (with a 

shape factor) and the difference between the pore pressure and the least compressive 

stress, and has a third order relationship with the flow rate through the fracture, according 

to the cubic law for fractures (Zoback, 2007). 

Previous studies have adopted this general approach. For instance, Bourne et al. 

(2000) used Poly 3D coupled with dynamic flow models to calibrate their stress model.  

They were able to constrain their fault geometry from 3D seismic data, and confirm it 

with extensive fracture populations from 14 wells in a producing oil field.  They 

performed sensitivity studies on remote driving stresses, as well as rock strength and 

density, and compared the resulting flow data from fluid flow models through the 

resulting fracture distribution to 10 production wells with flow history data.  They 

showed that changes in stress by more than 10% from their best-fit model caused only 4 
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out of 10 wells to match their recorded flow history.  They rejected the assumption that 

fracture density could simply be measured as a function of distance from a fault, by 

showing modeled stress patterns that were much more variable due to fault geometry and 

slip distribution, and in some cases produced regions adjacent to faults that were not 

fractured at all.  They also showed that areas with the most substantial fracture networks 

were between multiple faults, and that they are oriented in a way that could potentially 

connect them (Bourne et al., 2000). 

Mynatt et al. (2007) and Hilley et al. (2010) used Bayesian statistics to determine 

their most probable model by adjusting a remote strain tensor, fault height and depth to 

the upper tip below the surface of a half space, and dip, as well as strike and width along 

strike.  They produced a probability distribution function based on the misfit between the 

deflected modeled surface and the topography mapped using airborne laser swath 

mapping (ALSM) of a stratigraphic unit within Raplee Ridge monoclonal fold in 

southwest Utah resulting from slip on a blind reverse fault.   Using Poly 3D and the 

Bayesian approach they were able to determine the combination of characteristics 

necessary to accurately reproduce the geometry of the deformed surface, despite the 

limitations inherent in a homogeneous linear elastic model. In addition, they quantified 

the dependence on the misfit on variations in each model parameter. 

Crider and Pollard (1998) modeled the sensitivity of slip distributions and local 

stress patterns resulting from the geometry and spacing of two overlapping, left-stepping 

normal faults, extending previous work by Willemse et al. (1996).  They modeled the 

dependence of slip behavior on the overlap between two parallel faults loaded by a 

simple stress tensor based on an isotropic lithostatic stress that has a reduced principal 
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horizontal stress in the dip direction, while the other two principal stresses remain equal 

to each other.  The resulting structural interaction of the faults produce slip distributions 

that mimic the mapped Peter Creek Ramp in Lake County, south central Oregon. From 

these insights, they concluded that evaluating simple conceptual models of fault systems 

is a critical step in understanding the behavior of more complex fault geometries (Crider 

and Pollard, 1998).  The models also show that the pattern of local stress state show a 

strong dependence on the overlap geometry of the faults and likely plays a critical role in 

concentrating damage adjacent to the fault and thus in linking multiple independent fault 

segments into a single through-going fault. In general, the stress patterns of fracture 

potential in their models resemble those produced by this study, however their conclusion 

that the maximum stress interaction between the faults is directly between the tips is not 

reflected by the fault overlap study at Desert Peak.  This difference is most likely because 

the two main faults at Desert Peak are not parallel. The impact of this mis-alignment is 

reflected in the study done by Maerten et al. (1999), who showed that the variation in the 

strike angle between faults has a significant effect on their structural interaction, and also 

showed how faults that intersect can greatly change their slip distribution as well. 

For more complex fault geometries characterized by non-planar surfaces, Maerten 

et al. (2002) showed how this in-plane roughness concentrates stresses at bends and 

intersections. These modeled spatially varying local stress concentrations and principal 

stress orientations due to slip on larger faults reasonably predict the pattern of smaller 

faults in a hydrocarbon reservoir in the North Sea.  Their tests also showed that the local 

stress distribution around a complex fault system is sensitive to the  remote extension 

direction. Thus, they could use the observed fracture pattern to infer the best fitting 
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remote extension direction despite the complexity of the fault model as well as 

demonstrating the relationship between the faults and the fracture network. 

Muller and Aydin (2005) demonstrated that competing conceptual models of fault 

systems could be tested by comparing their respective predictions of subsidence to the 

actual basin bathymetry along the North Anatolian fault in the Marmara Sea region. They 

constrained the fault system displacement with slip rates obtained from GPS data, and 

compared the resulting strain patterns from the competing models to high resolution 

bathymetry and seismic reflection data.  The model that most closely predicted the 

pattern of subsidence resembling the morphology of the Marmura Sea was considered the 

best fit model.  Only one of the conceptual fault models was able to establish the more 

salient features of the complex basin bathymetry and the pattern of GPS displacement 

rates. They concluded that the dominant mechanism of the fault system was the creation 

of a pull-apart basin from right-lateral displacement of segmented regional basin-

bounding faults trending E-W, and had a less significant component from the prior N-S 

extension assumed to create basin 

The work by both Bourne et al. (2000) and Maerten et al. (2002) demonstrate that 

these simple elastic models are capable of predicting fracture and fault patterns in 

reservoirs or aquifers. In addition, the speed of these models allows sensitivity testing to 

evaluate the robustness of the model predictions. Hilley et al. (2010) effectively shows 

how best fitting models can be quantitatively evaluated. Thus, it is clear that this 

approach could potentially aid in evaluating reservoir models in which faults and 

fractures provide a significant contribution to permeability and storativity and in guiding 

well site selection.  The fault modeling of the Rhyolite Ridge fault at Desert Peak 
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performed in this study applies similar techniques, but addresses two additional issues: 

(1) formalizing the sensitivity testing in cases where data constraints are limited to 

identify the most likely model predictions through a probability density function and (2) a 

comparison of this “likehood” approach to Bayesian evaluations of the best fitting model 

and model uncertainty. These results also identify which data that will most effectively 

improve the model predictions. 

2.2 Reservoir Design 

Borehole analysis to characterize in situ lithology and mineralogy of geothermal 

systems that include detection of natural fracture populations and mechanical tests to 

determine elastic, strength and hydrologic properties of rock are critical to developing a 

stimulation plan (Davatzes & Hickman, 2009; Lutz et al., 2010).  These methods along 

with understanding of regional stresses and fault geometry can ensure that stimulation of 

geothermal systems will not significantly increase the risk of a large damaging 

earthquake, while using small earthquakes to increase fracture permeability due to slip 

induced dilation of rough fracture surfaces.  Such stimulation methods require a well to 

be in place, and choosing a location for that well is critical in a stimulation operation.  

Evaluating predictions of the variation in stress state and related fracture populations 

from modeling of slip on large faults will help determine where such a well can be 

successful. 

 Stress models are often derived from tests within a single borehole, thus providing 

little constraint on the spatial variability in stress state responsible for deforming what 

fractures are currently active.  This limited insight prevents adequate predictions of 1) the 
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likely attitudes of failure surfaces, 2) potential spatial variations in fracture density, and 

3) the potential of induced seismicity including the stress changes necessary to cause 

seismic events and their spatial distribution.  This study takes advantage of an existing 

data set from the Desert Peak Geothermal Field in the Basin and Range province, which 

contains many similar geothermal fields and has provided many opportunities for 

advancement of EGS research.  Desert Peak, like many of the undiscovered geothermal 

fields in Nevada, has no surface expression.  The reservoir does coincide with a left-step 

in the surface trace of the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System (Kratt et al., 2006; Coolbaugh et 

al., 2006).  The Rhyolite Ridge Fault System could play a critical, but to date un-

evaluated role in increasing fracture density due to transfer of strain to surrounding rock 

volumes.  As a large fault with greater than a kilometer of throw, it may be able to 

provide connectivity sufficient for deeply circulating geothermal waters to sustain the 

hydrothermal system and create an isothermal temperature profile of 190° - 220°C that 

extends from ~1 km depth to an indeterminate maximum depth (Faulds et al., 2003; 

Davatzes and Hickman, 2009; Lutz et al., 2009).  

2.3 Geologic Setting 

 The Desert Peak Geothermal Field is located in Nevada within the northwestern 

region of the Basin and Range Tectonic Province, which has the greatest concentration of 

geothermal fields in the United States (Coolbaugh et al., 2006).  This region’s geothermal 

activity results from crustal extension and normal faulting that brings hot rock to 

relatively shallow depths.  The crustal extension is the result of a transfer of stress from 

the Pacific-North American plate boundary through the Walker Lane, and results in an 

overall trend of N-NE striking dextral faults distributed across the Great Basin (Figure 
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2.3.1) (Faulds et al., 2005).  The height of these faults as required by basin depths causes 

them to penetrate hot rocks, and the relatively low mean stress in this region facilitates 

dilation in fractures (See discussion in Blake and Davatzes, 2012). 

 

Figure 2.3.1: A cartoon of the stress transfer across the Walker Lane from the Pacific-North American 
plate boundary that causes a trend of N-NE striking faults across the Basin and Range Tectonic Province 
outlined in black shown on the right (from Faulds, et al., 2005. 
 
 

Several nearby geothermal systems including Dixie Valley, Fallon, Desert Queen, 

and Brady’s among others are similarly associated with N-NE striking normal fault 
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systems.  The adjacent Brady’s Geothermal Field to the W-NW has a high fault density 

and surface expression in the form of hot springs and hydrothermal silica deposits (Kratt 

et al., 2006) (Figure 2.3.2 a).  To the NE, the Desert Queen Geothermal Field has been 

shown to have a thermal anomaly through shallow temperature probe profiling that 

coincides with a densely faulted area (Coolbaugh et al. 2007; Faulds and Garside, 2003), 

but which is otherwise blind and not yet developed (Figure 2.3.2 b). 

 



 

Figure 2.3.2: Brady’s and Desert Queen geothermal fields.  Brady’s is densely faulted, and has many 
hydrothermal mineral deposits shown as blue patches
Energy).  Desert Queen is also densely faulted, and has been shown to have 
shallow temperature probe profiling 
 

 

s and Desert Queen geothermal fields.  Brady’s is densely faulted, and has many 
hydrothermal mineral deposits shown as blue patches (data from the Great Basin Center for Geothermal 

.  Desert Queen is also densely faulted, and has been shown to have a thermal anomaly
shallow temperature probe profiling (modified from Coolbaugh et al., 2007). 
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Tertiary meta-sediments that began deposition during deformation in the late Cenezoic 

(Faulds et al., 2005; Oldow et al., 1994; Oldow et al., 2001; Lutz et al., 2009).  These 

faults cut through reactivated thrust faults from the Mezozoic age, bearing calcite veins 

and chlorite that could potentially act as conduits (Lutz et al., 2009) as indicated by mud 

losses in wells that cross these faults and temperature pressure survey logging during 

reinjection (Zemach et al., 2009).  The reservoir rocks are strongly metamorphosed, 

propolytically altered diorites and hematitic metavolcanics of approximate Jurassic age, 

and can reach temperatures of up to 220°C and are underlain by Mesozoic metamorphic 

and granitic basement (Lutz et al., 2009).  The production zone within the geothermal 

field is largely composed of late Oligocene to late Miocene volcanic and sedimentary 

rocks (Lutz et al., 2009), and zones of proposed stimulation are in proximity to a horst 

block containing the reservoir rock types that has been offset ~460 m, overlain by 

silicified and smectitically altered rhyolites and dacites have not been offset (Figure 2.3.4 

and 2.3.5) (Lutz et al., 2009).  These units are further faulted by segments of the west 

dipping Rhyolite Ridge normal fault system, at least some of which extend to the surface.  

Borehole Televiewer and Formation Microscanner image logs in DP27-15 through both 

the Pre-Tertiary units (PT-1 & PT-2) and overlying rhyolites contain fractures optimally 

oriented for slip in the modern stress state, possibly providing access to the geothermal 

reservoir (Zemach et al., 2009; Davatzes and Hickman, 2009; Hickman and Davatzes 

2010). 
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Figure 2.3.4: Conceptual NE-SW cross-section in the vicinity of the EGS well DP 27-15.  Reservoir rocks 
lie below the Pre-Tertiary 2 (PT-2) units and the overlying Pre-Tertiary 1 (PT-1) units.  The green dashed 
line indicates the maximum depth of smectite alteration and transition from a steep temperature gradient 
consistent with a conductive cap to a nearby isothermal temperature gradient.  The orange dashed line is the 
base of mixed layer illite-smectite alteration (modified from Lutz et al., 2009). 
 
 



 

Figure 2.3.5: Location of cross section at Desert Peak shown in Figure 2.3.4.
 
 

The current resource 

overlap at a prominent left step. This implies a potential role for mechanical interaction 

of these fault segments or kin

Location of cross section at Desert Peak shown in Figure 2.3.4. 

The current resource at Desert Peak occurs where multiple faults 

ent left step. This implies a potential role for mechanical interaction 

or kinematic maintenance to contribute to the development and 
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at Desert Peak occurs where multiple faults intersect and 

ent left step. This implies a potential role for mechanical interaction 

to contribute to the development and 
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preservation of the hydrothermal reservoir.  The highest temperatures in the field occur 

where faults intersect with other en echelon overlapping fault segments and smaller fault 

segments cut across the relay between the northern and southern bounding faults that 

form the relay (Figure 2.3.3) (Faulds et al., 2003). 

Mechanical testing of rock samples taken from well cuttings at Desert Peak 

provides important constraints on the properties of the lithology surrounding the Rhyolite 

Ridge Fault System.  Such properties relevant to mechanical modeling include density, 

Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, compressive strength, coefficient of friction, internal 

friction angle and linear cohesion (Table 1).  In addition, mechanical testing shows that 

the formations can produce fractures that dilate during shearing and thus increase 

permeability up to 20-fold (Lutz et al., 2010). 
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Table 1: Mechanical properties of rock samples from Desert Peak from Lutz et al., 2010 

Lithology 

Depth 

(m) 

Density 

(kg/m
3
) 

Young's 

Modulus 

(MPa) 

Poisson's 

Ratio 

Compressive 

strength 

(MPa) 

Coefficient 

of Friction 

Internal 

Friction Angle 

Linear 

Cohesion 

(MPa) 

devitrified 

rhyolite 696 2107 7819 0.17 82.8 0.655 29.3 13.84 

devitrified 

rhyolite 696 2120 8510 0.15 82.8 0.655 29.3 13.84 

devitrified 

rhyolite 696 2106 8216 0.21 82.8 0.655 29.3 13.84 

devitrified 

rhyolite 696 2086 6538 0.14 82.8 0.655 29.3 13.84 

argillic rhyolite 724       110.3 0.704 35.4 10.02 

argillic rhyolite 729       103.4 0.65 32.5 12.85 

siliceous 

rhyolite 742 2410 25970 0.18 179.3 0.827 45.9 21.86 

siliceous 

rhyolite 742 2407 25410 0.18 179.3 0.827 45.9 21.86 

siliceous 

rhyolite 742 2406 22100 0.13 179.3 0.827 45.9 21.86 

siliceous 

rhyolite 742 2419 26490 0.19 179.3 0.827 45.9 21.86 

siliceous 

rhyolite 756       131 0.855 38.2 24.02 

siliceous 

rhyolite 786       117.2 0.962 47.6 19.23 

illitic/siliceous 

metamudstone 789       144.8 1.215 44.4 12.75 

illitic/siliceous 

metamudstone 799 2711 30340 0.4 186.2 1.215 42.2 24.83 

illitic/siliceous 

metamudstone 799 2719 38090 0.17 186.2 1.215 42.2 24.83 

siliceous 

metamudstone 835       179.3 0.664 33.8 34.89 
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CHAPTER 3:  METHODS 

 The purpose of this study is to assess the role of slip on the Rhyolite Ridge Fault 

System in providing fracture formation and displacement within the geothermal reservoir 

through redistribution of static stress.  In addition, this study develops an approach to 

systematically assess the impact of uncertainty in key model parameters on the simulated 

stress variation resulting from fault slip.  This impact is assessed in two ways: 1) the most 

commonly produced results within the range of parameter uncertainty and 2) the best 

fitting result through application of Bayesian statistical methods.  Following the results of 

field studies (Curewitz & Karson, 1997; Faulds et al., 2003), and modeling studies 

(Bourne et al., 2000; Bourne & Willemse, 2001; Davatzes et al., 2005) this region is 

likely to have a dense extensive fracture network resulting from stress concentration due 

to fault slip that enhances and sustains fluid flow.  However, due to the complex 

geometry and boundary conditions, modeling is required to determine if fracturing would 

be enhanced or inhibited in this location, especially compared to other positions along the 

fault system.  Following Bourne and Willemse (2001), Maerten et al. (2002) and 

Davatzes et al. (2005) increased differential stress and reduced mean stress should induce 

fractures following the Mohr failure criterion.  Using the same criterion and 

methodology, slip on the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System is modeled to see if it causes a 

change in stress that inhibits fracture formation and reactivation in non-production areas, 

and enhances fracturing potential in current production areas. 

 

3.1  Numerical Method: Boundary Element Modeling 
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The numerical method to be used in this study is the linear-elastic boundary 

element method.  The boundary element method (BEM) is used in this study because 

only the two dimensional fault surface is discretized rather than the entire three 

dimensional volume, as per the finite element method (Maerten et al., 2000) resulting in a 

significant decrease in the number of equations to simultaneously solve.  This method 

thus results in a much more efficient computation which allows time for a series of 

models to be run exploring a range of parameter values and thus an assessment of the 

sensitivity of the simulation to the parameter.   

 

 

Figure 3.1.1: A fault discretized by a triangular mesh that can reproduce complex fault surface geometry.  
Traction and Bergers’ vector boundary conditions are imposed on the individual triangular elements in 
combination with remote stress or strain.  The plane of red dots in the middle of the diagram represents a 
dense array of observation points at which displacements and the strain and stress tensors can be computed 
in the elastic volume surrounding the fault segments (Reproduced from Maerten et al., 2000). 
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This method is implemented in the Poly 3D software, which is a C++ based 

program that models infinitesimal displacements, stresses and strains in an isotropic and 

homogeneous linear elastic whole or half space with triangular planar element 

discontinuities ideal for representing faults and fractures with irregular internal 

orientations and curvilinear terminations (Thomas, 1993) based on the method presented 

by Crouch and Starfield (1983).  This model can simulate quasi-static conditions under 

which boundary conditions of either tractions or displacements can be specified on the 

boundary elements constituting the structures, in this case faults.  The solution of stress 

and strain is then calculated at the element centers, as well as at observation points placed 

anywhere in the surrounding volume (Fig. 3.1.1). 

3.2 Governing Equations of Stress Transformation, Tractions and Isotropic Linear 

Elasticity 

For most of the models run in this study, the tractions placed on the fault elements 

are derived from a far-field stress tensor that represents remote tectonic stresses.  This is 

done by transforming the stress tensor with its principal eigenvalues to a global reference 

frame with a tensor transformation using a 3D rotation matrix that rotates the reference 

frame from the orientation of the principal stresses to global coordinates (Fig. 3.2.1).  The 

stress tensor in its initial form has three principal values, or eigenvalues, oriented 

perpendicular to each other, or normal to the faces of a unit volume in three dimensions 

with the lowest and intermediate principal values oriented horizontally and the greatest 

principal value oriented vertically, with no shear components according to an assumed 

Andersonian stress state (Anderson, 1951) and consistent with borehole observation of 

induced borehole wall failure in well DP 27-15 (Hickman and Davatzes, 2010).  The 
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global stress tensor after having its reference frame rotated horizontally contains three 

normal components and six shear components that maintain the tensor’s orientation and 

invariants with respect to its initial principal values and maintains static equilibrium.  Due 

to the symmetry required by static equilibrium, the matrix that represents the stress tensor 

is ‘mirrored’ about the diagonal that contains the normal components, giving the stress 

tensor six independent magnitudes. The transformed far-field stress tensor is then 

projected onto each element defining the surface as a stress vector, or traction, using 

Cauchy’s Law, which multiplies the stress tensor by the unit vector normal to a surface 

with components in 3D global coordinates to obtain the traction (Figure 3.2.2).  The 

boundary constraints in the models are that the elements displace so that the shear 

components of the tractions across the faults become zero to represent the stress drop that 

occurs from fault slip, or retain a finite shear traction equivalent to a normal traction 

multiplied by a static friction coefficient in a fully coupled solution.  The displacement 

normal to the faults is constrained to be zero to prevent opening as well as 

interpenetration, or enforces non-negativity, which allows opening, or a positive 

displacement discontinuity without interpenetration.  The solution to this frictional 

response is implemented by Kaven et al. (2012) through a linear complimentary solution, 

which applies a frictional force to fault surfaces that remain in contact and by Maerten et 

al. (2010) through an iterative solver that reduces the shear traction until the ratio of shear 

to normal traction is equal to the friction coefficient.  Through careful review of both 

solutions, the iterative solver was implemented in this study. 
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Figure 3.2.1: Stress tensor transformation that rotates the reference frame of the stress tensor from the 
orientation of its principal eigenvalues to a global coordinate system.  The smallest and intermediate 
principal stresses are perpendicular to each other in a horizontal plane shown on the left in red, with the 
greatest principal stress oriented vertically, and has no shear components in its initial reference frame.  The 
global stress tensor has six independent shear and normal components shown in blue on the right that 
maintain static equilibrium within the unit volume. 
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Figure 3.2.2: The transformed stress tensor projected onto a surface using Cauchy’s Law that obtains a 
stress vector, or traction, by multiplying a stress tensor by the unit normal vector to the surface, with its 
three components in the global coordinate system.  In the equation above the stress tensor is in square 
brackets, and the normal and traction vectors are in curved brackets. 
 
  

The deformation in the surrounding volume is found by superimposing the stress 

perturbation from each element and simultaneously solving for stress and strain using the 

general 3D form of Hooke’s Law, which mathematically relates stress and strain using 

elastic material constants.  The one-dimensional form of Hooke’s Law provides a linear 

relationship with stress and strain in one direction using the elastic constant Young’s 

Modulus (Figure 3.2.3a).  The resulting lateral deformation in the second dimension is 

related to an axial deformation with Poisson’s Ratio, which is the negative ratio of lateral 

strain to axial strain that results from a stress in one direction (Figure 3.2.3b). 
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Figure 3.2.3: The elastic constants of Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio.  Young’s modulus provides a 
linear ratio of stress and strain in the elastic region shown on a graph of stress and strain.  Poisson’s ratio 
gives the negative ratio of lateral strain to axial strain in response to an axial stress. 
 
 

The general 3D form of Hooke’s Law relates the normal components of the stress tensor 

to the normal components of the strain tensor using Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s 

Ratio with the three equations on the left in Figure 3.2.4.  The Shear Modulus, which is 

related to the Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio, is used to relate the shear 

components of stress to the shear components of strain using the three equations on the 

right in Figure 3.2.4.  In all, there are five commonly employed elastic constants used to 

describe the infinitesimal elastic deformation of the volume surrounding the faults, that 

include the bulk modulus which relates the dilation or compressional strain of a 3D 

volume from a uniform compressive stress in all directions, and Lame’s Lambda, which 

relates the shear modulus and the bulk modulus. The mathematical interrelationship of 
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these five common elastic parameters is shown in Table 2. The isotropic homogeneous 

form requires specifying only two constants.  

Figure 3.2.4: The general form of Hooke’s law that relates the normal components of stress and strain with 
Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio.  The Shear Modulus is an elastic constant that relates shear stress 
and strain using the three equations on the right, and is derived from Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio 
using the equation in the middle. 
 
 

Table 2: Elastic constants and their relationships (Jaeger et al., 2007) 

 

 

3.3  Modeling Strategy 

Modeling of Rhyolite Ridge consists of a series of sensitivity studies that define 

the range of model results permissible due to the uncertainty of poorly constrained 

structural parameters, as well as what model outputs are most commonly produced.  The 
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modeling systematically samples the parameters within reasonable ranges based on 

conventional stress and faulting theory and field observations. At Desert Peak, the fault 

geometry at the surface is well constrained from field mapping (Faulds & Garside, 2003) 

but the fault geometry at depth is not.  The maximum and minimum principal stresses of 

the remote stress tensor are constrained from well stress tests performed at Desert Peak 

(Hickman & Davatzes, 2010) but the intermediate principal stress is poorly constrained to 

lie within the range of the other two principal stresses. The uncertainty of the orientation 

of the horizontal stresses is derived from borehole observations and leads to a significant 

impact on potential contributions to the amount and sense of strike slip motion on the 

fault system.  Linear elastic properties of the rock, which directly relate stress and strain, 

are available from triaxial experiments under relevant stress boundary conditions (Lutz et 

al., 2010) (Table 1).  Both the borehole studies and triaxial tests show variation of these 

properties with depth and lithology. 

Quantifying the occurrence of model outputs from parameter adjustment can be 

used to show the model sensitivity or if there is a robust, commonly occurring result.  The 

most commonly occurring result can also be further constrained by considering an 

additional independent physical constraint on its reasonable range of the probability 

distribution describing the relative probability of a value.  This will determine a most 

likely model output prediction that can be used to find the model parameters that produce 

a best fit to the model prediction.  A deterministic solution based on the well observation 

can be used as well, and the modeling parameters that are best fit to both solutions are 

used for subsequent modeling. 
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Initially the fault models will have a simple geometry consisting of a single planar 

fault that will be used for most of the sensitivity studies.  More complex fault geometry 

such as additional faults or more complex non-planar fault surfaces including 

intersections are then considered to determine how their interaction affects the local stress 

distribution.  The resulting infinitesimal strain in the surrounding elastic medium will be 

solved for the corresponding principal stresses at specified observation points (Bourne et 

al., 2000).  From this stress tensor the potential for fracture formation or slip of existing 

fractures can be tested using a Mohr-Coulomb failure condition following the approach 

of Bourne et al. (2000) and the strain energy density approach of Maerten et al. (2002) 

using the corresponding rock properties from Lutz et al. (2010).  The commercial version 

of Poly 3D (IGEOSS Poly3D) was used for two additional sensitivity studies of fault 

friction, and horizontal remote stress orientation. 

3.4 Model Setup and Calibration; Element Size Sensitivity 

 One of the drawbacks of the boundary element method for calculating stress and 

strain in an elastic half or whole space surrounding a displacement discontinuity is that 

the numerical method itself can inherently cause non-physical solutions due to numerical 

artifacts resulting from discretization as well as the infinite displacement gradient at the 

element edges.  Reducing element size can limit this impact at the expense of modeling 

efficiency.  Understanding this trade-off can aid in setting up the model so that the 

solution is both accurate and efficiently calculated.  The stress and strain anywhere in the 

surrounding volume at a point away from the displacement discontinuity on the modeled 

fault is derived from: 1) a calculation from the element boundaries and 2) the collective 

result of the solutions from all the elements superimposed on each other.  In an elastic 
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solution, the gradient in a displacement discontinuity approaches infinity at the element 

tip, but this singularity only extends over a short distance from the element tip 

proportional to the element length (Crouch and Starfield, 1983).  Thus, with increasing 

distance from the element the numerical solution converges to a physically reproducible 

result.  The region of suspect solutions is thus increased by larger element sizes, and can 

be decreased by using smaller elements, as the calculations superimposed from the 

neighboring elements makes the solution more accurate and limits the singularity to the 

element dimensions rather than the fault dimensions.  However, using too fine a mesh for 

the displacement discontinuity can cause a significant increase in modeling time as the 

number of elements and element boundaries for which a solution must be calculated 

increases, and in the extreme case, a matrix of equations that is too large to invert. 

 The balance between resolving physically realistic stress at short distances from 

the modeled fault (especially as required for closely spaced fault segments) and 

numerical efficiency resulting from fewer boundary elements was assessed by 

progressively decreasing the element edge length to determine the smallest element size 

that produced no significant change in the solution.  The state of stress was profiled along 

an observation line perpendicular to the fault that extends 9 km on both sides of the fault 

in order to verify that the stresses converge on their remote values far away from the 

fault, while focusing on a point that is 200 meters from the fault into the footwall, which 

is the distance from the fault to the stimulation depth in well DP 27-15, to observe how 

element size affects the local stresses.  Initially, with large elements, the local stress will 

vary with element size but as the element size is progressively reduced, the solution 

stabilizes.  For simplicity, the fault was modeled as a rectangular flat plane representative 
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of the northernmost fault trace of Rhyolite Ridge and assigned a dip of 60°, typical for 

normal faults (Figure 3.4.1, 3.4.2, and 3.4.3). The stress tensor initially used is derived 

from the magnitude and direction of the least compressive horizontal stress (Shmin) 

observed in well DP 27-15, the vertical stress (Sv) from the weight of the overlying rock, 

and the most compressive horizontal stress (SHmax) assumed to be the average of the other 

two principal stresses as described by Hickman and Davatzes (2010).  The pore pressure 

(Pp) used was taken as hydrostatic pressure from the depth to the water table, and the 

elastic properties of Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio of the surrounding rock were 

taken from the results of triaxial compression tests of representative rock samples taken 

from borehole DP 35-13 (Lutz et al., 2010) (Table 3). 

Table 3: Model Parameters (models for other sensitivity studies differ as stated).  
1 Hickman and Davatzes (2010) 
2 Lutz et al., (2010) 

Parameter Magnitude Standard 
Deviation 

Units Source 

Stress Model Depth 
(DP27-15)1 

930 ± 12.5 m  

• SV 22.6 ± 0.7 MPa Cuttings/Density Log 
• Shmin 13.8 ± 0.4 MPa Minifrac 
• SHmax 18.2 ± 0.6 MPa Model 
• PP 8.0 ± 0.6 MPa Equilibrium P-log 

• Shmin Azimuth 114 ± 17 azimuth Borehole induced Structures 

Elastic Properties2     

• Young’s Modulus, E 34.2 ± 11.0 GPa Lab 

• Poisson’s Ratio, ν 0.18 ± 0.07 unitless Lab 
Rock Properties2     

• Static Friction 0.77 ± 0.12 unitless Lab 
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Figure 3.4.1: Model setup for element size sensitivity.  Orientation of the remote stress tensor relative to 
the model fault. 
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Figure 3.4.2: The fault modeled is the northernmost fault of the Rhyolite Ridge fault system shown as 
thick red transparent line with dip direction indicated by shorter perpendicular line (data from James 
Faulds). 
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Figure 3.4.3:  Fault used is a square planar fault dipping 60° to the northwest. The observation line is 
perpendicular to the fault surface and extends 9 km on both sides of the fault. 
 
 

A model with a 50 m edge length, which represents one of the perpendicular 

edges of an isosoles right triangle, was run initially and is the basis of comparison for all 

the other models with increased edge length.  The 50 m element size was chosen as the 

baseline model because it takes 6.5 hours to compute, somewhat longer than the 

maximum computation time practicable given the large number of model runs necessary 

for this study. A uniform mesh was adopted as a theoretical idealized model that is meant 

to observe the effect of the singularity near the center of the fault, where the stress 

concentrations and rotations are the smallest. The uniform mesh also provided a 
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straightforward, stable, and practicable approach to automated modeling during the 

sensitivity studies that incorporated systemic changes in fault geometry, preventing 

meshing artifacts and producing highly comparable meshes among the suite of models, 

thus limiting additional sources of model variation. Figure 3.4.5 shows how the solution 

of stress at a point 200 m away from the fault diverges from the 50 m element size 

solution with increasing element edge length.  Significant divergence takes place when 

the edge length is roughly 200 m, which is also the length of the observation distance 

from the fault.  The percent difference from the 50 m element size model oscillates as the 

element size increases, for which the stress being calculated can either be increasingly 

greater than, or less than the ideal solution depending on how large the element is and the 

relative position of the observation point to the element edge.  In some cases, large 

element sizes can be very similar to the 50 m element size solution but are very unstable 

due to its oscillation (Figure 3.4.5).  This illustrates how critical choosing an element size 

is to producing a stable stress model, because while stresses are greatly perturbed near 

actual fault surfaces, an observation point where the singularity effect is dominant 

provides a non-physical stress measurement. 
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Figure 3.4.4: Plot showing the percent difference of the least compressive stress using an element edge 
length of 50 m, and the least compressive stress using elements with increasing edge lengths at an 
observation point 200 m away from the fault into the footwall.  The solution begins to diverge from the 50 
m element size solution at roughly 200 m, and shows an oscillatory pattern of becoming increasingly 
greater than and less than the 50 m element size solution. 
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Figure 3.4.5: Plot showing the modeling time for each element edge length run in the models for this 
study.  
 
  

Figure 3.4.6 summarizes the modeling time associated with models of element 

edge length.  Most of the models that have a dominant singularity effect run in under ten 

seconds, and the models that converge on a stable solution are run in under a minute.  

Decreasing element size further causes the modeling time to increase hyperbolically on a 

logarithmic scale, where the ideal model with a 50 m element size runs for 6.5 hours.  

Figure 3.4.7 shows profiles of the least compressive principal stress along the observation 

line for the element sizes that produce the most extreme oscillations in Figure 3.4.5.  All 

of the element sizes produce similar stress profiles away from the fault, except at 

locations less than 200 m to the fault where all the stress profiles approach infinity.  The 
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larger element sizes cause this effect to be extended further into the surrounding volume 

as well as heterogeneously along the fault surface depending on the plane parallel 

distance of the observation point from an element edge.  The ideal stress profile produced 

from the 50-meter element size shows the most accurate and stable stress measurements 

closest to the fault. As distance decreases below 50 m, the simulated stress similarly goes 

to infinity.  The stress profile for the 200 meter element size shows a slightly different 

trend for a distance less than 200 meters from the fault, but at 200 meters and greater, the 

provile is very similar to the 50 m element size model (Figure 3.4.7). 
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3.5 Summary 

 The numerical method implemented in Poly3D uses sound and widely accepted 

mechanical principals of linear elasticity that can be used to model fault slip and stresses 

in the lithologies at the scale of large fault systems.  Although the deformation in the 

 

Figure 3.4.6: Profiles of stress along the observation line perpendicular to the fault surface.  The ideal 
model with a 50-meter element size is the black line, and has accurate stress measurements almost right at 
the fault surface, where it makes a sharp turn towards negative infinity.  The 100 meter element size shown 
in solid green, shows a similar trend, and the 200 meter element size shown in green dot-dash, goes to 
positive infinity, but they both have similar values to the 50 meter element size 200 meters away from the 
fault, unlike the larger element sizes. 
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model is elastic, rocks typically accommodate strain through brittle deformation that 

produces more faults and fractures.  Therefore, the intention of using a linear elastic 

model is to show not only where stresses are being concentrated, but also where brittle 

rock failure is most likely to occur in response to fault slip.  Although Poly3D is a quasi-

static model that does not simulate time, modeling fault deformation in this way can 

provide insight into the deformational history of a fault system. 

The model approximates the mechanical properties of the rocks as isotropic and 

homogeneous elastic constants, and the stress tensor as homogeneous throughout the 

volume.  This level of detail is appropriate to modeling the large-scale role of the 

Rhyolite Ridge Fault because of the limited degree of precision available from the 

conceptual geologic model. While a more detailed representation of the lithology would 

specify elastic constants for each lithotype at its respective elevation, and model stress 

heterogeneously by increasing stresses with depth due to gravity, the observation points 

to display the results are restricted to a single elevation for the purpose of observing 

stresses at the reservoir depth and at the stimulation interval in well DP 27-15, from 

which the stress tensor was derived.  Therefore, while this is a three-dimensional model, 

the homogeneous approximation of modeling parameters is sufficient to model stresses at 

a single depth. 

The meshing in this modeling study was kept uniform and the faults were 

represented as flat rectangular surfaces or as mapped fault traces projected straight into 

the ground for several reasons.  1) Flat planar faults make it straightforward to enforce 

that element edges on adjoining fault segments coincide, thus avoiding potentially 

significant errors that result if an element edge on one segment approaches an element 
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center on another segment. 2) There are no constraints on fault surface roughness in the 

dip direction. Since the regional affect of roughness is proportional to the wavelength of 

the roughness, first order affects are preserved, although in frictional faults this is an 

aspect worthy of additional attention (Power and Tullis, 1991; Sagy et al., 2006; Kaven et 

al., 2012). Both Power and Tullis (1991) and Sagy et al., 2006 show that faults tend to be 

smoothest in the slip direction, which is primarily down-dip in this fault system (Faulds 

and Garside, 2003). 3) Although curved, or elliptical surfaces are sometimes used to 

represent faults, rectangular faults are commonly used and the BEM enforces smoothly 

varying, realistic slip distributions despite the corners on rectangular surfaces thus 

preventing spurious stress concentrations (Soliva et al., 2008). Rectangular faults have 

the advantage that no additional source of lateral variation in fault geometry affects the 

stress patterns, making the models simpler to interpret. This is especially advantageous 

since such tip line curvature is not constrained from field observations. Thus the 

rectangular fault geometry is adopted as the simplest fault model with the clearest results 

in the subsequent sensitivity analyses.  4) A uniform mesh size facilitates simple, 

repeatable model development that is especially advantageous in this study where small 

variations in model geometry are explored. The uniform mesh also provides a 

straightforward, stable, and practicable approach to automate modeling during the 

sensitivity studies that incorporate such systemic changes in fault geometry, preventing 

meshing artifacts and producing highly comparable meshes among the suite of models, 

thus limiting additional sources of model variation. However, this approach limits mesh 

size globally, ultimately leading to very long computation times for highly refined 

meshes. Future studies could benefit by refining the mesh so that local stresses in the 
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proximity to interacting closely spaced tips and intersections can be more closely 

evaluated. 

While simple fault geometry is a good initial approach, fault parameters at depth 

are still a major factor in the model results.  Therefore, a major component of this study is 

a rigorous sensitivity studies that tests how the model is affected by simple fault 

geometric parameters such as fault dip and height, as well as the remote stress tensor that 

drives fault slip.  
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS – SENSITIVITY STUDIES 

The major goals of this chapter are to 1) determine the best values for the fault 

geometry and remote stress boundary conditions that match field observations, 2) predict 

the local state of stress in the reservoir due to slip on the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System 

that honors local observations in well DP 27-15, an 3) quantify how the uncertainty in the 

fault geometry and the remote stress driving slip leads to a range of models compatible 

with the field observations and existing data.  From these simulations, the promotion or 

inhibition of fractures due to local stresses can be simulated to test whether the Rhyolite 

Ridge is responsible for the geothermal system at Desert Peak and controls its spatial 

extent by maintaining an open fracture network. These goals are achieved through a 

careful sensitivity analysis, identifying the most common model predictions, determining 

which models best fit the observations, and a Bayesian evaluation to determine the model 

probability distribution given the skewness of fit to observations and consideration of 

other external data constraints on fault parameters.  The resulting predictions then contain 

not only a discrete result but also an evaluation of confidence in that result’s accuracy, or 

at least their relative compatibility with field observations.  Because these models are 

formulated within the 3D BEM in Poly3D, they also honor the basic physics of linear 

elasticity including the constitutive stress-strain relations.  Thus an additional 

consequence of these forward models is a method to extrapolate the pattern of local stress 

variation (either as stress tensor components or derivative products such as Coulomb 

stress and their directions) from a spatially limited suite of observations of stress state. 

Efficient BEM simulation facilitates analysis of the sensitivity of fault slip and 

related local stresses to a reasonable range of input model parameters.  Systematic 
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forward models are used to interrogate the relationship between the local stresses and 

poorly constrained aspects of the fault geometry such as the vertical extent of the fault 

and its dip, the active fault trace, and the remote stress boundary conditions.  The 

resulting family of forward models reveals trade-offs between these coupled parameters.  

As a straightforward measure of sensitivity, this family of models also characterizes the 

frequency distribution of model predictions (outcomes) of the local stress state resulting 

from the range of the corresponding input parameters, and reveals the most common 

outcomes.  This frequency distribution derived from the forward modeling is further 

weighted by the uncertainties of the input parameters or by additional external constraints 

to describe the most likely result in the family of models. 

The trade-off between two input parameters, such as the geometric properties of 

fault height and dip, can be characterized by contouring model results on a parameter 

space defined by axes of each input parameter.  The contour plot generally identifies the 

most common outcomes within the parameter space, which correspond to the contoured 

regions with the largest area.  For instance, the local magnitude of Shmin is shown in 

Figure 4.0.1 a, whereas tightly spaced contours reveal a strong dependence on small 

variations in the input parameter.  Contours that parallel the parameter axes show relative 

independence.  For instance, in Figure 4.0.1 a, contours of Shmin parallel the axis of fault 

height for heights greater than about 2 km and dips greater than 70 degrees, implying that 

the magnitude of Shmin in the model is insensitive to fault height in this region.  In regions 

where the contours parallel neither axis, there is a strong coupling between the two input 

parameters 
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The sensitivity of these results is captured by the gradient of Shmin in the fault 

height-dip parameter space (Figure 4.0.1 b).  Regions of low gradient have little 

sensitivity to the input parameters, whereas regions of height gradient correspond to 

strong variations in the model prediction of Shmin due to relatively modest differences.  In 

these models the magnitude of fault height has the greatest control on Shmin magnitude.  

The predicted magnitude of Shmin is very sensitive to fault height shorter than ~3 km and 

dips greater that ~ 65°.  Conversely, the most stable results occur for fault heights greater 

than 3 km and fault dips in the range of 45° to 65°. 

 
Figure 4.0.1:  Example of model output from exploring a two-parameter space; a) Contours of least 
compressive horizontal stress (Shmin) from adjusting fault height and dip and b) the gradient of the contours 
to show sensitivity.  The contours are drawn from an evenly spaced array of data points in the two-
parameter space.  The gradient in the vertical direction is MPa/degree, and the gradient in the horizontal 
direction is MPa/200m. 
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Figure 4.0.2:  Example of process for weighting the model output using a function of an input parameter.  
The frequency distribution (a) of the model prediction as a stacked histogram of results from various fault 
dips, which are then (b) are weighted by a function of the input parameter (xi), fault dip, from an 
independent constraint (xIC) with its standard deviation (xSD), or in this case, as a normal distribution 
representing the mean and standard deviation of the pre-existing data to create (c) a new weighted 
frequency distribution. 
 

 

To better understand the statistical significance of changing input parameters on a 

stress model, an analysis of model likelihood was performed by finding the most 

commonly occurring output values from the batch of models.  Model outputs from the 

two-parameter space from Figure 4.0.1 were compiled as histograms to describe the 

frequency distribution of model predictions.  The histogram in Figure 4.0.2a summarizes 

the variability in the predicted magnitude of Shmin including the most common 

predictions, the spread of the distribution, and its shape (i.e., unimodal, bimodal, 

skewed).  In addition, the histogram is presented as a stack so that contributions from 

different fault dip ranges to the distribution of Shmin magnitudes is retained.  Although the 

results summarized in Figure 4.0.1 and 4.0.2a summarize the sensitivity of a model 

prediction, such as Shmin to fault height and dip, these results do not necessarily predict 

the most likely input parameters.  To identify the most likely parameter combination, the 

probability of the fault height and dip must be evaluated.  This probability distribution is 
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illustrated in Figure 4.0.2b and defines a function that ranges from zero, corresponding to 

values that are not permissible, to one which corresponds to the highest probability.  This 

distribution defines a weighting function in terms of a mean and standard deviation 

within a bound range.  Such a weighting function can be obtained from statistical analysis 

of field data or alternatively from external data constraints considering the likely range of 

the input parameter.  Once defined, this weighting function (Figure 4.0.2b) is applied to 

the frequency distribution of Shmin magnitudes given the mean and standard deviation 

(Figure 4.0.2c) that describes the most probable Shmin magnitudes given the mean and 

standard deviation from the available data. 

 
Figure 4.0.3:  Example of using both weighting functions simultaneously to create a new data distribution.  
The two functions used to weight the data based on constraints on a) fault dip and b) fault height are 
summed together for each combination of the two parameters to create c) the new data distribution.  The 
mean value is considered the preferred model output, and the standard deviation and data distribution are a 
proxy for uncertainty.  The input parameters that create model outputs closest to the preferred output are 
selected to construct the stress model. 
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This simple weighting scheme is adequate for adjusting predictions derived from 

a single input parameter.  However, in the two-parameter space of fault height and dip, 

both weighting functions should be considered to constrain a fault model.  Averaging the 

counts for the two data distributions causes a redundancy in the input parameters of fault 

height and dip because they are both factors in creating the two data distributions that are 

being averaged, causing them to be considered twice for the final distribution.  By 

factoring the distribution by each weighting function one after the other, a discrepancy is 

created by two final data distributions that depend on the order in which the weighting 

functions were applied.  Instead, the two weighting functions were used to factor the data 

distribution simultaneously.  This is done by creating a new function of the model output 

parameter, in this case Shmin, that is the summation of the two input weighting functions 

for fault heights and dips that generate model outputs within each histogram bracket.  

This produces a new weighting function that is applied to the total counts on the 

histogram regardless of which input parameter contributed to the data distribution (Figure 

4.0.3c).  The mean of the new data distribution is considered the most likely Shmin and 

was used as criteria for selecting height and dip for the fault model, while its standard 

deviation was used to assess the confidence of the model prediction.  The model 

likelihood of height and dip is based on the height/dip combination that creates an Shmin 

that is the most similar to the model predicted Shmin (Figure 4.0.4). 

The results of this sensitivity study form the basis for three key assessments: (1) 

Assessing how the two input parameters trade-off within their two parameter space to 
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produce similar predictions; (2) Revealing which input has the greatest impact on the 

frequency distribution of outcomes; (3) Determining the model that produces results 

similar to the most likely output.  This analysis is useful where limited data are available 

to constrain the fault model, or where observations of stress need to be extrapolated to 

other locations in the geothermal system from a spatially limited set of observations, and 

to assess if more data is needed, as well as establish the interaction between modeling 

parameters to determine what kind of additional data can be useful to better constrain the 

model. 
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Figure 4.0.4:  Workflow for parameter sensitivity study and likelihood analysis.  Parameter sensitivity is 
tested by adjusting input parameters to produce a family of model predictions and then choosing the 
combination of parameters that create the best fit model output the most likely output parameter after 
accounting for the uncertainty associated with each input parameter. 
 

 

At Desert Peak this approach is used to develop a model of the Rhyolite Ridge 

Fault that tests the range of fault geometries and remote stress state driving slip to 
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determine the most likely case. Model calibration is achieved by comparing the model 

predictions at observation points coinciding with well DP 27-15, for which the direction 

and magnitude of the least compressive horizontal stress, Shmin, has been measured 

(Davatzes and Hickman, 2009; Hickman and Davatzes, 2010).  Since well DP 27-15 is 

the only well that has this type of stress data in the area, the focus of fault modeling in 

this study was the northernmost fault trace of the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System, which is 

closest to well DP 27-15 and therefore has the largest impact on local stresses.  This 

model also benefits from having the straightest fault trace, thus simplifying the 

simulations.  Its trace can be approximated with a straight line with the fault itself 

modeled as rectangular plane for which the height and dip of the fault can easily be 

adjusted (Figure 4.0.5). 
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Figure 4.0.5:  a) Fault trace map and well locations including observations of Shmin azimuth in well DP 27-
15. The semi-transparent orange line represents the idealized fault trace with the tick mark in the dip 
direction.  b) cartoon of rectangular fault with DP 27-15 well and boundary conditions on element 
discretizing the fault (not to scale, modified from Swyer and Davatzes, 2012). 
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4.1  Simple Geometry Sensitivity and Constraint 

 

Figure 4.1.1:  Rhyolite Ridge Fault approximated with a linear fault trace.  The modeled fault has had its 
height and dip systematically adjusted. 

  

The dip angle and depth to the lower tip of the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System are 

poorly constrained by outcrop (Faulds and Garside, 2003; J.E. Faulds pers. comm., 

2011), seismic reflection (Zemach et al., 2010), earthquake (e.g., Nathwani et al., 2011), 

and borehole data (Faulds et al., 2003; Lutz et al., 2009). To better understand the 

resulting uncertainty in models of stress and to constrain these geometric parameters, 

responses to variations in fault dip and in-plane fault length perpendicular to strike 

(height) are modeled (Figure 4.1.1). 

Slip in these models is driven by a remote stress tensor that resolves a shear and 

normal traction on the fault surface.  The remote Sv was taken from the weight of the rock 
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overburden at the reservoir depth, and Pp is the hydrostatic pore pressure taken from the 

depth of the reservoir under the water table (Table 3).  The magnitude of the remote Shmin 

was derived from a critically stressed friction failure criterion for normal faults (Jaeger et 

al., 2007; Zoback, 2007): 

 

Sh min
rem =

Sv − Pp

µ2 +1( )1/ 2
+ µ[ ]2 + Pp

 Eq. 1 

where µ is the coefficient of friction, taken as 0.77, which is the mean value, obtained 

from triaxial compression testing of rock samples from Desert Peak and has an 

uncertainty range of ±0.16 (Lutz et al., 2010).  The azimuth of Shmin was set perpendicular 

to the fault strike so that the fault orientation is reflective of remote stresses assumed to 

cause fault formation (Jaeger et al., 2007).  The magnitude of SHmax used was the average 

of Sv and Shmin.  This model assumes a complete shear stress drop across the fault, thus 

these results represent the maximum stress perturbation.  Stress distributions produced for 

models of different fault height and dip were calculated at the stimulation depth of 930 

meters in well DP 27-15.  The contoured output parameters from the observation point in 

well DP 27-15 are local Shmin (Figure 4.1.2a), azimuth of Shmin (Figure 4.1.2b), local Sv 

(Figure 4.1.2c), differential stress defined as the difference between Sv and Shmin (Figure 

4.1.2d) and the mean stress, defined as the average of Sv and Shmin (Figure 4.1.2e).  Next 

to each contour plot in Figure 4.1.2 are the corresponding contours of the gradients in 

these parameter spaces which are used to show how sensitive each output parameter is to 

change in the combination of fault height and dip (Figure 4.1.2f-j). 
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Figure 4.1.2:  Contoured plots on the left with fault height on the horizontal axis and fault dip on the 
vertical axis.  These plots show a) Shmin, b) azimuth of Shmin, c) Sv, d) differential stress and e) mean stress 
for various fault heights and dips.  On the right are plots showing the gradient of each of the contoured 
plots, or the sensitivity of each output parameter to fault height and dip. 
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The results show sensitivity to changes in fault heights less than ~4 km, but were 

generally not sensitive to fault dip at the location corresponding to DP 27-15.  The model 

was slightly more sensitive to dip for fault depths greater than 6 km, but fault heights 

greater than this did not affect the model results. The magnitudes of Shmin dropped below 

the remote value at roughly 1 km of fault height, but became is relatively more 

compressive at a height of 2 km, and shows the highest magnitude for a fault height of 5 

km (Figure 4.1.2a and f), however none of the model results reproduced the observed 

value of 13.8 MPa.  The azimuth of Shmin showed the observed value of 114° in the 

location where the plot had the highest gradient, or is the most sensitive (Figure 4.1.2b 

and g).  Sv shows an increased sensitivity for shallow faults dipping steeply, but was less 

sensitive for shallower dipping faults, and the observed Sv magnitude of 22.6 MPa, which 

is assumed to be the weight of the overburden was found for fault heights of 6 km (Figure 

4.1.2c). The observed value for differential stress of 8.8 MPa was found for fault heights 

between 1 km and 4.5 km, which can also be reproduced in deeper faults with shallower 

dips (Figure 4.1.2d and i).  The observed magnitude of mean stress of 18.2 MPa was not 

achieved for any of the model runs, however the highest model values for mean stress 

correspond to the tallest faults with the shallowest dips, a location in the parameter space 

that is insensitive to changes in these two parameters (Figure 4.1.2e and j). 

The model results were summarized as histograms that are stacked to show the 

contributions of fault height and dip to the most commonly occurring model predictions 

(Figure 4.1.3). The frequency distributions were then weighted with functions that favor 

the most likely geometric characteristics for fault height and dip based on the mechanical 
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properties of the rock for dip, and fault displacements taken from field maps and cross 

sections for height.  The derivation of these functions was based on a simple normally 

distributed exponential function that considers the mean value and the standard 

deviations of existing data. 

 
Figure 4.1.3:  Histograms of model predictions, stacked to show contributions from various fault heights 
shown on the top row and fault dips shown on the bottom row. 
 

 

The weighting function for fault dip angle was based on the average internal 

friction angle (�i), or the angle between the most likely shear failure plane and the 

greatest compressive principal stress, measured in triaxial experiments on cores from 

Desert Peak (Lutz et al., 2010).  Since this property is varied by stratigraphic unit, and the 

model is homogeneous, an average was based on the thickness of each lithotype at depth 

to obtain a representative value (Table 4).  Since this region is dominated by normal 

faulting, the greatest compressive principal stress is vertical, which makes the preferred 

dipping angle 90° - �i.  The standard deviation was taken from the mean value and the 

population of values that represent the different lithotypes.  Thus, the function used to 

weight the histograms based on fault dip is: 
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  Eq. 2 

Table 4:  Internal Friction Angle of Lithotypes at Desert Peak from Lutz et al. (2010) 
Sample ID Lithology Depth (m) Internal Friction Angle 
ODP1 devitrified rhyolite 696.77 29.3 

ODP2 argillic rhyolite 724.21 35.4 

ODP3 argillic rhyolite 729.08 32.5 

ODP4 siliceous rhyolite 742.80 45.9 

ODP5 siliceous rhyolite 756.82 38.2 

ODP6 siliceous rhyolite 786.08 47.6 

ODP12 illitic/siliceous metamudstone 789.74 44.4 

ODP13 illitic/siliceous metamudstone 799.80 42.2 

ODP7 siliceous metamudstone 835.46 33.8 

   Depth Weighted Internal Friction Angle (ϕi) 
   31.0 

   Standard Deviation (ϕSD) 
   9.9 

 

 

The fault height weighting function was based on an empirical relationship 

between fault slip and the length of a fault in the direction of slip.  The slip of the fault 

near the surface and well DP 27-15 was taken from a geologic map and cross-section of 

Desert Peak by Faulds (2010).  The mean value and uncertainty range used in the 

weighting function was based on displacements between an older volcanic ash layer, and 

a more recent stratigraphic layer (Figure 4.1.4). This discrepancy between these two 

offset layers causes uncertainty about what depth extent of the fault is actively slipping, 

since the lower portion of the fault may either have healed due to mineral precipitation or 

may no longer be as brittle due to the high geothermal gradient.  The fault displacements 

were then converted to fault heights based on an empirical relationship between the 

maximum or mean displacement, and the length of a fault in the direction of 

displacement (from Twiss and Moores, 2007, pg. 81)
 

fφ (dip) = exp
−(dip − (90− φi))

2

2φSD
2
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       Eq. 3 

Where δ is fault displacement, Lf is the length of a fault, and p and B are empirically 

derived constants so that p represents the slope and –logB represents the y-intercept of the 

graph in Figure 4.1.5.  The overall trend for faults on the length-scale of Rhyolite Ridge 

is a slope of p = 1.5, and a y-intercept of -logB = -2.0.  The minimum fault displacement 

from the cross-section is ~63 meters for the younger layer, which would cause a fault 

height of 3.4 km, and the maximum displacement is ~1625 meters for the older layer, 

which would cause a fault height of 28.2 km.  This gives a mean fault height value 

(Lfmean) of 15.8 km and an uncertainty range (LfSD) of ±12.4 km to be used in the 

weighting function.  The function used to weight the histograms based on fault height is: 

  Eq. 4 

 

log δ( ) = − log B( )+ p log L f( )

f H (height = exp
−(height − L fmean )2

2L fSD
2
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Figure 4.1.4:  Cross section running N-NW to E-SE (left to right) through the Rhyolite Ridge fault zone at 
Desert Peak.  The surface contacts at Desert Peak are well constrained but the stratigraphy and fault 
displacements are not.  The mean value and the uncertainty range of fault displacement are based on the 
offset between a younger stratigraphic layer across the northernmost fault of Rhyolite Ridge and an older 
volcanic ash deposit considered to be a well correlated event horizon (modified from Faulds et al., 2010) 
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Figure 4.1.5:  Displacement length relationship for faults.  The various symbols represent faults from 
different locations.  Any one given data set has a slope of p = 1.0, but larger faults on the scale of Rhyolite 
Ridge have an overall slope of p = 1.5 with an intercept of – logB = -2.0. (from Twiss and Moores, 2007, p. 
81). 
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Figure 4.1.6:  Histograms of model outputs weighted using Gaussian functions derived from preferred 
fault dip from internal friction coefficient and preferred fault height from fault displacement. 
 
  

Using these functions to weight the output parameters, new frequency 

distributions reflect how the additional data constraints of internal friction angle and fault 

displacement alter the most likely model prediction (Figure 4.1.6).  The function used to 

weight the data with both functions simultaneously is: 

     for                      Eq. 5 

Where mij is a modeling output parameter for a given fault dipi and heightj combination, S 

is the set of bin centers, and b is the bin width.  The new frequency distributions show a 

much more definitive model prediction, except for azimuth of Shmin, which shows a 

bimodal distribution (Figure 4.1.7).  This is an indication that Shmin azimuth is a very 

sensitive and unstable model output.  The mean values of the new frequency distributions 

are considered to be the model likelihood prediction. 

f Hθ (mij ) = f H (height i) fθ (dip j )∑ mij ∈ S ±
b

2
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Figure 4.1.7:  Histograms of model outputs weighted using both functions simultaneously.  The stress plots 
show more definitive preferred values, except the azimuth of Shmin, which has a bimodal distribution. 
 
  

In order to make a selection of fault height and dip to constrain the model, the 

differences between all five output parameters for all the model runs in the sensitivity 

study and the model likelihood predicted values are normalized within each output 

parameter, and then summed for each model run.  Figure 4.1.8a contours the sum of the 

normalized differences for all output parameters between the model ‘likelihood’ 

predicted outputs and the model outputs for each fault dip and height combination, and 

show the fault geometry where the difference is the smallest.  Figure 4.1.8b is the 

deterministic solution that uses the observed values from well DP 27-15 instead of the 

model likelihood predicted outputs, and the geometry constrained from the well is very 

similar to that shown in Figure 4.1.8a.  For both figures, the normalized differences is the 

highest for faults less than 2 km, which is also where most of the output parameters are 

the most sensitive in the two-parameter space (4.1.2f-j).  The normalization of all the 

model outputs inherently causes the most sensitive outputs to dominate the overall 

likelihood prediction.  Since the azimuth of Shmin is the most sensitive, the pattern of 

where the normalized difference is minimized in Figures 4.1.8a and b most closely 

resembles the sensitivity plot for this output parameter (Figure 4.1.2g).  As a measure of 

uncertainty for this model prediction, the contoured plots also have a single contour at the 

standard deviation of the data in the two-parameter space and for the model likelihood 
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prediction (Figure 4.1.8a). The likelihood prediction displays a bimodal distribution 

similar to the histogram of the azimuth of Shmin (Figure 4.1.7).  Although the likelihood 

and deterministic prediction are very similar, the uncertainty associated with this 

prediction is rather high, where the standard deviation spans ~22% of the likelihood 

parameter space, and ~44% of the deterministic parameter space.  The fault geometry that 

minimizes the normalized difference for the model likelihood predicted outputs has a 

height of 4.9 km and dips 69°, and the deterministic fault geometry that minimizes the 

normalized difference is 5.1 km and dips 66°.  The geometry that is the average for both 

analysis is a height of 4.9 km and a dip 68°, which will be used in all subsequent 

modeling. 

 
Figure 4.1.8:  Contoured plots of the normalized difference for all five output parameters for all fault 
geometries and the a) Model likelihood prediction and b) the deterministic solution using observed values 
in the stress model for well DP 27-15.  The white stars indicate the preferred geometry where the 
normalized differences are the smallest.  The white contour is placed at the standard deviation of the data 
populating the contoured plots. 
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4.2  Stress Tensor Sensitivity and Constraint 

The same method was used to constrain the remote stress that drives fault slip by 

adjusting the magnitude of the remote minimum horizontal principal stress, Shmin
rem, and 

the remote maximum principal horizontal stress, SHmax
rem, within stress polygons that 

define the permissible range of stress states that can be supported given the assumed 

presence of well oriented faults of a given frictional strength (Figure 4.2.1a) (See 

discussion in Zoback, 2007 and references therein).  In this case, the polygons were 

derived from a friction coefficient of 1.0, which means that stress conditions within the 

polygon are stable whereas stress conditions outside the polygons cause slip that relieves 

differential stress. Thus, the edges of the polygon represent stress states in which 

fractures are critically stressed for shear failure, and stress states outside the polygon will 

not be achieved due to fault slip. Since the model inputs and outputs are both parameters 

of stress, for clarity, here and in subsequent text, remote stresses will be denoted by a 

superscript of ‘rem’ and local stresses will be denoted by a superscript of ‘loc’.  

Values of Shmin
rem were derived from various friction coefficients using Equation 

1 that include 0.77 which is the average value from laboratory experiments on core 

samples from Desert Peak (Table 3) (Lutz et al., 2010), the upper and lower limits of the 

Byerlee friction range of 0.6 and 1.0 which is an empirically derived range of friction for 

crustal rocks (Byerlee, 1978), and 0.48 which is consistent with active slip of the 

magnitude of Shmin
rem and Sv

rem in well DP 27-15 (Hickman and Davatzes, 2010) (Figure 

4.2.1b).  The value of SHmax
rem was adjusted for each Shmin

rem magnitude within the 

normal and strike-slip fault stress regimes because there is no evidence supporting 

reverse faulting (Faulds and Garside, 2003; Hickman and Davatzes, 2010).  Figure 4.2.2 
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shows contoured model outputs within the stress polygons on the top row (Figure 4.2.2a-

e), and the bottom row shows their gradients to visualize the related sensitivity (Figure 

4.2.2f-j).  

 

Figure 4.2.1:  a) Stress polygons showing normal faulting (N.F.), strike-slip faulting (S.S.), and reverse 
faulting (R.F.) stress regimes for a fault with a friction coefficient equal to 1.0. Stress states outside the 
polygon represent differential stresses that cannot be supported by the available normal stress assuming 
well-oriented fractures are present, and thus represent unsupportable states of stress. Shmin

rem is normalized 
to the remote vertical stress (Sv

rem) and plotted on the horizontal axis and SHmax
rem normalized to Sv

rem is 
plotted on the vertical axis.  b) Values of Shmin

rem used were derived from friction coefficients of 0.77 from 
rock mechanics testing of core samples at Desert Peak, 1.0 and 0.6 representing the Byerlee friction range, 
and 0.48 which is representative of the stress state observed in well DP 27-15 at Desert Peak.  SHmax

rem is 
adjusted along vertical lines for each Shmin

rem value used within the normal and strike-slip stress regimes 
within the stress polygons. Since the model inputs and outputs are both parameters of stress, for clarity, 
remote stresses will have a superscript of ‘rem’ and local stresses will have a superscript of ‘loc’ here and 
in subsequent figures. 
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Figure 4.2.2:  Contoured plots showing various output parameters by adjusting Shmin

rem and SHmax
rem within 

stress polygons.  The top row shows contours of output parameters (a-e) and the bottom row plots the 
gradient, or sensitivity of each of the output parameters (f-j). 
 

 

Shmin
loc shows increased sensitivity in the normal faulting range, but does not 

change very much in the modeled parameter space (Figures 4.2.2a and f). The azimuth of 

Shmin
loc also has increased sensitivity in the normal faulting stress regime, where the 

highest sensitivity is caused by the lowest Shmin
rem values used and when SHmax

rem and 

Shmin
rem become similar (Figures 4.2.2b and g).  A high variance of stress direction would 

cause a wider distribution of fractures and fault orientations, and since the fault strike 

generally trends N-NE in the area, the magnitude of SHmax
rem is probably closer to Sv

rem.  

The output parameters of vertical stress, differential stress, and mean stress all have 

increased sensitivity in the strike-slip stress regime but do not change in the normal 

faulting regime (Figures 4.2.2c-e and h-j). 
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As with the parameters of fault geometry, the results of the two input parameters 

were weighted with functions that consider an additional constraint. The function used to 

constrain Shmin
rem was based on stress values magnitudes from the average sliding friction 

coefficient and the standard deviation from the population of values (Table 4.2.1).  The 

mean value and the upper and lower uncertainty range of friction coefficient were used in 

Equation 1 to obtain a mean value of Shmin
rem of 12.22 MPa and a standard deviation of 

1.15 MPa.  Therefore, the function used to weight the outputs based on Shmin
rem is: 

      Eq.6 

 

Table 5:  Coefficients of friction for various litholotypes at Desert Peak from Lutz et al., 
2010 

Sample ID Lithology Depth (m) Coefficient of Friction 

ODP1 devitrified rhyolite 696.77 0.67 

ODP2 argillic rhyolite 724.21 0.70 

ODP3 argillic rhyolite 729.08 0.65 

ODP4 siliceous rhyolite 742.80 0.83 

ODP5 siliceous rhyolite 756.82 0.86 

ODP6 siliceous rhyolite 786.08 0.96 

ODP7 siliceous metamudstone 835.46 0.66 

   Depth Weighted Friction 

   0.66 

   Standard Deviation 

   0.16 
 

 

Models produced based on ranges of SHmax
rem for each friction coefficient are 

weighted so that the values of SHmax
rem are forced to range between the remote vertical 

stress (Sv
rem) and the average of Sv

rem and Shmin
rem.  This range preserves the overall fault 

strike trend as discussed previously.  Since the range of SHmax
rem is different for each 

fSh min (Sh min
rem ) = exp

−(Sh min
rem − (12.22MPa)2

2(1.15MPa)2
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value of Shmin
rem used (Figure 4.2.1b) there are four different functions that weight the 

model outputs based on the friction coefficient used to derive Shmin
rem. Therefore the 

function is given in its general form: 

              Eq. 7 

                 Eq. 8 

fSH max SH max
rem( ) = exp

− SH max
rem − SH max

mean( )( )2

2 SH max
SD( )2

 

 

 
 
 








          Eq. 9 

Where SHmax
mean and SHmax

SD are the mean and standard deviation respectively of the 

most compressive horizontal stress, and are both functions of Shmin
rem.  The mean value is 

in the center of the preferred SHmax
rem range and the standard deviation is half of this 

range.  The new function that is applied to weight the frequency distribution of model 

output predictions that sums both functions together is: 

   for       Eq. 10 

Where mij is a modeling output parameter for a given combination of the greatest and 

least compressive remote horizontal stress, S is the set of bin centers, and b is the bin 

width. 

SH max
mean Sh min

rem( ) =
Sv

rem +
Sv

rem + Sh min
rem( )

2
2

SH max
SD Sh min

rem( ) =
Sv

rem −
Sv

rem + Sh min
rem( )

2
2

fSh min SH max(mij ) = fSh min (Sh min
rem ) fSH max(SH max

rem )∑ mij ∈ S ±
b

2
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Figure 4.2.3:  Histograms weighted by functions for Shmin

rem and SHmax
rem.  Most model outputs show a 

distinct preferred value except Shmin
loc, which shows a bimodal distribution. 

 
  

After weighting the data, the resulting data distributions for the model outputs 

show clear preferred model outputs except for the local Shmin magnitude, which has a 

bimodal distribution (Figure 4.2.3).  However, the uncertainty range is much larger for 

these frequency distributions than the fault geometry study.  The model that is best fit to 

the mean of all the model outputs, as well as the deterministic solution based on the well 

observation, is Shmin
rem of 11.5 MPa and SHmax

rem of 18.8 MPa, or a SHmax
rem/Sv

rem ratio of 

~0.83. 

4.3  Bayesian Method 

 Another approach to selecting model parameters is to calculate the probability 

distribution function (PDF) using the Bayes’ Rule (Bayes, 1763), which has been used to 

constrain fault model parameters in Poly 3D and observe their sensitivity (Mynatt et al., 

2007; Hilley et al., 2010).  The Bayes’ Rule is a statistical method that generates 

probabilities that considers existing data constraints as well as newly generated data.  The 

form of the Bayes’ Rule used is: 

                Eq. 11 P(mij |o) =
P(o |mij )P(mij )

P(o |mij )k P(mij )k
k =1

n

∑
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Where o are the observed values of stress from the well and mij are the modeled values 

for any given combination of input parameters (height and dip for fault geometry and 

Shmin and SHmax for the stress tensor).  P(o|mij) is the probability that the observed values 

will occur from a given set of model inputs based on the misfit of the model output to the 

observed values.  The PDF for the misfit is: 

             Eq. 12 

Where SDo is the standard deviation of the observed values for the model outputs of 

Shmin, azimuth Shmin, Sv, differential stress, and mean stress.  P(mij) is known as the prior 

PDF based on existing data constraints, and was based on the weighting functions used in 

the preceding sections to refine the data distributions (Equation 4 and Equation 10).  The 

denominator of equation 11 is known as the total probability distribution, which is the 

sum of all the numerators generated from each combination of modeling parameters, and 

is meant to normalize the PDF so that all values in the function add to one.  The result is 

P(mij|o), which is the joint probability distribution, or the probability that the modeling 

parameters will occur given the observed values that also considers the additional data 

constraint.  The combination of modeling parameters that produces the highest 

probability is considered the best fit to the observed data. 

 The joint probability distribution for fault height and dip is plotted in Figure 

4.3.1a, similar to the normalized difference for the likelihood analysis was plotted in 

Figure 4.1.9.  Also shown are the joint probability distributions for fault dip (Figure 

4.3.1b) and fault height (Figure 4.3.1c) individually.  The white contour in Figure 4.3.1a, 

P o |mij( ) = exp
− o − mij( )2

SDo
2

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

k
k=1

n

∑
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and white lines in Figures 4.3.1b and c represent the standard deviation of the data.  The 

fault height and dip combination that generates the highest probability is 4.9 km and 59°, 

which is comparable to the results from the likelihood and deterministic analysis.  The 

joint probability distribution peaks at ~0.18%, which is a low percentage, reflecting the 

normalization of the data to the total probability distribution, which was generated from 

1640 separate model results.  However, while a smaller sample size of the data might 

generate a taller peak, the PDFwould still have the same shape.  The peaks are fairly 

broad as well, with the standard deviation for dip being ±15°, and the lower end of the 

standard deviation of fault height being -3.5 km from the mean, and the upper standard 

deviation value of fault height located off the graph in Figure 4.3.1c. 

 
Figure 4.3.1:  Joint probability distribution for a) fault height and dip b) fault dip alone and c) fault height 
alone.  The white contour in a) and the white lines in b) and c) represent the standard deviation of the peak, 
and the black asterisk in a) represent the model parameters with the highest probability. 
 
  

The joint probability distribution for the horizontal stresses is shown in Figure 

4.3.2, and its peak and standard deviations are both completely in the normal faulting 

stress regime.  The peak is located at the Shmin
rem value of 12.69 MPa, and an SHmax

rem of 

19.30 MPa, or an SHmax
rem/Sv

rem ratio of ~0.85, which are both slightly higher than the 
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values derived from the likelihood and deterministic solutions. The standard deviation for 

Shmin
rem is ±2.25 MPa, and the standard deviation for SHmax

rem ±5.0 MPa, which is not as 

broad as the height and dip PDF but roughly twice as broad as the distribution from the 

likelihood analysis. 

 

Figure 4.3.2:  Joint probability distribution for Shmin
rem and SHmax

rem.  The white contour represents the 
FWHM of the peak, and the black asterisk represents the model parameters with the highest probability. 
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4.4  Summary 

 Performing a model calibration through sensitivity studies that utilize field data is 

an important initial step for constructing a stress model.  In the case of Desert Peak there 

are very few data with which to constrain the stress model, so a sensitivity study is 

necessary to understand how the resulting uncertainty influences the structural 

interpretation, and to determine the critical field and laboratory data that should be 

collected, as well as determine if more data are needed to refine or distinguish competing 

structural models.  This study has shown how the different parameters of a fault system 

affect a structural model, as well as how they impact the confidence of the model as a 

predictive tool.  It can also help to further understand the relationships between different 

model parameters, and how poorly constrained fault parameters can be better inferred 

from other sources. 

 The intense gradient of Shmin azimuth as a result of adjusting the fault geometry 

within the dip/height parameter space, makes it a difficult parameter to predict with 

confidence (Figure 4.1.2g).  The contoured parameter space of this output (Figure 4.1.2b) 

also spans the entire range of uncertainty for the observed value of 114 ±17.  The 

bimodal distribution of the frequency table also reinforces the lack of certainty since 

there is no single best model prediction, and the standard deviation of ±12 for the 

frequency distribution is almost as large as the observed uncertainty range of ±17 (Figure 

4.1.8).  This indicates that this parameter requires a larger data set to constrain a fault 

model and increase the confidence in its prediction.  However, since this parameter 
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shows a strong dependence on fault geometry, the direction of local stresses can be partly 

constrained by better measurements of fault geometry at depth.   

The co-dependence of these two types of data can serve to determine how much 

and what types of data are needed to supplement available data.  The frequency 

distribution of the model outputs that is created by adjusting the remote horizontal 

stresses through their range of uncertainty is much larger than for the fault geometry 

study (Figure 4.2.3) so the confidence of the model-predicted remote stresses is relatively 

low. The increased sensitivity of Shmin
loc and Shmin

loc azimuth in the normal faulting stress 

regime follows from the small difference between Shmin
rem and SHmax

rem that allows small 

shear stress changes to produce large principal stress rotations, (Figure 4.2.2f and g) and 

thus indicates how critical it is to collect this information in the field and from multiple 

locations relative to the fault.  The remote stress tensor could be much better constrained 

if more of this data were available, specifically, the greatest constraint would result from 

measuring stresses in multiple wells that are either actively producing or in proximity to 

the production area.   

The low gradient of mean stress and differential stress indicate that these two 

outputs are insensitive to the remote horizontal stress tensor in the normal fault stress 

regime (Figure 4.2.2i and j).  The interaction of these two stress parameters is very 

important for predicting shear failure, and the potential for generating porosity due to 

shear-induced dilation as well as for connectivity between fractures.  This interaction will 

be further explored in Chapter 5.  The fact that both the mean and differential stress do 

not change in the normal fault stress regime indicates that the degree to which shear 
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failure will or will not occur is not highly dependent on the horizontal remote stresses 

within the bounds modeled. 

 The usage of Bayesian statistics is a quicker and more comprehensive method for 

parameter selection because it considers the misfit of the models to the observed values 

as well as the other data constraints simultaneously to calculate a probability distribution 

function.  One difference between the Bayesian method and the model likelihood 

prediction is that the likelihood considers the most frequently occurring model result 

from the set of models.  This is a useful way of exploring the range of physically 

plausible models consistent with linear elasticity if insufficient data are available for the 

Bayesian modeling.   

The other difference between the two methods is that the Bayesian statistics 

makes it harder to observe which particular types of data are poorly constrained, and the 

interaction between different data types cannot be seen.  Although the likelihood analysis 

can help to determine where data is lacking, or how to better constrain data with other 

types of data, the Bayesian approach is a much quicker method of making parameter 

selection.  In a sense, the likelihood method is an evaluation of the model and is more 

important as the available data to constrain the model becomes more limited, whereas the 

Bayes’ rule is a method to define the confidence in the best fitting model.  The model 

parameters constrained by this study will be used to guide the development and 

evaluation of the impact of the more complex fault geometry observed at Desert Peak, 

and to use the developed geometry to perform additional sensitivity studies that 

investigate how the fault system as a whole interacts with frictional forces and the 

uncertainty range of the horizontal stress direction.  
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS – COMPLEX FAULT GEOMETRY 

To explore the impact of the complex geometry of the Rhyolite Ridge Fault 

System on the local stress state, and thus on fracture potential, the conceptual model of 

two major fault elements that overlap and have a left stepping fault relay was tested to 

assess: (1) the different stages in the evolution of the stresses in the relay and the fault 

system geometry (2) the effect that each major type of relay breach has on the local 

stresses and the variation of slip tendency on their surfaces as a result of their curvature 

and intersection and (3) the potential for the segments to slip independently or if they are 

structurally interacting, and how their interaction affects the local stresses, especially 

within the production area (Figure 5.0.1). 

 
Figure 5.0.1: Simplified fault geometries, and major types of fault relay breach.  Faults modeled were two 
major overlapping faults (northern and southern segments), as well as (1) is a smooth left-stepping fault, (2) 
truncated intersection of the northern segment with the southern segment, and (3) a longer southern 
segment with bends that cause the relay to be faulted at several locations.  ‘D’ indicates the down-dip 
direction, or the hanging wall, and ‘U’ refers to the up-dip direction, or the footwall. 
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A series of modeling studies was performed that progressively increased the 

geometric complexity of the fault system.  Initially, the fault used in the previous 

sensitivity studies along with an additional fault to the south (Figure 5.0.1) were modeled 

to test their interaction and development of stress at various stages of overlap, presumed 

to represent a possible early stage of the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System.  Then, three 

individual fault traces that connect the two segments within or near the production area at 

Desert Peak were modeled to test the effect of major types of fault relay breach 

distinguished by the geometry of the intersecting and curving fault crossing the relay 

(Figure 5.0.1, (1), (2), and (3)).  Finally, all three fault traces were modeled together to 

determine where stresses are being concentrated as a result of slip in the fault system as a 

whole. 

 The model results are presented as contoured areal plots at the reservoir depth of 

930 meters and cross sections showing stress in the rock volume surrounding the faults.  

Contours showing change in Shmin were used to assess the potential for tensile failure, 

where decrease corresponds to increased tension, and therefore increased fracture 

potential.  In solid rock with pore space that contains a fluid, the pressure of that fluid 

will reduce the normal stress on a fracture or fault surface, and will also reduce the 

normal components and/or principal values of a stress tensor.  Since Shmin is a principal 

stress, its magnitude is reduced by the pore pressure in the rock, representing the effective 

stress condition for tensile failure, also known as the effective stress.  In cases where the 

effective Shmin is low enough, it predicts locations of tensile failure, where negative 

values represent tension meaning tensile failure will most likely occur due to the fact that 

brittle rocks are highly unstable under tension (Jaeger et al., 2007).  Shear failure 
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potential was assessed using the maximum Coulomb shear stress (Sc), which has also 

been used as a proxy for fracture density (as per Maerten et al., 2002; Childs et al., 1995). 

           Eq. 2 

As mentioned in the summary of Chapter 4, Sc incorporates the differential stress 

represented by the first term and the mean stress represented by the second term to 

determine if shear failure will occur.  σ1’ and σ3’ are the minimum and maximum 

effective principal stresses that have been reduced by the pore pressure and use the 

geologic convention of compression positive.  These two stresses represent the effective 

Shmin and Sv in a normal fault setting.  µi is the internal coefficient of friction, and is taken 

to be 0.6. Sc is an important and useful parameter for analyzing the potential for shear slip 

on fractures because if it is negative shear failure is inhibited, and when it is positive 

shear failure is enhanced.  Also, as Sc becomes more positive the range of optimally 

oriented fracture planes increases, predicting that a more diverse fracture population can 

slip, and thus promote increased connectivity.  The three faults that breach the relay will 

also have their slip tendency mapped on the fault surface, which is the initial ratio of 

shear to normal traction on the surface derived from the far-field stress tensor using 

Cauchy’s Law (Figure 3.2.2).  This is compared to the pattern of slip on the fault surface, 

which is a useful tool for evaluating the mechanical interaction among the fault segments. 

5.1 Fault Overlap 

Two planar faults were arranged to mimic the strike of the major elements of the 

Rhyolite Ridge Fault System. The northern fault segment was assigned a lower tip depth 
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of ~5000 m dipping 68° taken from the sensitivity study of idealized fault geometry.  The 

southern segment is also given a lower tip of ~5000 m, and since its strike is offset from 

the northern fault by 22º, it is given a dip of 69.5° in order to have its apparent dip in the 

true dip direction of the northern fault be the same as the true dip of the northern fault. 

This is done because field mapping has shown that faults with dip directions that stray 

from the regional fault strike trend tend to dip more steeply (James Faulds, pers. comm., 

2011), and the model is meant to reflect that trend.  The northern tip of the southern fault 

was adjusted within a range of 2 km of overlap to 2 km of under-lap.  Since the southern 

fault extends at least ~10 km to the south, the length of the southern fault is 6 km in order 

to minimizes the effect of the southern tip on the model of stresses in the relay while also 

minimizing computation time (Figure 5.1.1).  The remote stress state applied in these 

models was derived from the stress sensitivity study, and the direction of the stresses was 

taken from fault and fracture slip data collected in the field (Faulds et al., 2003) which is 

assumed to best represent the long term geologic time average, and is assumed to cause 

fault/fracture formation in order to investigate possible modes of fault propagation across 

the relay. 
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Figure 5.1.1: Model setup for fault overlap at Rhyolite Ridge. 
 

 

The potential for fracture formation or slip was assessed from maps and cross-

sections of contoured stress parameters.  Shown on the maps are the locations of a 

production well, two injection wells, and the location of the EGS well DP 27-15.  The 

cross section is placed perpendicular to the average direction of the two fault strikes and 

between the two fault tips that are adjacent to each other in order to show the location of 

maximum fault interaction for each fault overlap interval. 

Figure 5.1.2 shows contours of Shmin, as well as vectors perpendicular to Shmin to 

show the strike of potential tensile fractures, which would be vertical due to the vertical 

orientation of the greatest principal stress.  Both the areal plots and the cross-sections 
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showing Shmin show red for an increase and blue for a decrease of Shmin from the remote 

value (Figure 5.1.2 and 5.1.3).  The effective Shmin is plotted in Figures 5.1.4 and 5.1.5, 

where negative values will cause dilation in existing fractures and structural instability 

that will inevitably lead to the formation of new tensile fractures.  The under-lapping 

faults have no areas where tensile failure is predicted except for local concentrations at 

the fault tips.  As fault overlap increases a large area of tensile failure develops to the 

south of the northern segment tip and in the hanging wall of the southern segment that 

joins with the stress concentration at the southern tip of the northern fault when the fault 

overlap becomes positive.  The cross-sections reveal this region of effective tension is 

shallow, generally less than 1.5 km, and deeper with increasing overlap to extend to 

reservoir depth. 

Figures 5.1.6 and 5.1.7 show the maximum coulomb shear stress (Sc) with vectors 

of SHmax, which are parallel to the strike of conjugate shear planes, or planes that are 

parallel to SHmax and are tilted at the internal friction angle from Sv. The potential fracture 

directions for tensile and shear failure have patterns of stress rotations that mimic the 

fault segments that connect these two portions of the Rhyolite Ridge fault system of types 

(1) and (3) shown in the fault trace map in Figure 5.0.1.  As overlap increases further, the 

northern tip of the southern fault develops a zone of decreased failure potential that 

becomes more intense while the stress rotations become greater, consistent with reduction 

in differential stress.  The cross-sections of the location between the fault tips show the 

maximum stress concentrations at the faults or near the fault tips.  Many stages of fault 

under-lap have a zone where failure potential is decreased in between the faults at the 

location of the cross sections (Figure 5.1.6), and even show locations of shear fracture 
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suppression near the surface (Figure 5.1.7).  Faults that begin to overlap have their failure 

potential increased within the relay, while failure potential near the faults outside the 

relay is slightly decreased. 
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Figure 5.1.2: Areal contoured plots of Shmin at the location and depth of the reservoir for increasing fault 
overlap. Red colors indicate an increase and blue colors indicate a decrease in Shmin. Also shown are the 
locations of injection wells, a production well, and EGS well DP 27-15. The red bar shows the location of 
the cross sections in Figure 5.1.4. 
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Figure 5.1.3: Cross-sections showing Shmin for all the stages of fault overlap shown in Figure 5.1.3, with 
the red bar showing the depth of the areal contoured plots.  The cross-sections show a view from NE. 
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Figure 5.1.4: Areal contoured plots of effective Shmin at the location and depth of the reservoir for 
increasing fault overlap. Red colors are positive values and blue colors are negative values. Also shown are 
the locations of injection wells, a production well, and EGS well DP 27-15. The red bar shows the location 
of the cross sections in Figure 5.1.5. 
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Figure 5.1.5: Cross-sections showing effective Shmin for all the stages of fault overlap shown in Figure 
5.1.4, with the red bar showing the depth of the areal contoured plots.  The cross-sections show a view from 
NE. 
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Figure 5.1.6: Areal contoured plots of Sc at the location and depth of the reservoir for increasing fault 
overlap. Red colors are positive values and blue colors are negative values. Also shown are the locations of 
injection wells, a production well, and EGS well DP 27-15. The red bar shows the location of the cross 
sections in Figure 5.1.7. 
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Figure 5.1.7: Cross-sections showing Sc for all the stages of fault overlap shown in Figure 5.1.6, with the 
red bar showing the depth of the areal contoured plots.  The cross-sections show a view from NE. 
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The same stress parameters were calculated along a fixed cross-section that 

represents the N-S cross-section from Lutz et al., (2009) (Figure 5.1.8 a and 2.3.5) and 

which extends through the production area.  These cross sections show the predicted 

stresses due to overlap geometry along the inferred modern flow-path in the reservoir 

from the injection wells in the north to the production wells in the south.  The stresses at 

the well-type locations at the reservoir depth are plotted in Figure 5.1.8 c, and the range 

of ideally oriented conjugate fracture failure planes, or the angle that failure planes can 

stray from the internal friction angle, is plotted in Figure 5.1.8 d, which predict increased 

fracture density and connectivity.  Figure 5.1.8 e shows contoured cross sections showing 

Sc on the top row and effective Shmin on the bottom row. 
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Figure 5.1.8: a) Cross section from Lutz et al., 2009. b) The location of the cross section shown in red on 
the map as well as the wells and faults. c) Sc in each well for every stage of overlap. d) The range of 
conjugate fractures, or range of internal friction angle, for every stage of overlap e) Contoured cross 
sections with the well locations and reservoir depth showing maximum Coulomb shear stress on the top 
row and the effective Shmin on the bottom row. 
 

 

Sc in the production well is less than the injection wells from fault under-lap, but 

becomes greater than the injection well with increasing overlap, and with the maximum 

fault overlap the stress and range of fracture orientations in the wells becomes about the 

same (Figure 5.1.8 c and d).  The cross sections of Sc indicate that this is because there is 

a zone of shear failure decrease that is centered at great depth when the faults are under-

lapping, while there is a zone of predicted shear failure centered at the surface just to the 

north.  As fault overlap increases, the zone of shear stability advances to the north and 

eventually disappears when the zone of shear failure to the north joins with the large zone 

of failure to the south.  Although the shear stress at the production well is below the stress 
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in the injection well for underlap, the shear stress quickly rises in the production area 

with increasing fault overlap, followed by an increase in the injection area, and then 

finally the EGS well.  The effective Shmin shows a zone of tensile failure that develops at 

the southern tip of the northern fault, and is also confined to shallow depths for under-

lapping faults.  The zone of tensile failure becomes deeper with increasing overlap, and 

reaches the reservoir depth at the wells with increasing fault overlap.  For overlapping 

geometries from -0.5 to 0.5 fracture potential is maximized at the production well, 

intermediate at the injectors, and there is zero enhancement or inhibition at DP 27-15. 

5.2 Fault Relay Breach 

The mapped geometry of the Rhyolite Ridge fault contains several segments that 

connect the more extensive northern and southern segments across the open relay 

modeled in the previous section. The most prominent three segments were modeled to 

ascertain their impact on the local stress state in the relay. Their dip direction is the same 

as the faults modeled in Section 5.2 to reflect the trend stated in that section.  The end 

member geometries can be interpreted from the abutting relationships to represent: 1) A 

smooth left step that joins the northern fault with the southern fault, 2) a large bend in the 

northern fault that forms a truncated intersection with the southern fault, and 3) a longer 

southern fault with small bends at locations where secondary faults breach the relay at 

several locations (Figure 5.0.1).  The magnitude and direction of remote Shmin and Sv are 

the same as the measured values in well DP 27-15 (Table 3.4.1), with the ratio of SHmax to 

Sv derived from the stress sensitivity study. 
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Figure 5.2.1: Three major types of fault relay breach.  The left column has plots of Shmin and the right 
column has plots of maximum coulomb stress.  Warmer colors indicate increases and cooler colors indicate 
decreases and the tick marks indicate the orientation of the preferred slip planes. 
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Generally, the tendency for fracture formation and slip goes down and the volume 

surrounding the faults becomes more stable as indicated by an increase in Shmin (Figure 

5.2.1 a-c) and a decrease in Sc (Figure 5.2.1 d-f) in the vicinity of the wells for all three 

faults that breach the relay when modeled individually.  Although these single fault 

models create smaller stress changes and conditions of stability when compared to 

individual overlapping segments, the patterns of stress can still provide clues to how 

particular aspects of the fault system geometry locally alter the stresses, and where 

increased fracture tendency may be.  It can be seen in the stress patterns created from the 

fault models that stress concentrations have a close association with bends in the fault 

traces.  Smaller increases in Shmin tend to occur on the inside of bends that turn clockwise 

when trending from south to north.  This can most prominently be seen along the second 

fault trace (Figure 5.2.1 b), which has the sharpest right turn associated with a large area 

of lower Shmin.  Sc is greater mostly to the west of the three faults in their hanging walls, 

and the second fault trace creates small areas next to the fault where it becomes positive 

west of the fault bend while also creating an area of relatively higher stress in the 

production area (Figure 5.2.1 c). 

The patterns of slip on the faults, especially gradients in slip, provide information 

about where deformation is concentrated and its association with the fault geometry or 

nearby segments.  Increases in dip slip show where hot rocks are being brought to the 

surface and the direction of strike slip shows how stresses may be being concentrated 

locally.  The slip tendency of the fault, which is the ratio of the shear traction to the 

normal traction on the fault surface prior to slip derived from the remote stress tensor and 

fault orientation according to Cauchy’s law, can also indicate where shear tractions on the 
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fault are increased and where the fault is most likely to slip.  The slip tendency is a 

parameter that also represents the highest coefficient of friction the fault can have to 

allow slip on the fault. 

The dominant form of displacement of the three faults is dip slip, which is 

expected since this is a normal fault system and remote stress regime.  However, there is 

a slight decrease in the dip slip for parts of the fault that turn north and northwest in order 

to connect the two main fault segments (Figure 5.2.2 a) and there is also a decrease in slip 

tendency at these locations as well (Figure 5.2.2 c).  These “fault bends” that trend to the 

N-NW also reverse the sense of the strike slip component from left-lateral displacement 

to right-lateral displacement, and have a more significant strike slip component (Figure 

5.2.2 b).  In the Basin and Range, N-NW trending strike-slip faults that intersect with NE 

trending normal faults have been known to cause local concentrations of compression and 

dilation in the vicinity of the Dixie Valley geothermal field located about 100 km to the 

east of Desert Peak (Iovenitti et al., 2012). 
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Figure 5.2.2: Fault displacements in the form of a) dip slip and b) strike slip from a complete stress drop, 
and c) slip tendencies derived from the remote stress tensor for the three faults modeled (looking west).  
The red colors on the strike slip plots indicate left-lateral displacement and the blue colors indicate right-
lateral displacement. 
 

 

Modeling of simultaneous slip on all three faults produces strong partitioning of 

slip due to transmission of stresses in the intervening elastic medium and across 

intersections where element edges of different faults coincide.  This reveals clues about 

what the stress and fracture patterns are at Desert Peak today.  The fault slip distributions 

on the three faults reveal whether or not they are interacting or if the faults are 

structurally isolated from each other (Childs et al., 1995; Willemse et al., 1996).  If the 
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total slip along the faults is added together their total slip distribution should resemble the 

slip distribution on a single fault if they are interacting, and would be irregular if they are 

not interacting.  Slip distributions are plotted in Figure 5.2.3 with the slip computed in a 

fault local coordinate system (Figure 5.2.3a).  Adding the total slip of the three faults 

together creates a single elliptical geometry when plotted along the direction of the fault 

strike, which is what a single fault slip distribution would look like (Figure 5.2.3d).  The 

distribution of total slip closely resembles the pattern of dip slip (Figure 5.2.3c), which 

indicates that dip slip is the dominant type of fault displacement.  The strike slip 

distribution shows that there are overall right-lateral slips at the locations where the faults 

trend north-northwest (Figure 5.2.3b), and there are sharp decreases in dip slip at these 

locations as well.  The rake of the slip vector, which is the angle from the fault strike to 

the slip vector using the right hand rule, averages around 90°, which is pure dip slip, but 

each individual fault may have slip rakes that range between 50°-150° (Figure 5.2.3e), 

and vary where faults overlap, as well as with fault strike. In this case, rakes less than 90° 

indicate a left lateral strike slip component, whereas rakes greater than 90° indicate right 

lateral strike slip components. 

The contour plots of stress show how stresses are concentrated when all the faults 

slip together, and reveal the strong influence of fault intersections on the local stress state.  

The contours of Shmin shows slight dilation on the inside of the right turning parts of the 

fault bends, one of which is located at the injection wells at Desert Peak (Figure 5.2.4a).  

Sc is negative nearly everywhere in the reservoir, so shear failure is unlikely from a single 

fault slip event (Figure 5.2.4b).  However, Sc is slightly higher at the location of the 

injection and production wells.  The tick marks indicating fracture orientations also show 
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a resemblance to the other two faults in the fault relay that were not modeled here (Figure 

5.2.4c).  Fault models that incorporated these two fault traces with the other three, one 

after the other and then both together did not significantly change the stress patterns in 

the model. 
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Figure 5.2.3: Slip distributions on the three faults when modeled together.  The five panels show a) the 
three faults in a fault local coordinate system with the origin located in the production area, the distribution 
of b) strike slip c) dip slip d) the total slip and c) the slip rake which is the direction of slip on the fault as 
an angle from the horizontal strike using the right hand rule. 
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Figure 5.2.4: All three faults modeled together showing a) Shmin and b) maximum coulomb stress. Warmer 
colors indicate increases and cooler colors indicate decreases, and the tick marks show the orientations of 
preferred slip planes that resemble c) the other two faults not modeled in the relay. 
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5.3  Summary 

 Detailed high-density measurements of stress magnitudes and directions are 

typically unavailable.  Local variations in stress that develop around actively slipping 

faults with complex geometry also prevent simple extrapolations of the few 

measurements available and also make it difficult to test the validity of fault system 

models or distinguish between competing models.  Simple associations of stress changes 

derived solely from fault geometry such as overlapping segments, bends or intersections 

can also be misleading if the role of the remote stresses and elastic interactions among 

portions of faults are neglected.  The BEM simulations presented in this chapter, which 

honor complex fault geometry and available stress constraints, as well as their 

uncertainties, clearly reveal how stresses are locally altered. 

 The local variations in stress due to relatively simple planar faults are reasonably 

systematic and intuitive.  The largest stress changes occur in proximity to the fault tips 

and reflect the relative contribution of shearing modes I (opening), II (sliding), and III 

(tearing), which largely reflect the resolved direction of the maximum shear traction.  In 

addition, the degree of residual shear traction retained on the fault strongly influences the 

magnitude of local stress rotations, especially toward the interior of the faults (away from 

its tips).  Even single faults with some degree of curvature or roughness produce 

variability in the local stresses, although these variations remain difficult to predict from 

the geometry alone. 
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 However, even the relatively simple models represented by two overlapping non-

coplanar flat rectangular faults result in both large changes in the magnitudes of the stress 

tensor components as well as accompanying rotations.  These interactions are responsible 

for extensive regions of tension in models of overlapping, but disconnected planar faults 

only cause tension that extends to depths corresponding to the geothermal reservoir 

tapped by wells at Desert Peak. 

 Testing the conceptual interpretation of a fault system is important for 

understanding how the fault geometry interacts with the surrounding rock volume, and 

can help guide the modeling approach.  However, utilizing detailed fault maps at a 

particular site reveals how individual fault geometries contribute to the stress distribution, 

and if they are creating stresses at points of interest, such as the production area at Desert 

Peak.  By modeling faults together that represent the prominent faults of a fault system 

one can observe their structural interaction, as well as how they create the local stress 

distribution and stress rotation.  While this is one of many factors that govern a 

geothermal system, the fact that some areas of increased dilation and shear potential 

coincide with production and injection well sites indicates that a model that incorporates 

mapped fault traces can be a factor in determining favorability for geothermal 

exploration. 
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CHAPTER 6: FINAL SENSITIVITY STUDIES - IGEOSS POLY3 D 

 All of the previous fault models have simulated a complete drop of the shear 

traction resolved on boundary elements from the remote stress to zero, or in other words 

the modeled faults have no frictional resistance to sliding.  In models of complete shear 

stress drop, local variations to the normal traction due to fault slip have negligible impact, 

whereas in frictional models they locally change the resistance to sliding and thus reduce 

slip magnitudes at corresponding locations.  Modeling faults with friction can provide a 

more complete model of local stress heterogeneity from fault slip, and also show how 

sensitive the model is to this parameter. 

The far-field stress tensor used in these models was taken from the stresses 

measured in well DP 27-15 at Desert Peak.  The stress model created from the well gives 

the orientation of the horizontal stresses at the site, but has a fairly significant uncertainty 

of ± 17°.  By using the final fault geometry and adjusting the orientation of the stresses 

we can see if this uncertainty has a significant effect on the stress model that actually 

describes small scale spatial heterogeneity in Shmin azimuth (as per Blake and Davatzes, 

2011) due to its interaction with the fault geometry, as well as determine the sensitivity of 

this parameter. 

The program used in this chapter is an updated commercial version of Poly 3D 

(IGEOSS Poly 3D) that runs the code faster and has a user-friendly graphical user 

interface (GUI).  This program has also implemented an iterative friction solver, and has 

been improved to minimize many of the numerical artifacts from the older version of the 

code.  Figure 6.0.1 was generated with the newer version Poly 3D using the three fault 
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traces modeled in Chapter 5, and shows vectors of fault slip as well as contours of strike-

slip. 

 

Figure 6.0.1: Oblique perspective 3D rendering of Rhyolite Ridge fault model consisting of 3 intersecting 
segments using Poly 3D IGEOSS.  Contours of strike slip magnitude and vectors showing directions of 
total fault slip are visualized using the Poly 3D IGEOSS graphical user interface (GUI).  Positive 
displacements are left-lateral strike slip and negative displacements are right-lateral strike slip. 
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6.1 Fault Frictional Strength 

 The far-field stress tensor taken from well DP 27-15 has principal magnitudes 

whose mean and difference cause a shear stress that would only allow an optimally 

oriented fault surface to slip that has a friction coefficient less than 0.48.  The Basin and 

Range has been known to have mineral alteration associated with hydrothermal fault 

gouges that cause the presence of Talc (Hickman et al., 2000) which when mixed in high 

concentrations with serpentine minerals and/or quartz in a fault gouge has a friction 

coefficient as low as 0.1 (Moore and Lockner, 2011).  Therefore, the friction coefficients 

of 0.45 and 0.1 are the upper and lower limits, along with a frictionless fault to show the 

affect that friction has on the behavior of the fault system.  The assumption here is that 

these friction coefficients determine the amount of residual shear traction on the fault 

following slip.  The results are in the form of contour plots of effective Shmin, Sc. 

 Higher friction coefficients cause smaller fault displacements because less shear 

traction is applied to offset the elastic medium across the fault surface.  The lower or lack 

of displacement in the high friction faults reduces local changes in stress because the 

displacement gradients and shear strains are generally smaller.  A friction coefficient of 

0.45, which is close to the value derived from the remote stress tensor causes very little 

change from the remote value of effective Shmin (Figure 6.1.1a) and results in large 

regions of the fault that do not slip. 

Shmin increases as the friction coefficient decreases, becoming more compressive, 

decreasing tensile failure potential.  However, the area immediately SW of the largest 

bend in the fault, resulting in a NW-SE striking segment, is associated with an increasing 
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area of reduced Shmin with decreased friction, but the magnitude of Shmin stabilizes rather 

than continuing to decrease due to increasing fault slip (Figure 6.1.1).  The northern limit 

of the geothermal reservoir occurs between the injection wells and DP27-15, but extends 

south of the relay where the majority of production wells reside.  These models show that 

within the relay tensile failure is suppressed by increasing compression in Shmin.  

However, immediately to the south, where the majority of production wells are located, 

reduction of Shmin that facilitates tensile failure occurs, although true tension is not 

achieved even for the lowest friction. 
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Figure 6.1.1: Local changes in effective Shmin for faults slipping with various friction coefficients.  In the 
color scheme white corresponds to the remote magnitude. 
 

 

In general, fault slip causes a reduction of Sc everywhere in the model consistent 

with the pattern of effective Shmin increases. The regions of this reduction in shear failure 

potential become larger and more extensive as friction decreases (Figure 6.1.2).  

Although there are no significant increases in Sc, the areas that retain a relatively high Sc 

coincide with the majority of production wells south of the large bend.  Apparently 
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anomalous Sc increases at the fault intersections occur where observation points are less 

than one element length from the fault and are interpreted as numerical artifacts. 

 

Figure 6.1.2: Local changes in maximum coulomb shear stress for faults slipping with various friction 
coefficients.  In the color scheme white corresponds to the remote magnitude. 
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6.2 Remote Stress Orientation 

The azimuth of Shmin was adjusted between 100° and 130° to approximately 

corresponding to the one standard deviation uncertainty range in the azimuth of the Shmin 

direction found in well DP 27-15 to be 114° ± 17°.  The faults were also given a friction 

coefficient of 0.3, which is approximately the mean value used in the friction study.  

Similar plots of effective Shmin, maximum Coulomb stress, and slip tendency on the faults 

were used to assess the effect of this uncertainty on predicting regions promoting or 

inhibiting fracturing. 

  The azimuth of the remote Shmin significantly alters the pattern of where Shmin is 

increased.  An Shmin azimuth of 100° results in an additional location of effective Shmin 

reduction within the fault relay at the westernmost fault bend as well as more intense 

reductions of stress toward the south than the mean azimuth of 115°.  As the Shmin 

azimuth is adjusted from the lower bound to the upper bound, the areas where Shmin is 

reduced inside the relay shrink and are even eliminated.  Correspondingly, the area of 

Shmin reduction outside the relay to the south is enlarged but becomes less intense at the 

mean value of 115°, except at the location of the westernmost fault bend.  This area of 

Shmin reduction shrinks as the Shmin azimuth approaches the upper value of 130°. Shmin 

increases become dominant inside the relay with increases in Shmin azimuth, but are 

reduced by ~0.5 MPa.  The overall pattern of Shmin increases outside the relay is 

consistent regardless of Shmin azimuth, but the regions with the greatest and most intense 

increase are greatly shifted as the direction of horizontal stresses change (Figure 6.2.1). 
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Figure 6.2.1: Effective Shmin for changes in remote horizontal stress direction.  The locations of reductions 
in stress show great variance in their location from changes in romote stress orientation.  The presence of 
reductions of stress in the fault relay is also highly dependent on remote stress direction.  Stress increases 
are dominant in the surrounding rock, but have their patterns greatly rotated. 
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Figure 6.2.2: Maximum Coulomb shear stress for changes in remote horizontal stress direction.  Areas 
within the fault relay where shear stress is the highest are located at the injection and production wells for 
the reservoir.  Shear stress is reduced as the Shmin azimuth moves from 100° to 130°, however the change is 
small and shear failure is still inhibited in all models. 
 
 

 The model runs adjusting the horizontal stress directions produce a negative Sc 

everywhere in and around the fault system similar to the pattern described in Figure 

6.1.2.  The areas with the highest Sc within the fault relay are near the injection and 

production wells, but shear failure is still relatively inhibited as a result of the slip on the 

Rhyolite Ridge fault.  These areas decrease in Sc, but the magnitudes change little as Shmin 

azimuth rotates from its lowest bound to its highest bound, suggesting that shear failure 

potential within the relay is insensitive to the direction of horizontal stresses (Figure 
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6.2.1).  This is a fairly intuitive result in a normal fault setting, since shear failure 

potential is more dependent on the difference between the greatest principal stress, which 

remains vertical in the models, and the least compressive stress magnitude regardless of 

its orientation.  In general, it appears that slip on continuous fault segments, even at the 

majority of bends and intersections, tends to reduce Sc in the adjacent volume.  

6.3  Summary 

 These models that implement the detailed fault trace geometries mapped in the 

field provide insight into how the complete fault system responds to changes in friction 

and remote stress direction, which both have significant uncertainty ranges, assuming all 

segments slip simultaneously. Testing the uncertainty of these parameters on idealized 

fault geometries alone would create stress patterns that primarily represent the larger 

wavelength patterns lacking details resulting from the rough fault traces.  These details 

became more important with the implementation of friction, which strongly modifies the 

slip distribution on the faults.  While a theoretical approach is valid for developing 

understanding of fault systems by building intuition about their behavior in general, 

building fault models using mapped faults can reveal where failure potential is the 

highest, and what parts of a fault system are most likely to slip, and could provide the 

best match to detailed field data, especially measurements close to the fault surface. 

 Locations of increased tensile fracture potential as indicated by decreases in Shmin 

generally do not change their location or intensity as a result of changes in friction inside 

the relay.  Similarly, although Sc never increases for any friction coefficient, the locations 

where it remains highest are stable. Outside of the relays, the pattern of Shmin and Sc 
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showed a significant sensitivity to the far-field stress orientation, although a zone of 

higher failure potential remained localized at the injection and productions wells.  

Although this result would not change the selection of well locations for the developing 

the reservoir, the uncertainty of the far-field stress orientation might cause some 

confusion and difficulty for making an EGS stimulation plan since it leads to uncertainty 

in the local stress magnitudes. As a result, the appropriate pore pressure required to 

induce shear or tensile failure, even at short distances from a measurement point, 

becomes unclear. 
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION 

Since the boundary element method allows complex fault geometries to be 

modeled in an infinite, non-discretized volume, one can effectively model the complex 

patterns of stress that result from detailed fault maps.  While a conceptual structural 

interpretation is a critical element for understanding geothermal systems, it is still 

difficult to predict where and how stresses are being concentrated around a fault from the 

geometry alone, or to assess the confidence in the model.  The series of simulations at 

Desert Peak that explore parameter uncertainty has consistently caused areas of increased 

rock failure potential from fault slip that correlates to active injection and production 

wells.  Although conditions of rock failure were not achieved from the local stresses 

produced around the fault by elastic distortions accompanying slip, it is worth noting that 

this model represents a single slip event where the highest displacement on any given 

fault is ~1.0 meters (Figure 5.2.3d).  Some of the geologic surface contacts and cross 

sections imply up to 1500 meters of displacement, requiring multiple episodes of slip and 

superposition of local stresses.  While stresses that cause fractures are only one of many 

important factors that govern the dynamics and life-cycle of a geothermal system, they 

play a critical role in the circulation of geothermal fluids, and thus this modeling method 

can aid in geothermal resource development that would avoid a blind ‘trial and error’ 

approach. 

Although the data to constrain structures and stress state in the subsurface at 

Desert Peak are generally lacking, recently collected data from stimulation (Chabora et 

al., 2012) are available for comparison to the results of the fault models.  Seismometer 

arrays placed at Desert Peak provide data on the location of fracture formation and slip 
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from EGS stimulation that can be compared to the stress model to see if it can be used as 

a way to predict where increased porosity due to fracturing will develop due to injection 

into a well to lower the effective normal stress.  Also, tracer tests performed at Desert 

Peak between injection and production wells have provided an inferred groundwater 

flow-path based on relative arrival times and concentrations in monitored wells (Rose et 

al., 2009).  This pathway can be compared to the fracture patterns predicted by the model, 

assuming that active fractures are permeable (Barton et al., 1995, 1998) and provide 

preferred paths for fluid flow.  Conversely, inactive fault segments as indicated by fault 

slip tendencies may preferentially inhibit fluid flow. 

7.1  Induced Seismicity 

Recent EGS stimulation efforts at Desert Peak have focused on inducing shear 

slip of natural fractures and forming new tensile rock failure respectively as part of two 

distinct stimulation phases (Chabora et al., 2012).  Initially, shear failure was induced 

through hydro-shearing that promotes slip on existing fractures and creates self-propping 

dilatant shearing.   This is the preferred failure mode for EGS because it is argued that it 

creates more connectivity between fractures from intersecting conjugate planes, as well 

as a larger surface area to volume ratio, and a more tortuous flow-path compared to 

hydraulic fracturing, and it requires less hydraulic pressure.  Then, the pore pressure was 

increased to induce tensile hydraulic-fracturing as well as shear failure in the rock to 

increase the rock volume experiencing shear failure away from the injection wells.  The 

results of the shear and tensile/shear stimulation phases are shown in Figures 7.1.1 and 

7.1.2 next to the results from Poly 3D that depict their respective failure mode potentials 

as presented in chapter 5. 
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Induced seismicity was generally not detected during the hydro-shearing phase, 

with earthquake magnitudes ranging between 0 and 1 (Figure 7.1.1 b).  This is partly a 

result of a lower than expected magnitude of completeness in the seismicity catalog of 

0.5 to 1.0 (E. Majer, pers. comm., 2011).  Of the few earthquakes that were detected, 

there are some that correlate with locations of higher maximum Coulomb shear stress.  

There is an earthquake near the injection wells to the north and one near the production 

well to the south, as well as a couple near the extreme bend in the westernmost fault.  

While this is an interesting result, the data set is insufficient to establish a credible link 

between the simulated Sc and seismicity in the reservoir. 

 
 

Figure 7.1.1: a) Modeled maximum Coulomb shear stress as a proxy for shear failure potential and b) the 
results of the hydro-shearing phase of the EGS stimulation at Desert Peak.  Both images are at the same 
scale.  While seismicity is either mostly lacking or too small to detect, earthquakes that were detected occur 
near higher shear failure potential. 
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The results of the shear/tensile stimulation phase produced many more 

earthquakes extending from the simulation well DP 27-15 (Figure 7.1.2 b).  These events 

occur in a location of decreased Shmin, or increased tensile failure potential (Figure 7.1.2 

a) and parallel the predicted direction of SHmax, which is the anticipated direction of 

growth for a hydraulic fracture.  This can also be considered to be a good correlation, 

although there quite a few earthquakes in locations where Shmin is increasing near the 

EGS well, and none where Shmin is decreasing near the westernmost fault bend. 

 

Figure 7.1.2: a) modeled Shmin as a proxy for tensile failure potential and b) the results of the controlled 
hydro-fracturing phase of the EGS stimulation at Desert Peak.  Both images have the same scale.  
Seismicity detected during this time correlated with increased tensile failure potential. 
 
 

Recently, in November 2011 (E. Zemach, pers. comm., December 2011) an 

improved seismic network was placed at Desert Peak that is more sensitive and has a 

lower signal to noise ratio enabling complete earthquake detection to or slightly below 
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zero (Figure 7.1.3 c).  In the subsequently recorded seismicity catalog, there are two large 

clusters of small earthquakes each within a fault-bounded volume that contains an 

injection well, and a small cluster of larger earthquakes near the production well to the 

south.  The proximity of the clusters of small earthquakes to geothermal wells implies 

they are induced by fluid pressure fluctuations due to pumping along the natural fracture 

network.  If this is the case, then the resulting events reflect the combination of fractures 

as predicted by modeling in this thesis, and localized fluid pressure from injection.  In 

addition, the direction of model predicted fracture does appear to correlate with the trend 

of these clouds of seismic events, as well as the implied flow direction from NE to SW 

between injectors and producers.  The small cluster of larger earthquakes to the south 

near the production well correlates with the increase in fracture potential from the stress 

model.  This is also a location of a fault intersection where there is a high stress 

concentration from fault slip.  However, if this is the only underlying mechanism that 

causes larger seismicity, then the other fault intersections should have larger earthquakes 

near them as well.  Another possibility is that different populations of natural fractures 

and faults exist at these different locations. Induced earthquakes require these fractures to 

be in place to respond to the local stress changes. Another key mechanism is the 

difference of fluid pressure from injection and extraction as an important causal factor on 

increased porosity from EGS within the geological tectonic framework.  The increase of 

fluid pressure at the injection wells would require a smaller differential stress to cause a 

fracture to slip, creating many small earthquakes.  The reduction of fluid pressure from 

extraction at the production well requires that a larger differential stress to cause slip on a 
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fracture, which would cause more violent shearing and larger earthquakes, consistent 

with the pattern in the data. 

 
 

Figure 7.1.3: a) modeled maximum Coulomb shear stress as a proxy for shear failure potential, b) modeled 
Shmin as a proxy for tensile failure potential and c) locations and magnitudes of earthquakes at Desert Peak.  
There are two large clusters of small earthquakes tailing off the injection wells and a small cluster of larger 
earthquakes near the production well. 
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7.2  Tracer Tests 

 Tracer tests were performed at Desert Peak to characterize flow patterns between 

injection and production wells (Rose et al., 2009).  Two different tracers, 2,6-naphthalene 

disulfonate (2,6-nds) and 1,5-naphthalene disulfonate (1,5-nds), were injected into the 

two main injection wells at Desert Peak (the western DP 22-22 and the eastern DP 21-2) 

and the production wells to the south were monitored over a period of 110 days. These 

tests reveal an implied flow-path based on the arrival times of the tracers to the wells 

(Figure 7.2.1 a).  The strength of the connection is revealed in the breakthrough curves at 

each well by the time until breakthrough and the sharpness of the peak in the time verus 

concentration curve and is represented in Figure 7.2.1a. These characteristics correlate to  

the permeability and tortuosity of the path connecting injection to producer and whether 

flow is directly solely from one well to another or there is leak-off to other volumes.. 
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Figure 7.2.1: a) Implied flow-path based on concentrations and arrival times of tracer 2,6-nds pumped into 
well DP 22-22 and 1,5-nds pumped into well DP 21-1 (Reproduced from Rose et al., 2009), b) fault traces 
at the reservior depth and locations of injection wells and monitoring wells for the tracer tests, c) fault 
displacment and d) slip tendency. 
 
  

The flow-path implied by the tracer tests reveals a pattern of initial strong 

southward flow, shown by the strong concentration and prompt arrival (>250 ppb in ~6 

days, Rose et al., 2009) of both tracers at well DP 74-21, followed by the later arrival and 

smaller peak concentration at well DP 67-21 (20 ppb in 20 days, Rose et al., 2009).  
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However, the tracers did not make it to well DP 21-1, which is slightly further south, and 

instead were detected in wells DP 77-21 and DP 86-21 towards the east (Figure 7.2.1 a).  

This may be because the well is just south of the section of the westernmost fault that 

trends to the NW (Figure 7.2.1 b), which is roughly perpendicular to SHmax and has a 

much higher concentration of normal stress across it, causing it to have a reduced 

displacement and slip tendency (7.2.1c and d).  A fault that is not well oriented for shear 

failure has less chance to slip and thus more time to ‘heal’ from the accumulation of 

mineral scale deposits in the fault that could ultimately reduce the permeability across it 

(Micklethaite et al., 2010), implying compartmentalization of the reservoir.  Although a 

decrease in permeability is generally undesirable in a geothermal field, this fault may 

play a productive role by laterally containing the reservoir fluid.  The disruption of the 

strong southerly flow pattern makes the water from the injection wells slow down 

significantly, causing it to have an increased residence time in the reservoir, which makes 

it accumulate more heat.  Alternatively, it implies pressure support is confined to the 

northern volume, and no additional heat is swept to DP 21-1. 

 The correlation between slip tendency and fault permeability is highly dependent 

on the assumption that the geothermal reservoir at Desert Peak has a strong structural 

control.  There are however many other factors to consider when making an assumption 

that fault permeability has been reduced.  One of which is that the tracer tests at Desert 

Peak show an implied, not exact flow-path.  The data is taken from a small array of wells 

whose orientation relative to each other and distribution plays a significant role in 

determining the implied flow-path.  Also, the implied flow-path does not account for 

dispersion or diffusion of the tracers that can greatly affect the concentrations at the 
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wells, it only informs connectivity.  Also, permeability reductions from hydrothermal 

mineral deposits are dependent on groundwater geochemistry, temperature, and pressure.  

Although permeability has a strong dependence on kinematic maintenance from fault slip 

to mitigate such healing by mineral precipitation (Curewitz and Karson, 1997), these 

other factors should be considered when making that interpretation. 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS 

 The ability of a boundary element model to simulate fault slip and thus predict 

locations of stress concentration and secondary natural fault and fracture populations is 

highly dependent on the uncertainty of the model parameters.  In most geothermal 

systems, and especially in blind geothermal systems such as Desert Peak that have no 

surface expression, these uncertainties are very large and represent a significant barrier to 

the development of these energy resources.  Thus, rigorous sensitivity studies that explore 

and quantify the impact of these uncertainties to provide mechanically plausible models 

can be derived from systematic boundary element modeling of the role of large faults in 

geothermal systems such as those that make up the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System. In 

particular, these models show interaction among model parameters and can determine 

where more data are needed to better constrain the model or distinguish between 

competing models.  This approach can help guide extrapolation of stress distribution over 

a large area from limited data sets, as well as assess confidence in the model prediction.  

By determining a model likelihood prediction based on the most commonly occurring 

model output, as well as the probability distribution that considers the misfit of observed 

data to the model output and existing data, one can make an informed selection of model 

input parameters based on the model that is best fit to multiple sources of data, or 

recognize the family of indistinguishable models. 

 While conceptual interpretations of fault systems and theoretical approaches to 

fault modeling can aid in testing the validity of structural interpretations of complex fault 

geometry, it is important to be site-specific when developing a stress model and consider 

stress magnitudes.  When two overlapping faults are not parallel in the presence of a 
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strong remote stress tensor, such as at Desert Peak, their stress concentrations do not 

necessarily resemple the stress patterns created by the ideal model setup of two 

overlapping parallel faults.  Understanding the underlying mechanisms that concentrate 

stress at a particular site, such as fault overlap, can be used to test a conceptual model, as 

well as show how stresses and fracturing are being concentrated as the fault system 

develops.   

The Rhyolite Ridge Fault System, when modeled with its mapped curvature 

shows how smaller length-scale geometric complexities along the fault system 

concentrate stresses locally that are not necessarily anticipated by the idealized 

conceptual model of fault overlap.  Multiple mapped faults modeled together can be 

tested to see if they are truly interacting structurally by seeing if they share an 

accumulated displacement distribution, as well as how their interaction concentrates 

stresses in the reservoir.  Being site-specific with modeling parameters and fault 

geometry can lead to a predictive model that can aid in well site selection that would 

avoid a costly trial and error approach, by determining not only where porosity is being 

enhanced but also where it is reduced.  However, the locations and intensities of 

decreased fracture potential at Desert Peak show high sensitivity to changes in two very 

important but highly uncertain parameters of fault friction and remote stress direction, 

especially outside the fault relay, while the locations and intensities of fracture potential 

increase within the fault relay remain relatively constant.  Also, the low permeability of 

faults, or portions of faults implied by low slip tendency and displacement by the model 

of the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System could potentially determine if faults act as fluid 

conduits or baffles in a way that also incorporates hydrogeology, groundwater 
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geochemistry and the mineralogy of the lithology surrounding a fault, as well as the 

development of in-plane fault roughness from fault slip.  
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APPENDIX A: MODELING PROCEDURE 

* For details about Poly3D, see: 

Thomas, A.L. (1993). Poly3D: a three-dimensional, polygonal-element, displacement discontinuity 
boundary element computer program with applications to fractures, faults, and cavities in the Earth’s crust. 
M.S. thesis, Stanford University, California. 
________________________________________________________________________
______ 

A.1  General Workflow for running Poly3D in MATLAB: 

• MASTER_p3d_(Modeling Study)_run.m: Master script to run Poly3D for any 

given Modeling Study with the following tasks and functions used: 

o Set observation grid: 

� Observation Grid 

• Minimum and Maximum x, y, and z coordinates (minx, 

maxx, miny, maxy, minz, maxz) 

• Number of points in the x, y, and z directions (npx, npy, 

npz) 

• Observation grid name as matrix: 

o [minx,miny,minz;maxx,maxy,maxz;npx,npy,npz] 

� User coordinate system for observation grid (not used if using 

global) 

• x, y, and z coordinates of origin (x1o, x2o, x3o) 

• rotation angle about each axis (rot1, rot2, rot3) 

• Coordinate system name as vector: 

o [x1o,x2o,x3o,rot1,rot2,rot3,123(rotation sequence)] 

o Set elastic properties of surrounding volume: 

� Young’s modulus (E) 

� Poisson’s ratio (nu) 

o Set remote stress tensor (compression negative): 

� Principal Stresses (Shmin, SHmax, Sv) as Eigenvalues in a 3 x 3 

matrix 
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� Transform tensor to global coordinates using a 3D rotational 

matrix about the vertical axis. 

o Set fault parameters and generate fault: 

� FaultGenDD.m: Function that generates single planar fault. 

Imports 

• Fault strike length (FL) 

• Fault Depth (FD) 

• Fault Strike (FS) 

• Fault Dip (DIP) 

• Element length (EL) 

• Fault origin in global coordinates (OriginX, OriginY): 

o Origin is the bottom left corner of the fault node array so that 
strike is the y-axis and depth is x-axis. Array is rotated about 
y-axis to establish dip and the rotated counter clockwise from 
north about the z-axis to establish strike. Fault nodes are then 
translated to OriginX and OriginY 

Outputs 

• Global coordinates of fault element verticies (xyz) 

• Connectivity matrix (tn) that specifies node numbers in the 
order that they are connected to form triangular elements. 
 

• Rotation matrix for dip (Ry) 

• Rotation matrix for strike (Rz) 

Functions used by FaultGenDD.m 

• Delaunay2_5D.m: Creates connectivity matrix 

• PlotTriNormals : Corrects connectivity matrix so all 
element normal vectors point the same way. 
 

� For fault with horizontal curvature (for multiple faults that 
intersect, fault tip element boundary must share an internal element 
boundary of intersecting fault). 
 

• Import data file(s) with fault strike nodes in global 

coordinates 

• Set fault dip (DIP) 

• Set vertical element length (VEL) 
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• Set number of vertical rows of elements (ROWS) 

• Set dip direction (theta) as N#°W 

o p3din_FAULT_func_v1.m: Function that generates Poly3D input file. 

Inputs 

� Young’s modulus (E) 

� Poisson’s ratio (nu) 

� Remote stress tensor (Stress) 

� Pore fluid pressure (Pf) (positive) 

� Observation grid matrix (OBSgrid) 

� Coordinate system vector (CS) (optional) 

� Filename of input file with path (filename_in) 

� Global coordinates of fault element verticies (xyz) 

� Connectivity Matrix (tn) 

Output 

� Poly3D input file saved to specified path 

Modify function to specify (see Thomas, 1993 for details). NOTE:  when 

modeling multiple faults, the vertex number of the next fault must come 

after the last vertex number of the previous fault so that every vertex has a 

unique number 

� Whole or half space 

� User coordinate system(s) 

� Observation grid(s) with specified dimensions 

� Fault object(s) name, elements and vertices 

o Runs Poly3D and saves output file in same location as input file. 
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APPENDIX B:  

MATLAB SCRIPTS AND FUNCTIONS WRITTEN/USED FOR MODEL ING 

B.1  Functions 

FaultGenDD.m 

% FaultGenDD.m  
% 
% Fault Generation for Fault Dip/Depth or Shmin/SHm ax Sensitivity  
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael W. Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     2011/08/02  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   Generate Fault surface with simple geometry to test sensitivity of  
%   fault Dip and Depth and remote stress tensor fo r boundary element modeling.  
% 
% PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION: 
%  
% INPUT:  
%   FL = Fault trace length  
%   FD = Fault Depth  
%   FS = Fault Strike  
%   DIP = Fault Dip  
%   EL = Element Edge Length  
%   OriginX = Global Easting/Westing Coordinate of Fault Origin  
%   OriginY = Global Northing/Southing Coordinate o f Fault Origin  
%  
% OUTPUT:  
%   - X,Y,Z coordinates of element nodes with node numbers  
%   - Sequence of node numbers to connect for gener ation of boundary elements  
%   - Plot of fault mesh  
%   - Plot of fault mesh with element normal vector s 
% 
% NOTE:  
%   - Fault that is generated is rectangular  
%   - Fault Depth is length of fault surface below surface and is not  
%     actual vertical depth of fault, which is depe ndent of fault dip  
%   - Length dimentions are in meters  
%   - Element Edge Length represents the two sides of a right triangle  
%     adjacent to right angle  
%   - Fault origin is the bottom left corner of fau lt before rotation to  
%     specified attitude  
% 
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
%  
% 
% Other related functions  
%   - Delaunay2_5D  
%   - PlotTriNormals  
% 
% 
function  [xyz,tn,Ry,Rz] = FaultGenDD(FL,FD,FS,DIP,EL,Origin X,OriginY) 
  
  
%% Generate Fault Nodes  
% Fault is 4 column matrix with node number, X, Y, and Z coordinates  
TN=((FL/EL)+1)*(floor(FD/EL)+1); % TN = Total Number of Nodes  
F=zeros(TN,4); 
for  i=1:TN; 
    F(i,1)=i; 
    F(i,2)=floor((i-1)/((FL/EL)+1))*EL; 
    F(i,3)=(i-1)*EL-((FL+EL)*floor((i-1)/((FL/EL)+1 ))); 
end  
% Rotate Fault to specified attitude  
Ry=[cos(DIP) 0 sin(DIP);0 1 0;-sin(DIP) 0 cos(DIP)] ; 
Rz=[cos(-FS) -sin(-FS) 0;sin(-FS) cos(-FS) 0;0 0 1] ; 
FR=zeros(3,1); 
for  i=1:TN; 
    FR(1,1)=F(i,2); 
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    FR(2,1)=F(i,3); 
    FR(3,1)=F(i,4); 
    FR=Ry*FR; 
    FR=Rz*FR; 
    F(i,2)=FR(1,1); 
    F(i,3)=FR(2,1); 
    F(i,4)=FR(3,1); 
end  
% Translate Fault to world coordinates  
F(:,2)=F(:,2)+OriginX; 
F(:,3)=F(:,3)+OriginY; 
  
%% Generate Fault Mesh  
% Place X, Y, and Z coordinates into matrix p(Nx3) for triangulation in  
% Delaunay2_5D.  
p=zeros(TN,3); 
for  i=1:TN; 
    p(i,1)=F(i,2); 
    p(i,2)=F(i,3); 
    p(i,3)=F(i,4); 
end  
t=Delaunay2_5D(p); 
% Correct the node connection sequence for each ele ment so that they all  
% have the same sign with PlotTriNormals.  
tri=t; 
xyz=p; 
convention= 'z-' ; 
% figure(1)  
[tn,nvec] = PlotTriNormals(tri,xyz,convention); 

 

Delaunay2_5D.m 

% Delaunay2_5D  
% 
% Simplified version of the Delaunay2_5D algorithm based on 2.5 D delaunay  
%   criterion.  
% 
% This version has been developped for open surface  with no sharp edges.  
% 
% Differently from crust based algorithm does not e nsure a tight  
%   triangluation and sometimes self-intersecant tr iangles are generated,  
%   it is also generally slower. The final surface may need some repair  
%   work which this utilitie does not offer.  
% 
% But there are two great advantages, this one can be applied on any kind  
%   of open surface for which the Crust fails, supp orts not regular surface  
%   like the Moebius ribbon, and most of all, the s urface can have any kind  
%   of holes, open feature shouldn't create problem .  
% You can see   the demo models for examples.  
% 
% If any problems occurs in execution, or if you fo und a bug, have a  
%   suggestion or question just contact me at:  
% 
% giaccariluigi@msn.com  
% 
% 
% 
% Here is a simple example:  
% 
% load Nefertiti.mat%load input points from mat fil e 
% 
% [t]=MyCrust(p);  
% 
% figure(1)  
%         hold on title('Output Triangulation','fon tsize',14) axis equal  
%         trisurf(t,p(:,1),p(:,2),p(:,3),'facecolor ','c','edgecolor','b')  
% 
% Input:  
%              p is a Nx3 array containing the 3D s et of points  
% Output:  
%              t are points id contained in triangl es nx3 array .  
% 
% See also qhull, voronoin, convhulln, delaunay, de launay3, tetramesh.  
% 
% Author:Giaccari Luigi  
% Last Update: 28/01/2009  
% Created: 15/4/2008  
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function  t=Delaunay2_5D(p) 
%error check  
if  nargin>1 
    error( 'The only input must be the Nx3 array of points' ); 
end  
  
[m,n]=size(p); 
if  n ~=3 
    error( 'Input 3D points must be stored in a 3D array' ); 
end  
clear m n 
  
  
%%   Main  
%add points to the given ones, this is usefull  
%to create outside tetraedroms  
[p,nshield]=AddShield(p); 
  
%delaunay 3D triangulation  
tetr=delaunayn(p); %creating tedraedron  
tetr=int32(tetr); %save memory  
  
%Get connectivity relantionship among tetraedroms  
[ptest,tetr,tetr2t,t2tetr,t]=Connectivity(tetr); 
  
  
%get Circumcircle of tetraedroms  
[cctetr,rtetr]=CCTetra(p,tetr); 
  
%Get  intersection factor  
Ifact=IntersectionFactor(tetr2t,cctetr,rtetr); 
  
clear tetr2t  cctetr  rtetr  
  
%extract the manifold  
clear tetr  tetr2t  
tkeep=Walking(p,t,Ifact); 
  
  
%final traingulation  
t=t(tkeep & all(t<=size(p,1)-nshield,2),:); %delete shield triangles  
  
end  
  
  
%% Connectivity  
function  [ptest,tetr,tetr2t,t2tetr,t]=Connectivity(tetr) 
%Finds ptest for delaunay criterion and tetredral c onnectivity  
  
numt = size(tetr,1); 
vect = 1:numt; 
t = [tetr(:,[1,2,3]); tetr(:,[2,3,4]); tetr(:,[1,3, 4]);tetr(:,[1,2,4])]; 
[t,j,j] = unique(sort(t,2), 'rows' ); 
t2tetr = [j(vect), j(vect+numt), j(vect+2*numt),j(v ect+3*numt)]; 
  
  
% triang-to-tetr connectivity  
% Each row has two entries corresponding to the tri angle numbers  
% associated with each edge. Boundary edges have e2 t(i,2)=0.  
nume = size(t,1); 
tetr2t  = zeros(nume,2, 'int32' ); 
count= ones(nume,1, 'int32' ); 
for  k = 1:numt 
     
    for  j=1:4 
        ce = t2tetr(k,j); 
        tetr2t(ce,count(ce)) = k; 
        count(ce)=count(ce)+1; 
    end  
     
end  
  
% Flag boundary triangles  
% tbnd = tetr2t(:,2)==0;  
  
ptest=zeros(nume,2, 'int32' ); %testpoints for Delaunay test  
for  i=1:nume 
     
    ptetr=tetr(tetr2t(i,1),:); %points of first neighbour tetraedrom  
    for  j=1:4 
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        if  (ptetr(j)~=t(i,1) && ptetr(j)~=t(i,2) && ptetr(j)~ =t(i,3)) 
            ptest(i,1)=ptetr(j); 
            break  
        end  
    end  
    %Check first tetraedrom  
    if  tetr2t(i,2)>0 
        ptetr=tetr(tetr2t(i,2),:); %points of first neighbour tetraedrom  
        for  j=1:4 
            if  (ptetr(j)~=t(i,1) && ptetr(j)~=t(i,2) && ptetr(j)~ =t(i,3)) 
                ptest(i,2)=ptetr(j); %point oppostite to the triangle  
                break  
            end  
        end  
    end  
end  
end       % connectivity()  
  
  
  
  
%% Walking  
function  tkeep=Walking(p,t,Ifact) 
  
%Builds a manifolds surface from the survivors tria ngles  
  
% building the etmap  
numt = size(t,1); 
vect = 1:numt;                                                             % Triangle 
indices  
e = [t(:,[1,2]); t(:,[2,3]); t(:,[3,1])];                                  % Edges - not 
unique  
[e,j,j] = unique(sort(e,2), 'rows' );                                        % Unique edges  
te = [j(vect), j(vect+numt), j(vect+2*numt)]; 
nume = size(e,1); 
e2t  = zeros(nume,2, 'int32' ); 
  
clear vect  j  
ne=size(e,1); 
np=size(p,1); 
  
  
count=zeros(ne,1, 'int32' ); %numero di triangoli candidati per edge  
etmapc=zeros(ne,4, 'int32' ); 
for  i=1:numt 
  
    i1=te(i,1); 
    i2=te(i,2); 
    i3=te(i,3); 
  
    etmapc(i1,1+count(i1))=i; 
    etmapc(i2,1+count(i2))=i; 
    etmapc(i3,1+count(i3))=i; 
  
    count(i1)=count(i1)+1; 
    count(i2)=count(i2)+1; 
    count(i3)=count(i3)+1; 
end  
  
etmap=cell(ne,1); 
for  i=1:ne 
  
    etmap{i,1}=etmapc(i,1:count(i)); 
  
end  
clear  etmapc  
  
tkeep=false(numt,1); %all'inizio nessun trinagolo selezionato  
  
  
%Start the front  
  
%we pick all triangles which are linked to a dual e dge, the must be flat , not  
%self-intersecant and more they need to have low in tersection factor  
  
% [q]=Quality3(p,t);%triangle quality  
pchecked=false(np,1); 
  
  
%building the queue to store edges on front that ne ed to be studied  
efront=zeros(nume*2,1, 'int32' ); %exstimate length of the queue  
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iterf=1; %efront iterator  
nf=0; %numbers of edges on front  
  
%we choose The 1%triangles with lowest Ifact  
[is,index]=sort(Ifact); 
  
for  i=1:numt 
        %triangles on boundary  
        t1=index(i); 
        if  Ifact(t1)>-.8 
            break  
        end  
  
        if  not(any(pchecked(t(t1,:))))  && Ifact(t1)<-.8  
            tkeep(t1)=true; %primo triangolo selezionato  
            pchecked(t(t1,:))=true; 
            efront(nf+1:nf+3)=te(t1,1:3); 
            e2t(te(t1,1:3),1)=t1; 
            nf=nf+3; 
        end  
end  
  
clear pchecked  is  index  
if  nf==0 
    error( 'Front do not start please send a report to the aut hor' ) 
end  
  
while  iterf<=nf 
    k=efront(iterf); %id edge on front  
  
    if  e2t(k,2)>0 || e2t(k,1)<1 || count(k)<2 %edge is no more on front or it has no 
candidates triangles  
  
        iterf=iterf+1; 
        continue  %skip  
    end  
   
    %candidate triangles  
    idtcandidate=etmap{k,1}; 
    idtcandidate(idtcandidate==e2t(k,1))=[]; %remove the triangle we come from  
  
    if  isempty(idtcandidate) 
        iterf=iterf+1; 
        continue %skip  
    end  
    %Get Search point and Search radius  
     
    ttemp=t(e2t(k,1),:); 
    etemp=e(k,:); 
    pt=ttemp(ttemp~=etemp(1) & ttemp~=etemp(2)); %opposite point to the edge we are 
studying  
     [sp,sr]=SearchPoint(p(e(k,1),:),p(e(k,2),:),p( pt,:)); 
  
  
   dist=0; 
    idp=0; 
    for  c=1:length(idtcandidate) 
        ttemp=t(idtcandidate(c),:); 
        etemp=e(k,:); 
        idp=ttemp(ttemp~=etemp(1) & ttemp~=etemp(2) ); 
        dist(c)=sum((sp-p(idp,:)).^2); %dopo provare a eliminare i punti fuori dal search 
radius  
  
    end  
  
    ind=dist>sr*sr; 
    idtcandidate(ind)=[]; 
    if  isempty(idtcandidate) 
        iterf=iterf+1; 
        continue  
    else  
        dist(ind)=[]; 
    end  
  
  
%     [dist,id]=sort(L(idtcandidate));%sort per com inciare dal piÔø• probabile  
%       [dist,id]=sort(dist);%sort per cominciare d al piÔø• probabile  
      [dist,id]=sort(Ifact(idtcandidate)); %sort per cominciare dal piÔø• probabile  
    idtcandidate=idtcandidate(id); 
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    %Now we analyze candidate triangles  
     
    %% Check conformity  
    for  c=1:length(idtcandidate) 
  
        idt=idtcandidate(c); 
        conformity=true; %initilize to true  
  
  
        %loop trough all edges of the triangle  
        for  ii=1:3 
            e1=te(idt,ii); 
  
            if  e2t(e1,2)>0 && e1~=k 
                %edge with two trianlgle  
                conformity=false; 
                break  
            elseif  e2t(e1,1)>0 
                 
                %the edge has only one triangle let's see if we can  add  
                %this one  
                 
                %get points from the triangles  
                t1=e2t(e1,1);t2=idt; 
                ttemp=t(t1,:); 
                etemp=e(e1,:); 
                pt1=ttemp(ttemp~=etemp(1) & ttemp~= etemp(2)); %terzo id punto  
                ttemp=t(t2,:); 
                pt2=ttemp(ttemp~=etemp(1) & ttemp~= etemp(2)); %terzo id punto  
  
                [alpha]=TriAngle(p(e(e1,1),:),p(e(e 1,2),:),p(pt1,:),p(pt2,:)); %angle 
between triangles  
                if  alpha>.5 
                    conformity=false; %the angle between the traingles was to small  
                    break  
                end  
            end  
        end  
  
        if  conformity 
            break  %exit loop if a good triangle has been found  
        end  
    end  
  
    %Did we found a good triangle?  
    if  conformity 
  
        %update connectivity data for new triangle  
         
        idt=idtcandidate(c); %id of new triangle  
        tkeep(idt)=true; %keep ot  
         
        %update e2t  
        e2t(k,2)=idt; 
        %update e2t for the others edges  
        for  j=1:3 
            ide=te(idt,j); 
            
            if  e2t(ide,1)<1 % %Is it the first triangle for the current edge?  
                efront(nf+1)=ide; 
                nf=nf+1; 
                e2t(ide,1)=idt; 
            else                      %no, it is the second one  
                efront(nf+1)=ide; 
                nf=nf+1; 
                e2t(ide,2)=idt; 
            end  
        end  
    end  
    iterf=iterf+1; %increase queue iterator  
end  
end  
  
  
%% SearchPoint  
function  [sp,sr]=SearchPoint(p1,p2,p3) 
%Gets a point outside a given edge of triangle that  forms an equilater  
%triangle.  
%P1,P2,P3 are all Nx3 arrays  
%This is the orientation for points  
%    p1  
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%   / | \  
% p3  |  SP  
%   \ | /  
%    p2  
  
%NOTA 
%perchÔø• il search point sia all'esterno del trian golo  
%p1 p2 devono essere il punto del lato in cui gener are il search p  
v21=p1-p2; 
v31=p3-p1; 
  
n1=[v21(:,2).*v31(:,3)-v21(:,3).*v31(:,2), ...  
    v21(:,3).*v31(:,1)-v21(:,1).*v31(:,3), ...  
    v21(:,1).*v31(:,2)-v21(:,2).*v31(:,1)]; %normale ai triangoli  
  
v31=n1; 
  
cosdir=[v21(:,2).*v31(:,3)-v21(:,3).*v31(:,2), ...  
    v21(:,3).*v31(:,1)-v21(:,1).*v31(:,3), ...  
    v21(:,1).*v31(:,2)-v21(:,2).*v31(:,1)]; %coseni direttori retta  
cosdir=cosdir/norm(cosdir); 
pm=(p1+p2)*.5; 
lenge=norm(p1-p2); 
% sp=pm+(cosdir)*(sqrt(r^2-.25*lenge^2));%Search po int  
sp=pm+(cosdir)*(lenge*.866); %Search point  
sr=lenge; 
% sr=max([lenge,norm(p1-p3),norm(p3-p2)]);  
end  
  
%% TriAngle  
function   [alpha]=TriAngle(p1,p2,p3,p4) 
%Computes angle between two triangles  
v21=p1-p2; 
v31=p3-p1; 
  
tnorm1(1)=v21(2)*v31(3)-v21(3)*v31(2); %normali ai triangoli  
tnorm1(2)=v21(3)*v31(1)-v21(1)*v31(3); 
tnorm1(3)=v21(1)*v31(2)-v21(2)*v31(1); 
tnorm1=tnorm1./norm(tnorm1); 
  
  
v41=p4-p1; 
tnorm2(1)=v21(2)*v41(3)-v21(3)*v41(2); %normali ai triangoli  
tnorm2(2)=v21(3)*v41(1)-v21(1)*v41(3); 
tnorm2(3)=v21(1)*v41(2)-v21(2)*v41(1); 
tnorm2=tnorm2./norm(tnorm2); 
alpha=tnorm1*tnorm2'; 
  
end  
  
  
  
%% Circumcenters tetraedroms  
function  [cc,r]=CCTetra(p,tetr) 
%finds circumcenters from a set of tetraedroms  
  
%points of tetraedrom  
p1=(p(tetr(:,1),:)); 
p2=(p(tetr(:,2),:)); 
p3=(p(tetr(:,3),:)); 
p4=(p(tetr(:,4),:)); 
  
%vectors of tetraedrom edges  
v21=p(tetr(:,1),:)-p(tetr(:,2),:); 
v31=p(tetr(:,3),:)-p(tetr(:,1),:); 
v41=p(tetr(:,4),:)-p(tetr(:,1),:); 
  
%preallocation  
cc=zeros(size(tetr,1),3); 
  
  
%Solve the system using cramer method  
d1=sum(v41.*(p1+p4)*.5,2); 
d2=sum(v21.*(p1+p2)*.5,2); 
d3=sum(v31.*(p1+p3)*.5,2); 
  
det23=(v21(:,2).*v31(:,3))-(v21(:,3).*v31(:,2)); 
det13=(v21(:,3).*v31(:,1))-(v21(:,1).*v31(:,3)); 
det12=(v21(:,1).*v31(:,2))-(v21(:,2).*v31(:,1)); 
  
Det=v41(:,1).*det23+v41(:,2).*det13+v41(:,3).*det12 ; 
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detx=d1.*det23+ ...  
    v41(:,2).*(-(d2.*v31(:,3))+(v21(:,3).*d3))+ ...  
    v41(:,3).*((d2.*v31(:,2))-(v21(:,2).*d3)); 
  
dety=v41(:,1).*((d2.*v31(:,3))-(v21(:,3).*d3))+ ...  
    d1.*det13+ ...  
    v41(:,3).*((d3.*v21(:,1))-(v31(:,1).*d2)); 
  
detz=v41(:,1).*((v21(:,2).*d3)-(d2.*v31(:,2))) ...  
    +v41(:,2).*(d2.*v31(:,1)-v21(:,1).*d3) ...  
    +d1.*(det12); 
  
%Circumcenters  
cc(:,1)=detx./Det; 
cc(:,2)=dety./Det; 
cc(:,3)=detz./Det; 
  
  
%Circumradius  
r=realsqrt((sum((p2-cc).^2,2))); %squared radius  
end  
  
  
  
%% Intersection factor  
function  Ifact=IntersectionFactor(tetr2t,cc,r) 
nt=size(tetr2t,1); 
Ifact=zeros(nt,1); %intersection factor  
%it is computed from radius of the tetraedroms circ umscribed sphere  
% and the distance between their center  
i=tetr2t(:,2)>0; 
 distcc=sum((cc(tetr2t(i,1),:)-cc(tetr2t(i,2),:)).^ 2,2); %distance between circumcenters  
  Ifact(i)=(-
distcc+r(tetr2t(i,1)).^2+r(tetr2t(i,2)).^2)./(2*r(t etr2t(i,1)).*r(tetr2t(i,2))); 
  
% for i=1:nt  
%     if tetr2t(i,2)>0 %jump boundary tetraedrom  
%         distcc=sum((cc(tetr2t(i,1),:)-cc(tetr2t(i ,2),:)).^2,2);%distance between 
circumcenters  
%         %intersection factor  
%         Ifact(i)=(-
distcc+r(tetr2t(i,1))^2+r(tetr2t(i,2))^2)/(2*r(tetr 2t(i,1))*r(tetr2t(i,2)));  
%     end  
% end  
end  
  
  
  
%% AddShield  
function  [pnew,nshield]=AddShield(p) 
  
%adds outside points to the given cloud forming out side tetraedroms  
  
%shield points are very good in detectinf outside t etraedroms. Unfortunatly  
%delunany triangulation with these points can be ev en of 50% slower.  
  
%find the bounding box  
maxx=max(p(:,1)); 
maxy=max(p(:,2)); 
maxz=max(p(:,3)); 
minx=min(p(:,1)); 
miny=min(p(:,2)); 
minz=min(p(:,3)); 
  
%give offset to the bounding box  
% step=max(abs([maxx-minx,maxy-miny,maxz-minz]));  
  
% step=max(abs([maxx,minx,maxy,miny,maxz,minz]));  
  
offset=5; 
stepx=(maxx-minx)*offset; 
stepy=(maxy-miny)*offset; 
stepz=(maxz-minz)*offset; 
  
maxx=maxx+stepx; 
maxy=maxy+stepy; 
maxz=maxz+stepz; 
minx=minx-stepx; 
miny=miny-stepy; 
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minz=minz-stepz; 
  
N=4; %number of points of the shield edge  
  
stepx=stepx/(N); %decrease step, avoids not unique points  
stepz=stepz/(N); %decrease step, avoids not unique points  
  
nshield=N*N*6; 
  
%creating a grid lying on the bounding box  
vx=linspace(minx,maxx,N); 
vy=linspace(miny,maxy,N); 
vz=linspace(minz,maxz,N); 
  
  
[x,y]=meshgrid(vx,vy); 
facez1=[x(:),y(:),ones(N*N,1)*maxz]; 
facez2=[x(:),y(:),ones(N*N,1)*minz]; 
[x,y]=meshgrid(vy,vz-stepz); 
facex1=[ones(N*N,1)*maxx,x(:),y(:)]; 
facex2=[ones(N*N,1)*minx,x(:),y(:)]; 
[x,y]=meshgrid(vx-stepx,vz); 
facey1=[x(:),ones(N*N,1)*maxy,y(:)]; 
facey2=[x(:),ones(N*N,1)*miny,y(:)]; 
  
%add points to the p array  
pnew=[p; 
    facex1; 
    facex2; 
    facey1; 
    facey2; 
    facez1; 
    facez2]; 
  
  
end  

 

PlotTriNormals.m  

function  [tn,nvec] = PlotTriNormals(tri,xyz,convention) 
  
% AUTHOR:           Nick Davatzes  
% DATE CREATED:     2009/21/03  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v0.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   Application of non-zero traction and burgers ve ctor boundary conditions  
%   to elements in p3d are defined in elocal relati ve to the normal vector  
%   to the element. Thus the appropriate sign of no rmal and strike  
%   components must be chosen as a function of the normal direction. This  
%   mfile:  
%       1. Plots the mesh and normals to elements a t the element centroids  
%       2. Corrects normals to a mesh into a unifor m orientation  
%          - for faults this can correspond to up ( positive z)  
%          - for models of wells symmetric about th e z-axis this can  
%          correspond to outward or inward facing n ormals  
% 
%  
% NOTES:  
%   - the direction of the normal vector defining t he elocal reference  
%   frame in Poly3d is defined by the order vetices  identified by their  
%   index (indicating the polarity of the indices i n each row of tri  
%   (an mx3 matrix defining which points form the t riangular elements used  
%   in Poly3D);  
%   --> re-ordering these indices (consisting of ex changing the second and  
%   thrid columns) changes the polarity, and thus t he direction of the  
%   normal vector  
%   - Script is largely based on original scripts b y J. Ole Kaven:  
%   see: tripol, tricentroid  
% 
%  
% INPUT:  
%   xyz     mx3 array of x,y,z componetns of vertic es defining mesh  
%   tri     nx3 array consisting integers correspon dint to row numbers of  
%           vertices from xyz that define trangular  elements  
%           note on .ts files:  
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%               - the topology can be derived from Delaunay2_5D or by  
%                 reading in .ts files using ReadTS 2 and removing the first  
%                 column of dat.xyz, which contains  integers indexing the  
%                 vertices for use in the dat.tri s tructured array  
%               - if the min(min(dat.tri)) is 0 or if the first entry in  
%                 the indices defining the vertices  in the original dat.xyz  
%                 is 0, then you must add 1 to the dat.tri array (since  
%                 matlab uses row numbers in its ve rsion of tri, which  
%                 always start at 1)  
%   convention  Determines what convention to make all element normals match  
%               - 'z+'  normal vectors point in pos itive z  
%               - 'z-'  normal vectors point in neg ative z  
%               - 'r+'  normal vectors in positive r direciton (cylindrical  
%                       coordinates --> pointing ou t from the z axis)  
%               - 'r-'  normal vectors point toward s z-axis  
%               NOTE: if CONV is not specified, a p lot of the mesh and  
%               normals will be generated, but the polarity of tri will not  
%               be altered.  
%  
% 
% OUTPUT: 
%   Two plots (as subplots) of the mesh and normals  located at the element  
%           centroids  
%   nvec    mx3 vector components of normals (each row is a normal to an  
%           element, where m = length(tri)  
%   tn      nxy updated tri ("connectivity") array  
% 
% 
  
%% 0. I/O check:  
    if  nargin < 2 
       error( 'Wrong # of input' ) 
    end  
%     if nargout ~= 2  
%        error('Output is a single array, wrong des ignation!')  
%     end  
    if  size(tri,2)~=3 
       error( 'Triangle element matrix should be mx3!' ) 
    end  
    if  size(xyz,2)~=3 
       error( 'Vertices should be nx3!' ) 
    end  
     
    if  nargin <3 
        convention = 'no'  
    end  
  
     
%% 1. Calculate and plot normal vectors at element centroid  
% 1a. Determine normal vectors  
    % Construct vectors  
    v = [xyz(tri(:,3),1)-xyz(tri(:,1),1), xyz(tri(: ,3),2)-xyz(tri(:,1),2), 
xyz(tri(:,3),3)-xyz(tri(:,1),3)]; 
    w = [xyz(tri(:,2),1)-xyz(tri(:,1),1), xyz(tri(: ,2),2)-xyz(tri(:,1),2), 
xyz(tri(:,2),3)-xyz(tri(:,1),3)]; 
    % Calculate cross product  
    normvec = [v(:,2).*w(:,3)-v(:,3).*w(:,2), ...  
       -(v(:,1).*w(:,3)-v(:,3).*w(:,1)), ...  
       v(:,1).*w(:,2)-v(:,2).*w(:,1)]; 
    % Normalize  
    lnvec = sqrt(sum(normvec.*normvec,2)); 
    nvec = normvec./repmat(lnvec,1,3); 
  
     
% 1b Calclute centroid of triangular elements as lo cation of normal to element  
%     cx = 1/3*(v(tri(:,1),1)+v(tri(:,2),1)+v(tri(: ,3),1));  
%     cy = 1/3*(v(tri(:,1),2)+v(tri(:,2),2)+v(tri(: ,3),2));  
%     cz = 1/3*(v(tri(:,1),3)+v(tri(:,2),3)+v(tri(: ,3),3));  
    cx = 1/3*(xyz(tri(:,1),1)+xyz(tri(:,2),1)+xyz(t ri(:,3),1)); 
    cy = 1/3*(xyz(tri(:,1),2)+xyz(tri(:,2),2)+xyz(t ri(:,3),2)); 
    cz = 1/3*(xyz(tri(:,1),3)+xyz(tri(:,2),3)+xyz(t ri(:,3),3)); 
  
     
% % 1c Plot normals at centroids  
%     subplot(1,2,1)  
%     S = 1; % scaling of normal vectors  
%     box on, hold on, grid on  
%     xlabel('X','FontSize',16), ylabel('Y','FontSi ze',16), zlabel('Z','FontSize',16)  
%     trisurf(tri,xyz(:,1),xyz(:,2),xyz(:,3),'EdgeC olor','r','FaceColor','none')  
%     quiver3(cx,cy,cz,nvec(:,1),nvec(:,2),nvec(:,3 ),S,'g','LineWidth',0.5)  
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%% 2 Identify vectors to a consistent reference fra me: update mesh & normal  
  
% Define subfunction to change tri polarity  
function  [tn,nvec] = tripol_sub(t,nvec) 
    tn = t; 
    tn(ind01,2) = t(ind01,3); 
    tn(ind01,3) = t(ind01,2); 
    nvec(ind01,:) = -nvec(ind01,:);         
end  
  
% ********************************************  
% Choose the convention for normal orientation  
  
if  convention == 'z+'  
% 2a.1 All normals point up (positive z)  
    % Identify vectors pointing down, update mesh & nor mal  
    tn = tri; 
    ind01 = find(nvec(:,3)<0); 
    [tn,nvec] = tripol_sub(tri,nvec); 
%     tn(ind01,2) = t(ind01,3);  
%     tn(ind01,3) = t(ind01,2);  
%     nvec(ind01,:) = -nvec(ind01,:);  
  
elseif  convention == 'z-'  
% 2a.1 All normals point up (positive z)  
    % Identify vectors pointing down, update mesh & nor mal  
    tn = tri; 
    ind01 = find(nvec(:,3)>0); 
    [tn,nvec] = tripol_sub(tri,nvec); 
  
elseif  convention == 'r+'  
% 2a.2a All normals point away from the z-axis (Not e: assumes that the mesh  
% is arrayed about the origin, and is based on anal ysis of x,y components)  
    % Find normals pointing towards a local origin  
     
    test = zeros(length(cx),1); 
    for  i = 1:length(cx) 
        test(i,1) = acos(dot([cx(i),cy(i)],nvec(i,1 :2))/ ...  
            (sqrt(cx(i)^2 + cy(i)^2')*sqrt(nvec(i,1 :2)*nvec(i,1:2)'))); 
    end  
    ind01 = find(test>pi/2 | test<=-pi/2); 
    [tn,nvec] = tripol_sub(tri,nvec); 
      
elseif  convention == 'r-'  
% 2a.2b All normals point towards z-axis (Note: ass umes that the mesh is  
% arrayed about the origin, and is based on analysi s of x,y components)  
    % Find normals pointing towards a local origin  
     
    test = zeros(length(cx),1); 
    for  i = 1:length(cx) 
        test(i,1) = acos(dot([cx(i),cy(i)],nvec(i,1 :2))/ ...  
            (sqrt(cx(i)^2 + cy(i)^2')*sqrt(nvec(i,1 :2)*nvec(i,1:2)'))); 
    end  
    ind01 = find(test<pi/2 | test>=-pi/2); 
    [tn,nvec] = tripol_sub(tri,nvec); 
     
else  % null case if no convention specified  
    tn = tri; 
     
end  
  
% % 2b Plot updated normal vectors  
% subplot(1,2,2)  
%     S = 1; % scaling of normal vectors  
%     box on, hold on, grid on  
%     xlabel('X','FontSize',16), ylabel('Y','FontSi ze',16), zlabel('Z','FontSize',16)  
%     trisurf(tri,xyz(:,1),xyz(:,2),xyz(:,3),'EdgeC olor','r','FaceColor','none')  
%     quiver3(cx,cy,cz,nvec(:,1),nvec(:,2),nvec(:,3 ),S,'g','LineWidth',0.5)  
end  

 

p3din_FAULT_func_v1.m 

function  out = 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1(E,nu,Stress,Pf,filename_in,xyz1 ,xyz2,xyz3,tn1,tn2,tn3,OBSgridProducti
on,OBSgridInjection,OBSgridObservation,OBSgridObsEG S,CSLutz7,OBSgridLutz7,CSLutz8,OBSgrid
Lutz8,CSBlock,OBSgridAreal,OBSgridArealFine) 
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% Matlab script to create input for systematic anal yses of fault meshes.  
% 
% PURPOSE: generate .in file for "newpoly3d" execut able, 1999 C++ version  
% v1  
% 
%  
% Author: J. Ole Kaven  
% Date: 8/29/2003  
%  
% Version: 1  
% Modified By: Michael Swyer  
% Date Modified: 6/27/2011  
%  
% Input: < >  
% Space: Half  
% Comments:  
  
% uncomment first line to treat this as a function.   
  
% close all  
% clear all  
scrsz = get(0, 'Screensize' ); 
out.vers = 1; 
out.date = datestr(now);  
out.space = 'half' ; % 'half' --> half space; 'full' = whole space  
  
[fid,message] = fopen(filename_in, 'w' ); % replace this with variable to treat as 
function; can give the directory listing for thepol y3D folder  
  
  
  
%% Setup stuff:  
% Vertices (used to define mesh of "fault")  
%   Note: must explicitly do for each fault object  
  
% entriesX = mx4 matrix where m = # of elements.  X  is fault number.  row 1 is element 
number, and rows 2-4 are x,y,z coordinates of eleme nt nodes  
%   NOTE: must add the last vertex number of the pr evious fault to the all  
%         the vertex numbers of the next fault to e liminate redundancy.  
  
% fault01  
entries1(1,:) = 1:(length(xyz1)); 
entries1(2:4,:) = xyz1'; 
  
% fault02  
entries2(1,:) = (1+length(xyz1)):(length(xyz2)+leng th(xyz1)); % first number of this fault 
is after last number of first fault!!  
entries2(2:4,:) = xyz2'; 
  
% fault03  
entries3(1,:) = (1+length(xyz1)+length(xyz2)):(leng th(xyz3)+length(xyz2)+length(xyz1)); % 
first number of this fault is after last number of second fault!!  
entries3(2:4,:) = xyz3'; 
  
% ************************************************* *  
% *Surfaces & Elements & Boundary Conditions (aux3) *                        % ******* TO 
SPECIFY ELEMENT B.C. MODIFY aux3  
% ************************************************* *  
  
%   NOTE: traction boundary conditions are specifie d relative to the local  
%         element normal. The normals are based on the polarity (order in which the  
%         vertices are specified in dat.tri)  
  
%   NOTE: must add the last vertex number of the pr evious fault to the all  
%         the vertex numbers of the next fault to e liminate redundancy*  
  
% fault01  
aux3 = zeros(size(tn1)); % must double check dir of normals!     % mx3 array  m = number 
of elements --> these first three columns are the t raction or burgers vector BC on each 
element  
fault01 = [aux3 tn1]';clear aux3  
  
% fault02  
aux3 = zeros(size(tn2)); % must double check dir of normals!     % mx3 array  m = number 
of elements --> these first three columns are the t raction or burgers vector BC on each 
element  
fault02 = [aux3 (tn2+length(xyz1))]';clear aux3 % *Note the addition of last element 
number*  
  
% fault03  
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aux3 = zeros(size(tn3)); % must double check dir of normals!     % mx3 array  m = number 
of elements --> these first three columns are the t raction or burgers vector BC on each 
element  
fault03 = [aux3 (tn3+length(xyz1)+length(xyz2))]';c lear aux3 % *Note the addition of last 
element number*  
  
% ***************  
% *Stress Tensor*  
% ***************  
S11 = Stress(1,1); 
S22 = Stress(2,2); 
S33 = Stress(3,3); 
S12 = Stress(1,2); 
S13 = Stress(1,3); 
S23 = Stress(2,3); 
  
%% Specifying gravity influenced tractions on the f ault elements  
% centr = ell_rot1.centroid(3,:);                                             % calls 
other functions to calculate gravity on each centro id  
% ginput = gravity_on(dip,centr);  
  
%% Generate .in file  
  
fprintf(fid, '************************************************** **************************
***\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*                            Section 1: CONSTANTS                             
*\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '************************************************** **************************
***\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '* Titles\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*--------\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'title1 = "Two fault surfaces to model fault overla p."\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '* Elastic Constants\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '* Specify any two. Leave the rest blank.\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*----------------------------------------\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'shear_mod         = \n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'psn_ratio         = %d\n' ,nu);                                 % <-- Input 
poisson's ratio  
fprintf(fid, 'youngs_mod        = %d\n' ,E);                                  % <-- Input 
Young's modulus  
fprintf(fid, 'bulk_mod          =\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'lame_lambda       =\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '* Remote Stresses/Strains\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'rem_bc_type       = stress            *(stress/str ain)\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 's11r              = %d\n' ,S11 + Pf);                           % <-- remote 
stress tensor, use a tensor transform in a MASTER f unction to define  
fprintf(fid, 's22r              = %d\n' ,S22 + Pf); 
fprintf(fid, 's33r              = %d\n' ,S33 + Pf); 
fprintf(fid, 's12r              = %d\n' ,S12); 
fprintf(fid, 's13r              = %d\n' ,S13); 
fprintf(fid, 's23r              = %d\n' ,S23); 
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '* Options\n' );  
fprintf(fid, '*---------\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'half_space        = yes                *(yes/no)\n ' );          % <-- for 
whole space replace "= yes" with "= no"  
fprintf(fid, 'check_cond_num    = yes               *(yes/no)\n' );           % avoid 
numbers greater than 10^-8 or 10^-6  
fprintf(fid, 'print_elt_geom    = yes               *(yes/no)\n' );  
fprintf(fid, 'elt_geom_csys     = global\n' );  
fprintf(fid, 'null_value        = -999.0\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'end *(CONSTANTS)\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '************************************************** **************************
***\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*                        Section 2: USER COORDINAT E SYSTEMS                   
*\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '************************************************** **************************
***\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '* (1)        (2)     (3)    (4)    (5)     (6)     (7)     (8)       
(9)\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*name      parent    x1o    x2o    x3o    rot1    rot2    rot3    rot 
order\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*--------- --------- ------ ------ ------ ------- ------- ------- ---------
\n' ); 
xcent = 0;ycent = 0;zcent = 0;rot1 = 0; rot2 = 0;   rot3 = 0; 
defaul = [xcent, ycent, zcent, rot1, rot2, rot3, 32 1];  
fprintf(fid, 'CrackCS    global %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f %7.1f %7.1f %7 .1f %5.0f\n' ,defaul); 
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fprintf(fid, 'CSLutz7    global %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f %7.1f %7.1f %7 .1f %5.0f\n' ,CSLutz7); 
fprintf(fid, 'CSLutz8    global %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f %7.1f %7.1f %7 .1f %5.0f\n' ,CSLutz8); 
fprintf(fid, 'CSBlock    global %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f %7.1f %7.1f %7 .1f %5.0f\n' ,CSBlock); 
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'end *(USER COORDINATE SYSTEMS)\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '************************************************** **************************
***\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*                         Section 3: OBSERVATION G RIDS                        
*\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '************************************************** **************************
***\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '* (1)    (2) (3)      (4)        (5)        (6)     (7)    (8)    (9)    
(10)   (11)   (12) (13) (14) (15)\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*name    dim outp  endpt csys obspt csys outp csys  x1beg  x2beg  x3beg  
x1end  x2end  x3end  nx1 nx2 nx3\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*------- --- ----- ---------- ---------- ---------  ------ ------ ------ ----
-- ------ ------ --- --- ---\n' ); 
% replace first term as needed, where the number is  the dimension: 1D "ObsLine 1", 2D 
"ObsPlane 2", 3D "ObsVol 3"  
fprintf(fid, 'ObsWellProduction 1  dsps   global     global     global    %5.7f  %5.7f  
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d\n' ,OBSgridProduction);  
fprintf(fid, 'ObsWellInjection 1  dsps   global     global     g lobal    %5.7f  %5.7f  
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d\n' ,OBSgridInjection); 
fprintf(fid, 'ObsWellObservation 1  dsps   global     global     global    %5.7f  %5.7f  
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d\n' ,OBSgridObservation); 
fprintf(fid, 'ObsWellObsEGS 1  dsps   global     global     glob al    %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d\n' ,OBSgridObsEGS); 
fprintf(fid, 'ObsPlaneLutz7 2  dsps   CSLutz7     global     glo bal    %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d  %d  %d\n' ,OBSgridLutz7); 
fprintf(fid, 'ObsPlaneLutz8 2  dsps   CSLutz8     global     glo bal    %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d  %d  %d\n' ,OBSgridLutz8); 
fprintf(fid, 'ObsPlaneAreal 2  dsps   CSBlock     global     glo bal    %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d  %d  %d\n' ,OBSgridAreal); 
fprintf(fid, 'ObsPlaneArealFine 2  dsps   CSBlock     global     global    %5.7f  %5.7f  
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d  %d  %d\n' ,OBSgridArealFine); 
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'end *(OBSERVATION GRIDS)\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '************************************************** **************************
***\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*                      Section 4: OBJECTS/ELEMENTS /VERTICES                   
*\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*                      (o = object, e = element, v  = vertex)                  
*\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '************************************************** **************************
***\n' ); 
%%% Begin Fault Object 1  
fprintf(fid, '*(1) (2)            (3)        (4)\n' );                         
fprintf(fid, '*o name             outp    eltc csys\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*- ---------------- ------- ----------\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'o  "fault01" bt      CrackCS  \n' );                            % object name 
defined (note as defined above elocal (except for B C) are same as global by my choice  
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*(1) (2)     (3)       (4)         (5)         (6) \n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*v name     csys       x1          x2          x3\ n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*- -------- ---------  ------      ------      --- ---\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*Fracture vertices\n' ); 
% "%4.0f" 4 decimal places before the decimal --> i nteger vertex; for  
% "%8.8f" can be increased for greater precision, c ould also replace with %d  
fprintf(fid, 'v  %4.0f  global    %8.12f   %8.12f   %8.12f\n' , entries1);     
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*(1) (2)   (3)      (4)    (5)       (6)       (7)       (8) (9) (10) 
(...)\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*e #vert BC csys   BC type BC1       BC2       BC3        v1  v2  v3 ...\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*- ----- --------- ------- --------- --------- --- ------ --  --  -- --\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*BCs & connectivity \n' ); 
% note that the the BC are specified; e = element, 3 = 3 space dimensions,  
% elocla --> BC are in element local: "bbb", b = be rgers veger, t = traction, the next 3 
numbers are BC magnitudes in dip,strike,normal  
fprintf(fid, 'e  3     elocal    ttb   %5.5f     %5.5f     %5.5f       %4.0f %4.0f 
%4.0f\n' , fault01);     
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
%%% Begin Fault 2: this begins next "fault" --> 11 lines for each "fault  
%%% object"  
fprintf(fid, '*(1) (2)            (3)        (4)\n' );                         
fprintf(fid, '*o name             outp    eltc csys\n' );                                               
fprintf(fid, '*- ---------------- ------- ----------\n' );                                               
fprintf(fid, 'o  "fault02" bt      CrackCS  \n' );                                                     
fprintf(fid, '\n' );   
fprintf(fid, '*(1) (2)     (3)       (4)         (5)         (6) \n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*v name     csys       x1          x2          x3\ n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*- -------- ---------  ------      ------      --- ---\n' ); 
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fprintf(fid, '*Fracture vertices\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'v  %4.0f  global    %8.12f   %8.12f   %8.12f\n' , entries2);    % "%4.0f" 4 
decimal places before the decimal --> integer verte x; for "%8.8f" can be increased for 
greater precision, could also replace with %d  
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*(1) (2)   (3)      (4)    (5)       (6)       (7)       (8) (9) (10) 
(...)\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*e #vert BC csys   BC type BC1       BC2       BC3        v1  v2  v3 ...\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*- ----- --------- ------- --------- --------- --- ------ --  --  -- --\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*BCs & connectivity \n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'e  3     elocal    ttb   %5.5f     %5.5f     %5.5f       %4.0f %4.0f 
%4.0f\n' , fault02); 
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
%%% Begin Fault 3: this begins next "fault" --> 11 lines for each "fault  
%%% object"  
fprintf(fid, '*(1) (2)            (3)        (4)\n' );                         
fprintf(fid, '*o name             outp    eltc csys\n' );                                                 
% 
fprintf(fid, '*- ---------------- ------- ----------\n' );                                                
% 
fprintf(fid, 'o  "fault03" bt      CrackCS  \n' );                                                        
% 
fprintf(fid, '\n' );   
fprintf(fid, '*(1) (2)     (3)       (4)         (5)         (6) \n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*v name     csys       x1          x2          x3\ n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*- -------- ---------  ------      ------      --- ---\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*Fracture vertices\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'v  %4.0f  global    %8.12f   %8.12f   %8.12f\n' , entries3);    % "%4.0f" 4 
decimal places before the decimal --> integer verte x; for "%8.8f" can be increased for 
greater precision, could also replace with %d  
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*(1) (2)   (3)      (4)    (5)       (6)       (7)       (8) (9) (10) 
(...)\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*e #vert BC csys   BC type BC1       BC2       BC3        v1  v2  v3 ...\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*- ----- --------- ------- --------- --------- --- ------ --  --  -- --\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '*BCs & connectivity \n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'e  3     elocal    ttb   %5.5f     %5.5f     %5.5f       %4.0f %4.0f 
%4.0f\n' , fault03); 
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, '\n' ); 
fprintf(fid, 'end *(OBJECTS/ELEMENTS/VERTICES)\n' ); 
fclose(fid); 

 
 

B.2  Master Scripts 

MASTER_p3d_DipDepth_run.m 

% MASTER_p3d_DipDepth_run.m    ***1D OBSERVATION GR ID Observation WELL 27-15***  
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     8/1/2011  
% DATE MODIFIED:    8/15/2011  
% VERSION:          v.3  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   Script to loop through a series of model runs w here poly3d, version  
%   from 1999, in c++ is slaved to matlab for:  
%   - Testing sensitivity of fault dip and depth us ing vertical linear  
%     observation grid along Observation well DP27- 15.  
%   - Generate multiple models with varied fault di p and depth.  
% 
%   PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION:  
%   - Using stress state with assumed Shmin magnitu de and direction to test  
%     normal sliding critierion by creating stress state observed in well  
%     27-15 at depth of ~930 meters.  
%   - Iterations of depth by adding rows of element s similar to previous  
%     sensitivity studies, but with smaller range o f dip from 60-70 degrees  
%     selected from sensitivity observations in wel l 27-15.  
%   - Use the front fault segment used in the overl ap studies in global  
%     C.S. NAD_1983_UTM_ZONE_11.  
% INPUT:  
%  
%  
%  
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% OUTPUT:  
% 
% 
% 
% 
% NOTE:  
% - Based on original files drafted by J. Ole Kaven  
%  
% - Note specific paths to the folder containg p3d and to the folder  
% containing this mfile are specified for running p 3d and saving .in and  
% .out files respectively  
%  
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
% - FaultGenDD  
%  
% 
% Other related functions  
% - Delaunay2_5D  
% - p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% - PlotTriNormals  
% 
% 
  
clear all , close all  
  
  
%% 1. Define OBSERVATION GRID RANGE: 1D Grid  
     
% Generate observation grid in global coordinate sy stem along Well to  
% depth of 930 meters  
  
minx = 333532.9;  % min value of x  
maxx = 333532.9; % max value of x  
miny = 4403832.5;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4403832.5;  % max value of y  
minz = -930;  % min value of z  
maxz = -930;  % max value of z  
     
npx  = 1; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgrid = [minx,miny,minz;maxx,maxy,maxz;npx,npy,np z]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
  
     
%% 2. Define Boundary Conditions to run  
         
% Global Coordinates of Fault Origin (meters).  
% Origin is the bottom left corner of the fault nod e array so that strike  
% is the y-axis and depth is x-axis. array is rotat ed about y-axis to  
% establish dip and the rotated counter clockwise f rom north to establish  
% strike.  Fault nodes are then translated to Origi nX and OriginY  
OriginX = 336232.7; 
OriginY = 4406556.7; 
  
% Physical Properties  
nu = 0.192; % poisson's ratio  
E = 34215000000; % Young's Modulus in Pa  
  
% Define stress tensor with eigenvalues or principa l stresses measured at  
% depth of 930 meters.  Stresses are in Pa and are tension positive. Shmin  
% is in the x-direction in the tensor local coordin ate system.  
AzimuthShmin=135; 
Sv=-22594125.53; 
Pf=8015050.488; % fluid pressure [Pa] used by p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
Pp=-Pf; 
mu = 0.776875; 
Shmin = (Sv-Pp)/((mu^2+1)^.5 + mu)^2 + Pp; % Based on frictional sliding criterion  
SHmax = (Sv + Shmin)/2; 
Sigma=[(Shmin) 0 0;0 (SHmax) 0;0 0 (Sv)]; 
% Transform stress tensor to global coordinates  
theta=(AzimuthShmin-90)*(pi/180); % Rotation angle, counter-clockwise positive.  
A=[cos(-theta) -sin(-theta) 0;sin(-theta) cos(-thet a) 0;0 0 1]; % Rotation matrix.  
Stress=A*Sigma*A'; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
  
%% 3. Input Fault Parameters    
FS = 225*(pi/180); % Azimuth of Strike with right hand rule  
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FL = 4500; % Length of fault strike  
NL = 22; % Number of elements along fault strike  
EL = FL/NL; % Element edge length  
  
for  d=1:40; % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  
  
    FD = EL*d; % Fault Depth  
  
    for  e=45:85; % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  
  
    DIP = e*(pi/180); % Fault Dip  
     
    filename=strcat( 'Depth' ,num2str(round(FD)), 'Dip' ,num2str(DIP*(180/pi))); 
     
    %% 4. GENERATE FAULT  
     
    [xyz,tn,Ry,Rz] = FaultGenDD(FL,FD,FS,DIP,EL,Ori ginX,OriginY); 
     
         
    %% 5. RUN p3din_FAULT_v1.m to generate P3D inpu t file  
     
    path_in = 
strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/SensitivityStudi es/DipDepth/InputOutputFiles/' )
; 
    filename_in  = [path_in,filename, '.in' ]; 
     
    % p3din_FAULT_v1  
    p3din_FAULT_func_v1(E,nu,Stress,Pf,OBSgrid,file name_in,xyz,tn) 
     
    %% 6. RUN P3D input file in P3D  
     
    filename_out  = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
    pcdloc = '/P3D/P3DinC1999/newpoly3d' ; 
    system([pcdloc, ' -i ' ,filename_in, ' -o ' ,filename_out]) 
     
    end  % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  
end  % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  

 

MASTER_p3d_SHmax_run.m 

% MASTER_p3d_SHmax_run.m    ***1D OBSERVATION GRID Observation WELL 27-15***  
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     9/6/2011  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   Script to loop through a series of model runs w here poly3d, version  
%   from 1999, in c++ is slaved to matlab for:  
%   - Testing how adjusting Remote SHmax will affec t the models within a stress  
%     polygon constructed using mu=1 and 4 ranges o f SHmax using observed  
%     values of Shmin from well 27-15, Shmin from f riction failure  
%     equalibrium using mu=0.6 and 1.0(lower and up per limit of Byerlee friction), and  
%     mu=0.777(average of laboratory tests).  
% 
% 
% PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION: 
% 
% INPUT:  
%  
%  
%  
% OUTPUT:  
% 
% 
% 
% 
% NOTE:  
% - Based on original files drafted by J. Ole Kaven  
%  
% - Note specific paths to the folder containg p3d and to the folder  
% containing this mfile are specified for running p 3d and saving .in and  
% .out files respectively  
%  
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
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% - FaultGenDD  
% 
% Other related functions  
% - Delaunay2_5D  
% - p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% - PlotTriNormals  
% 
% 
  
clear all , close all  
  
  
%% 1. Define OBSERVATION GRID RANGE: 1D Grid  
     
% Generate observation grid in global coordinate sy stem along Well to  
% depth of 930 meters.  
minx = 333532.9;  % min value of x  
maxx = 333532.9; % max value of x  
miny = 4403832.5;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4403832.5;  % max value of y  
minz = -930;  % min value of z  
maxz = -930;  % max value of z  
     
npx  = 1; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgrid = [minx,miny,minz;maxx,maxy,maxz;npx,npy,np z]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
%% 2. Input Fault Parameters    
FS = 225*(pi/180); % Azimuth of Strike with right hand rule  
FL = 4500; 
NL = 22; 
EL = FL/NL; 
FD = EL*24; 
DIP = 68*(pi/180); 
  
%% 3. Define Boundary Conditions to run  
         
% [fidSensitivity,message] = 
fopen(strcat('/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/DipAndDepthSensiti vity/Coupled/Wells/SensitivityPlot/',W
ellType,'Sensitivity.dat'),'w');  
  
% Global Coordinates of Fault Origin (meters)  
OriginX = 336232.7; 
OriginY = 4406556.7; 
  
% Define stress tensor with eigenvalues or principa l stresses measured at  
% depth of 930 meters.  Stresses are in Pa and are tension positive. Shmin  
% is in the x-direction in the tensor local coordin ate system.  
AzimuthShmin=135; 
Sv=-22594125.53; 
Pp= -8015050.488; % Pore pressure [Pa]  
Pf=-Pp; % fluid pressure used in poly3D  
  
% Elastic Properties  
nu = 0.176; % poisson's ratio  
E = 34215000000; % Young's Modulus in Pa  
  
% Shmin values to be analyzed  
  
% Observed in Well 27-15  
ShminMeasured = -13755044.38; % mu = 0.48  
% Byerlee friction range  
mu2 = .6; 
ShminIdeal = (Sv-Pp)/(((mu2^2+1)^.5+mu2)^2)+Pp; % using mu=0.6  
mu3 = 1; 
ShminIdealUpper = (Sv-Pp)/(((mu3^2+1)^.5+mu3)^2)+Pp ; % using mu=1.0  
% Lab measured friction  
muLab = 0.777; 
ShminmuLab = (Sv-Pp)/(((muLab^2+1)^.5+muLab)^2)+Pp; % using mu=0.777  
% ShminLabNorm = ShminmuLab/Sv;  
  
%% 4. GENERATE FAULT 
% this function generates xyz coordinates of elemen t nodes, tn connectivity matrix,  
% and rotation matricies used to orient the fault.  
     
[xyz,tn,Ry,Rz] = FaultGenDD(FL,FD,FS,DIP,EL,OriginX ,OriginY); 
     
%% 5. Stress Tensor  
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for  Shmin=[ShminMeasured,ShminIdeal,ShminmuLab,ShminId ealUpper] % ***Un-comment this line 
to commence with sensitivity study***  
  
% SHmax interval based on stress polygon using mu =  1.0  
    mu = 1; 
    SHmaxInt = ((((Shmin-Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp )-Shmin)/99; 
  
    for  i=0:99 % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  
  
    SHmax=Shmin+i*SHmaxInt; 
    Sigma=[(Shmin) 0 0;0 (SHmax) 0;0 0 (Sv)]; 
    % Transform stress tensor to global coordinates  
    theta=(AzimuthShmin-90)*(pi/180); % Rotation angle, counter-clockwise positive.  
    A=[cos(-theta) -sin(-theta) 0;sin(-theta) cos(- theta) 0;0 0 1]; % Rotation matrix.  
    Stress=A*Sigma*A'; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
     
     
    filename=strcat( 'Shmin' ,num2str(Shmin), 'SHmax' ,num2str(SHmax)); 
     
     
  
     
     
    %% 6. RUN p3din_FAULT_v1.m to generate P3D inpu t file  
     
    path_in = 
strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/SensitivityStudi es/RemoteStressTensor/InputOutp
utFiles/' ); 
    filename_in  = [path_in,filename, '.in' ]; 
     
    % p3din_FAULT_v1  
    p3din_FAULT_func_v1(E,nu,Stress,Pf,OBSgrid,file name_in,xyz,tn) 
     
     
    %% 7. RUN P3D input file in P3D  
     
    filename_out  = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
    pcdloc = '/P3D/P3DinC1999/newpoly3d' ; 
    system([pcdloc, ' -i ' ,filename_in, ' -o ' ,filename_out]) 
     
     
         
    end  % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  
end  % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  

 

MASTER_p3d_Overlap_run.m 

% MASTER_p3d_Overlap_run.m  
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     12/12/2011  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   Script to loop through a series of model runs w here poly3d, version  
%   from 1999, in c++ is slaved to matlab for:  
%   - Testing how adjusting overlap/underlap affect s the stress state on  
%     the resulting relay ramp.  
% 
% OBSERVATION GRIDS: 
%   A) Wells: 1D  
%       -86-21: Production  
%       -22-22: Injection  
%       -23-1: Observation  
%       -27-15: Observation/EGS  
  
% PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION: 
% 
% INPUT:  
%  
%  
%  
% OUTPUT:  
% 
% 
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% 
% 
% NOTE:  
% - Based on original files drafted by J. Ole Kaven  
%  
% - Note specific paths to the folder containg p3d and to the folder  
% containing this mfile are specified for running p 3d and saving .in and  
% .out files respectively  
%  
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
% 
% Other related functions  
% - Delaunay2_5D  
% - p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% - PlotTriNormals  
% 
% 
  
clear all , close all  
  
  
%% 1. Define OBSERVATION GRID RANGES  
% Generate observation grids in global coordinates.  
  
% A) WELLS: 1D  
  
% Generate observation lines in global coordinate s ystem along wells with  
% 10 meter spacing of nodes  
  
% Well 86-21 (Production Well)  
minx = 333168.3;  % min value of x  
maxx = 333168.3;  % max value of x  
miny = 4402430.7;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4402430.7;  % max value of y  
minz = -1370;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 138; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgridProduction = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Well 22-22 (Injection Well)  
minx = 333541.8;  % min value of x  
maxx = 333541.8;  % max value of x  
miny = 4403344.6;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4403344.6;  % max value of y  
minz = -1410;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 142; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgridInjection = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz n px]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Well 23-1 (Observation Well)  
minx = 334996.8;  % min value of x  
maxx = 334996.8;  % max value of x  
miny = 4402859.1;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4402859.1;  % max value of y  
minz = -2110;  % min value of z  
maxz = -2110;  % max value of z     
npx  = 1; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgridObservation = [minx miny minz]; % maxx maxy maxz npx];% matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Well 27-15 (Observation/EGS Well)  
minx = 334996.8;  % min value of x  
maxx = 334996.8;  % max value of x  
miny = 4402859.1;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4402859.1;  % max value of y  
minz = -930;  % min value of z  
maxz = -930;  % max value of z     
npx  = 1; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
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npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgridObsEGS = [minx miny minz]; % maxx maxy maxz npx];% matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% B) CROSS SECTIONS: 2D  
% 100x100 meter spacing of nodes  
  
% Cross section from Lutz et al., 2009 Figure 7  
% User Coordinate System  
x1o = 331465.5; 
x2o = 4400546.5; 
x3o = 0; 
rot1 = 0; 
rot2 = 0; 
rot3 = 57.84855179; 
CSLutz7 = [x1o, x2o, x3o, rot1, rot2, rot3, 123]; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% min/max values  
minx = 0;  % min value of x  
maxx = 4600;  % max value of x  
miny = 0;  % min value of y  
maxy = 0;  % max value of y  
minz = -2500;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 47; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 26; 
OBSgridLutz7 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx n py npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Cross section from Lutz et al., 2009 Figure 8  
% User Coordinate System  
x1o = 332378.9; 
x2o = 4402849.6; 
x3o = 0; 
rot1 = 0; 
rot2 = 0; 
rot3 = 0.0547153846; 
CSLutz8 = [x1o, x2o, x3o, rot1, rot2, rot3, 123]; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% min/max values  
minx = 0;  % min value of x  
maxx = 2600;  % max value of x  
miny = 0;  % min value of y  
maxy = 0;  % max value of y  
minz = -4000;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 27; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 41; 
OBSgridLutz8 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx n py npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Areal grid for map view  
% min/max values  
minx = -9000;  % min value of x  
maxx = 9000;  % max value of x  
miny = -9000;  % min value of y  
maxy = 9000;  % max value of y  
minz = -930;  % min value of z  
maxz = -930;  % max value of z     
npx  = 19; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 19; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
OBSgridAreal = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx n py npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Finer/smaller Areal grid for map view in producti on area  
% min/max values  
minx = -3000;  % min value of x  
maxx = 3000;  % max value of x  
miny = -1500;  % min value of y  
maxy = 1500;  % max value of y  
minz = -930;  % min value of z  
maxz = -930;  % max value of z     
npx  = 121; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 61; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
OBSgridArealFine = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz n px npy npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% C) OBSERVATION BLOCK IN PRODUCTION ZONE: 3D  
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% 100x100X100 meter spacing of nodes  
  
% User Coordinate System (Use this soordinate syste m for max interaction x-section)  
x1o = 333604.75; 
x2o = 4402985; 
x3o = 0; 
rot1 = 0; 
rot2 = 0; 
rot3 = 56.8; 
CSBlock = [x1o, x2o, x3o, rot1, rot2, rot3, 123]; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% min/max values  
minx = -1500;  % min value of x  
maxx = 1500;  % max value of x  
miny = -1000;  % min value of y  
maxy = 1000;  % max value of y  
minz = -2500;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 31; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 21; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 26; 
OBSgridBlock = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx n py npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
%% 2. Input Fault Parameters  
% two overlaping fault segments: 1)Front Segment 2) Rear Segment  
  
% Front Segment  
FS1 = 224.37*(pi/180); % Azimuth of Strike with right hand rule  
DIP1 = 68*(pi/180); 
FL1 = 4500; 
NL = 23; 
EL = FL1/NL; 
FD = EL*25; 
  
% Rear Segment  
FS2 = 202.03*(pi/180); % Azimuth of Strike with right hand rule  
DIP2 = 69.5*(pi/180); 
  
%% 3. Define Boundary Conditions to run  
         
% [fidSensitivity,message] = 
fopen(strcat('/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/DipAndDepthSensiti vity/Coupled/Wells/SensitivityPlot/',W
ellType,'Sensitivity.dat'),'w');  
  
% Global Coordinates of Fault Origins (meters)  
OriginX1 = 336232.7; 
OriginY1 = 4406556.7; 
OriginX2 = 331867.4; 
OriginY2 = 4397073.9; 
  
% Define stress tensor with eigenvalues or principa l stresses measured at  
% depth of 930 meters.  Stresses are in Pa and are tension positive. Shmin  
% is in the x-direction in the tensor local coordin ate system.  
Sv=-22594125.53; 
SHmax=0.83*Sv; 
Pp= -8015050.488; % Pore pressure [Pa]  
Pf=-Pp; % fluid pressure used in poly3D  
mu = .777; 
Shmin = (Sv-Pp)/(((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp; % using mu=0.6  
AzimuthShmin=116; %From Jim Faulds fault slip data  
  
% Construct tress tensor  
Sigma=[(Shmin) 0 0;0 (SHmax) 0;0 0 (Sv)]; 
% Transform stress tensor to global coordinates  
theta=(AzimuthShmin-90)*(pi/180); % Rotation angle, counter-clockwise positive.  
A=[cos(-theta) -sin(-theta) 0;sin(-theta) cos(-thet a) 0;0 0 1]; % Rotation matrix.  
Stress=A*Sigma*A'; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Elastic Properties  
nu = 0.176; % poisson's ratio  
E = 34215000000; % Young's Modulus in Pa  
  
  
for  i=-10:10 % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  
  
  
    % Generate observation cross section for maximum in teraction  
    % perpendicular to average of fault strikes  
    % min/max values  
    minx = (i/2)*EL*cos((FS1-FS2)/2);  % min value of x  
    maxx = minx;  % max value of x  
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    miny = -1000;  % min value of y  
    maxy = 1000;  % max value of y  
    minz = -2500;  % min value of z  
    maxz = 0;  % max value of z  
    npx  = 1; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
    npy  = 41; % see also function: linspace  
    npz  = 51; 
    OBSgridMaxInt = [minx miny minz maxx,maxy maxz npx npy npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
    FL2 = EL*31; 
    FL2 = FL2 + EL*i; 
     
     
    filename=strcat( 'Overlap' ,num2str(EL*i)); 
  
         
    %% 4. GENERATE FAULTS  
    % this function generates xyz coordinates of elemen t nodes, tn connectivity matrix,  
    % and rotation matricies used to orient the fault.  
     
    [xyz1,tn1,Ry1,Rz1] = FaultGenDD(FL1,FD,FS1,DIP1 ,EL,OriginX1,OriginY1); 
    [xyz2,tn2,Ry2,Rz2] = FaultGenDD(FL2,FD,(FS2-pi) ,(DIP2+2*((pi/2)-
DIP2)),EL,OriginX2,OriginY2); 
     
     
% Figure to visualize two fault model in 3D  
  
figure(1) 
d = size(tn1); 
d = d(1,1); 
for  i=1:d 
    x=[xyz1(tn1(i,1),1) xyz1(tn1(i,1),2) xyz1(tn1(i ,1),3);xyz1(tn1(i,2),1) 
xyz1(tn1(i,2),2) xyz1(tn1(i,2),3);xyz1(tn1(i,3),1) xyz1(tn1(i,3),2) 
xyz1(tn1(i,3),3);xyz1(tn1(i,1),1) xyz1(tn1(i,1),2) xyz1(tn1(i,1),3)]; 
    plot3(x(:,1),x(:,2),x(:,3), 'k-' ) 
    hold on 
end  
d = size(tn2); 
d = d(1,1); 
for  i=1:d 
    x=[xyz2(tn2(i,1),1) xyz2(tn2(i,1),2) xyz2(tn2(i ,1),3);xyz2(tn2(i,2),1) 
xyz2(tn2(i,2),2) xyz2(tn2(i,2),3);xyz2(tn2(i,3),1) xyz2(tn2(i,3),2) 
xyz2(tn2(i,3),3);xyz2(tn2(i,1),1) xyz2(tn2(i,1),2) xyz2(tn2(i,1),3)]; 
    plot3(x(:,1),x(:,2),x(:,3), 'k-' ) 
    hold on 
end  
axis equal  
grid on 
box on 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'FontSize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'FontSize' ,16) 
zlabel( 'Depth' , 'FontSize' ,16) 
  
  
    %% 5. RUN p3din_FAULT_v1.m to generate P3D inpu t file  
     
    path_in = strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/Overlap/InputOut putFiles/' ); 
    filename_in  = [path_in,filename, '.in' ]; 
     
    % p3din_FAULT_v1  
    
p3din_FAULT_func_v1(E,nu,Stress,Pf,filename_in,xyz1 ,tn1,xyz2,tn2,OBSgridProduction,OBSgri
dInjection,OBSgridObservation,OBSgridObsEGS,CSLutz7 ,OBSgridLutz7,CSLutz8,OBSgridLutz8,CSB
lock,OBSgridBlock,OBSgridMaxInt,OBSgridAreal,OBSgri dArealFine) 
    clear xyz1 ;clear xyz2 ;clear tn1 ;clear tn2 ; 
     
    %% 6. RUN P3D input file in P3D  
     
    filename_out  = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
    pcdloc = '/P3D/P3DinC1999/newpoly3d' ; 
    system([pcdloc, ' -i ' ,filename_in, ' -o ' ,filename_out]) 
     
     
         
  
end  % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  
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MASTER_p3d_FaultedRelay_run.m 

% MASTER_p3d_FaultedRelay_run.m  
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     12/12/2011  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   Script to loop through a series of model runs w here poly3d, version  
%   from 1999, in c++ is slaved to matlab for:  
%   - Modeling the three main mapped faults of the Rhyolite Ridge fault  
%     system  
% 
% OBSERVATION GRIDS: 
%   A) WELLS: 1D  
%          -86-21: Production  
%          -22-22: Injection  
%          -23-1: Observation  
%          -27-15: Observation/EGS  
%   B) CROSS SECTIONS and AREAL GRIDS  
%          -Cross Section from Lutz et al., 2009 Fi gure 7  
%          -Cross section from Lutz et al., 2009 Fi gure 8  
%          -Areal grid for map view  
%          -Finer/smaller Areal grid for map view i n production area  
% 
% PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION: 
% 
% INPUT: Fault traces in global coordinates NAD_198 3_UTM_ZONE_11N in  
%        in Microsoft Excel format named:  
%           -FaultTrace1.xls  
%           -FaultTrace2.xls  
%           -FaultTrace3.xls  
%  
% OUTPUT: Poly 3D Input and Output files named:  
%           -FaultTrace1.in  
%           -FaultTrace1.out  
%           -FaultTrace2.in  
%           -FaultTrace2.out  
%           -FaultTrace3.in  
%           -FaultTrace3.out  
% 
% 
% 
% 
% NOTE:  
% - Based on original files drafted by J. Ole Kaven  
%  
% - Note specific paths to the folder containg p3d and to the folder  
% containing this mfile are specified for running p 3d and saving .in and  
% .out files respectively  
%  
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
% 
% Other related functions  
% - Delaunay2_5D  
% - p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% - PlotTriNormals  
% 
% 
  
clear all , close all  
  
  
%% 1. Define OBSERVATION GRID RANGES  
% Generate observation grids in global coordinates.  
  
% A) WELLS: 1D  
  
% Generate observation lines in global coordinate s ystem along wells with  
% 10 meter spacing of nodes  
  
% Well 86-21 (Production Well)  
minx = 333168.3;  % min value of x  
maxx = 333168.3;  % max value of x  
miny = 4402430.7;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4402430.7;  % max value of y  
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minz = -1370;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 138; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgridProduction = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Well 22-22 (Injection Well)  
minx = 333541.8;  % min value of x  
maxx = 333541.8;  % max value of x  
miny = 4403344.6;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4403344.6;  % max value of y  
minz = -1410;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 142; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgridInjection = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz n px]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Well 23-1 (Observation Well)  
minx = 334996.8;  % min value of x  
maxx = 334996.8;  % max value of x  
miny = 4402859.1;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4402859.1;  % max value of y  
minz = -1400;  % min value of z  
maxz = -2820;  % max value of z     
npx  = 143; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgridObservation = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz  npx]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Well 27-15 (Observation/EGS Well)  
minx = 333532.9;  % min value of x  
maxx = 333532.9; % max value of x  
miny = 4403832.5;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4403832.5;  % max value of y  
minz = -1430;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 144; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgridObsEGS = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx] ; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% B) CROSS SECTIONS: 2D  
% 100x100 meter spacing of nodes  
  
% Cross section from Lutz et al., 2009 Figure 7  
% User Coordinate System  
x1o = 331465.5; 
x2o = 4400546.5; 
x3o = 0; 
rot1 = 0; 
rot2 = 0; 
rot3 = 57.84855179; 
CSLutz7 = [x1o, x2o, x3o, rot1, rot2, rot3, 123]; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% min/max values  
minx = 0;  % min value of x  
maxx = 4600;  % max value of x  
miny = 0;  % min value of y  
maxy = 0;  % max value of y  
minz = -2500;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 47; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 26; 
OBSgridLutz7 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx n py npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Cross section from Lutz et al., 2009 Figure 8  
% User Coordinate System  
x1o = 332378.9; 
x2o = 4402849.6; 
x3o = 0; 
rot1 = 0; 
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rot2 = 0; 
rot3 = 0.0547153846; 
CSLutz8 = [x1o, x2o, x3o, rot1, rot2, rot3, 123]; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% min/max values  
minx = 0;  % min value of x  
maxx = 2600;  % max value of x  
miny = 0;  % min value of y  
maxy = 0;  % max value of y  
minz = -4000;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 27; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 41; 
OBSgridLutz8 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx n py npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Areal grid for map view  
% min/max values  
minx = -9000;  % min value of x  
maxx = 9000;  % max value of x  
miny = -9000;  % min value of y  
maxy = 9000;  % max value of y  
minz = -930;  % min value of z  
maxz = -930;  % max value of z     
npx  = 19; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 19; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
OBSgridAreal = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx n py npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Finer/smaller Areal grid for map view in producti on area  
% min/max values  
minx = -3000;  % min value of x  
maxx = 3000;  % max value of x  
miny = -1500;  % min value of y  
maxy = 1500;  % max value of y  
minz = -930;  % min value of z  
maxz = -930;  % max value of z     
npx  = 121; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 61; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
OBSgridArealFine = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz n px npy npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% C) OBSERVATION BLOCK IN PRODUCTION ZONE: 3D  
% 100x100X100 meter spacing of nodes  
  
% User Coordinate System (Use this soordinate syste m for max interaction x-section)  
x1o = 333604.75; 
x2o = 4402985; 
x3o = 0; 
rot1 = 0; 
rot2 = 0; 
rot3 = 56.8; 
CSBlock = [x1o, x2o, x3o, rot1, rot2, rot3, 123]; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% min/max values  
minx = -1500;  % min value of x  
maxx = 1500;  % max value of x  
miny = -1000;  % min value of y  
maxy = 1000;  % max value of y  
minz = -2500;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 31; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 21; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 26; 
OBSgridBlock = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx n py npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
  
  
%% 2. Define Boundary Conditions to run  
         
  
% Define stress tensor with eigenvalues or principa l stresses measured at  
% depth of 930 meters.  Stresses are in Pa and are tension positive. Shmin  
% is in the x-direction in the tensor local coordin ate system.  
Sv=-22594125.53; 
SHmax=0.8*Sv; 
Pp= -8015050.488; % Pore pressure [Pa]  
Pf=-Pp; % fluid pressure used in poly3D  
% mu = .6;  
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% Shmin = (Sv-Pp)/(((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp;% using m u=0.6  
Shmin = -13755044.38; 
AzimuthShmin=114; 
  
% Construct tress tensor  
Sigma=[(Shmin) 0 0;0 (SHmax) 0;0 0 (Sv)]; 
% Transform stress tensor to global coordinates  
theta=(AzimuthShmin-90)*(pi/180); % Rotation angle, counter-clockwise positive.  
A=[cos(-theta) -sin(-theta) 0;sin(-theta) cos(-thet a) 0;0 0 1]; % Rotation matrix.  
Stress=A*Sigma*A'; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Elastic Properties  
nu = 0.176; % poisson's ratio  
E = 34215000000; % Young's Modulus in Pa  
  
  
  
         
%% 3. GENERATE FAULTS 
    % this function generates xyz coordinates of elemen t nodes, tn connectivity matrix,  
    % and rotation matricies used to orient the fault.  
     
    DIP = 68; 
    VEL = 150; 
    ROWS = 32; 
    theta = 52; 
     
    data1 = xlsread( 'FaultTrace1' ); 
    data2 = xlsread( 'FaultTrace2' ); 
    data3 = xlsread( 'FaultTrace3' ); 
     
    % Fault Trace 1:  
    FaultTrace1 = zeros(70,2); 
    FaultTrace1(28:70,:) = data1; 
    theta1 = 24.934; 
    x = sin(theta1*(pi/180)); 
    y = cos(theta1*(pi/180)); 
    x = x*VEL; 
    y = y*VEL; 
     
    for  i=1:27 
        FaultTrace1((28-i),1) = FaultTrace1((29-i), 1) - x; 
        FaultTrace1((28-i),2) = FaultTrace1((29-i), 2) - y; 
    end  
     
    p = []; 
    p(1:70,1:2) = FaultTrace1; 
    p(57:71,1:2) = p(56:70,1:2); 
    p(56,1:2) = (p(56,1:2) + p(55,1:2))/2; 
     
    for  i=1:ROWS 
        p((72+(i-1)*71):(142+(i-1)*71),3) = -VEL*i* sin(DIP*(pi/180)); 
        p((72+(i-1)*71):(142+(i-1)*71),1) = p(1:71, 1)-
VEL*i*cos(DIP*(pi/180))*sin(theta*(pi/180)); 
        p((72+(i-1)*71):(142+(i-1)*71),2) = 
p(1:71,2)+VEL*i*cos(DIP*(pi/180))*cos(theta*(pi/180 )); 
    end  
    t=Delaunay2_5D(p); 
    xyz1 = p; 
    tri = t; 
    convention = 'z-' ; 
    [tn1,nvec] = PlotTriNormals(tri,xyz1,convention ); 
     
    % Fault Trace 2  
    FaultTrace2 = zeros(84,2); 
    FaultTrace2(28:84,:) = data2; 
     
    for  i=1:27 
        FaultTrace2((28-i),1) = FaultTrace2((29-i), 1) - x; 
        FaultTrace2((28-i),2) = FaultTrace2((29-i), 2) - y; 
    end  
     
    p = []; 
    p(1:84,1:2) = FaultTrace2; 
    for  i=1:ROWS 
        p((85+(i-1)*84):(168+(i-1)*84),3) = -VEL*i* sin(DIP*(pi/180)); 
        p((85+(i-1)*84):(168+(i-1)*84),1) = p(1:84, 1)-
VEL*i*cos(DIP*(pi/180))*sin(theta*(pi/180)); 
        p((85+(i-1)*84):(168+(i-1)*84),2) = 
p(1:84,2)+VEL*i*cos(DIP*(pi/180))*cos(theta*(pi/180 )); 
    end  
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    t=Delaunay2_5D(p); 
    xyz2 = p; 
    tri = t; 
    convention = 'z-' ; 
    [tn2,nvec] = PlotTriNormals(tri,xyz2,convention ); 
     
    % Fault Trace 3  
    FaultTrace3 = zeros(79,2); 
    FaultTrace3(28:79,:) = data3; 
     
    for  i=1:27 
        FaultTrace3((28-i),1) = FaultTrace3((29-i), 1) - x; 
        FaultTrace3((28-i),2) = FaultTrace3((29-i), 2) - y; 
    end  
     
    p = []; 
    p(1:79,1:2) = FaultTrace3; 
    for  i=1:ROWS 
        p((80+(i-1)*79):(158+(i-1)*79),3) = -VEL*i* sin(DIP*(pi/180)); 
        p((80+(i-1)*79):(158+(i-1)*79),1) = p(1:79, 1)-
VEL*i*cos(DIP*(pi/180))*sin(theta*(pi/180)); 
        p((80+(i-1)*79):(158+(i-1)*79),2) = 
p(1:79,2)+VEL*i*cos(DIP*(pi/180))*cos(theta*(pi/180 )); 
    end  
    t=Delaunay2_5D(p); 
    xyz3 = p; 
    tri = t; 
    convention = 'z-' ; 
    [tn3,nvec] = PlotTriNormals(tri,xyz3,convention );   
         
%% 4. RUN p3din_FAULT_v1.m to generate P3D input fi le and run P3D  
     
    % FaultTrace1  
    filename = 'FaultTrace1' ; 
    path_in = 
strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/3SeparateFaults/ InputOutputFiles/' ); 
    filename_in  = [path_in,filename, '.in' ]; 
     
        % p3din_FAULT_v1  
        
p3din_FAULT_func_v1(E,nu,Stress,Pf,filename_in,xyz1 ,tn1,OBSgridProduction,OBSgridInjectio
n,OBSgridObservation,OBSgridObsEGS,CSLutz7,OBSgridL utz7,CSLutz8,OBSgridLutz8,CSBlock,OBSg
ridBlock,OBSgridAreal,OBSgridArealFine) 
     
        filename_out  = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
        pcdloc = '/P3D/P3DinC1999/newpoly3d' ; 
        system([pcdloc, ' -i ' ,filename_in, ' -o ' ,filename_out]) 
         
    % FaultTrace2  
    filename = 'FaultTrace2' ; 
    path_in = 
strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/3SeparateFaults/ InputOutputFiles/' ); 
    filename_in  = [path_in,filename, '.in' ]; 
     
        % p3din_FAULT_v1  
        
p3din_FAULT_func_v1(E,nu,Stress,Pf,filename_in,xyz2 ,tn2,OBSgridProduction,OBSgridInjectio
n,OBSgridObservation,OBSgridObsEGS,CSLutz7,OBSgridL utz7,CSLutz8,OBSgridLutz8,CSBlock,OBSg
ridBlock,OBSgridAreal,OBSgridArealFine) 
         
        filename_out  = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
        pcdloc = '/P3D/P3DinC1999/newpoly3d' ; 
        system([pcdloc, ' -i ' ,filename_in, ' -o ' ,filename_out]) 
         
     % FaultTrace3  
    filename = 'FaultTrace3' ; 
    path_in = 
strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/3SeparateFaults/ InputOutputFiles/' ); 
    filename_in  = [path_in,filename, '.in' ]; 
     
        % p3din_FAULT_v1  
        
p3din_FAULT_func_v1(E,nu,Stress,Pf,filename_in,xyz3 ,tn3,OBSgridProduction,OBSgridInjectio
n,OBSgridObservation,OBSgridObsEGS,CSLutz7,OBSgridL utz7,CSLutz8,OBSgridLutz8,CSBlock,OBSg
ridBlock,OBSgridAreal,OBSgridArealFine) 
     
        filename_out  = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
        pcdloc = '/P3D/P3DinC1999/newpoly3d' ; 
        system([pcdloc, ' -i ' ,filename_in, ' -o ' ,filename_out]) 
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MASTER_p3d_FaultedRelayAll3_run.m 

% MASTER_p3d_FaultedRelayAll3_run.m  
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     12/12/2011  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   Script to run poly3d, version from 1999, in c++  is slaved to matlab  
%   for:  
%   - Modeling the three main mapped faults of the Rhyolite Ridge fault  
%     system altogether  
% 
% OBSERVATION GRIDS: 
%   A) WELLS: 1D  
%          -86-21: Production  
%          -22-22: Injection  
%          -23-1: Observation  
%          -27-15: Observation/EGS  
%   B) CROSS SECTIONS and AREAL GRIDS  
%          -Cross Section from Lutz et al., 2009 Fi gure 7  
%          -Cross section from Lutz et al., 2009 Fi gure 8  
%          -Areal grid for map view  
%          -Finer/smaller Areal grid for map view i n production area  
% 
% PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION: 
% 
% INPUT: Fault traces in global coordinates NAD_198 3_UTM_ZONE_11N in  
%        in Microsoft Excel format named:  
%           -FaultTrace1.xls  
%           -FaultTrace2.xls  
%           -FaultTrace3.xls  
%  
% OUTPUT: Poly 3D Input and Output files named:  
%           -RhyoliteRidge3.in  
%           -RhyoliteRidge3.out  
% 
% 
% 
% 
% NOTE:  
% - Based on original files drafted by J. Ole Kaven  
%  
% - Note specific paths to the folder containg p3d and to the folder  
% containing this mfile are specified for running p 3d and saving .in and  
% .out files respectively  
% 
% - Data for faults that intersect are modified so they share an element  
% boundary  
%  
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
% 
% Other related functions  
% - Delaunay2_5D  
% - p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% - PlotTriNormals  
% 
% 
  
clear all , close all  
  
tic 
  
%% 1. Define OBSERVATION GRID RANGES  
% Generate observation grids in global coordinates.  
  
% A) WELLS: 1D  
  
% Generate observation lines in global coordinate s ystem along wells with  
% 10 meter spacing of nodes  
  
% Well 86-21 (Production Well)  
minx = 333168.3;  % min value of x  
maxx = 333168.3;  % max value of x  
miny = 4402430.7;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4402430.7;  % max value of y  
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minz = -1370;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 138; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgridProduction = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Well 22-22 (Injection Well)  
minx = 333541.8;  % min value of x  
maxx = 333541.8;  % max value of x  
miny = 4403344.6;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4403344.6;  % max value of y  
minz = -1410;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 142; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgridInjection = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz n px]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Well 23-1 (Observation Well)  
minx = 334996.8;  % min value of x  
maxx = 334996.8;  % max value of x  
miny = 4402859.1;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4402859.1;  % max value of y  
minz = -1400;  % min value of z  
maxz = -2820;  % max value of z     
npx  = 143; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgridObservation = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz  npx]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Well 27-15 (Observation/EGS Well)  
minx = 333532.9;  % min value of x  
maxx = 333532.9; % max value of x  
miny = 4403832.5;  % min value of y  
maxy = 4403832.5;  % max value of y  
minz = -1430;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 144; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
     
OBSgridObsEGS = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx] ; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% B) CROSS SECTIONS and AREAL GRIDS: 2D  
% ~100x100 meter spacing of nodes  
  
% Cross section from Lutz et al., 2009 Figure 7  
% User Coordinate System  
x1o = 331465.5; 
x2o = 4400546.5; 
x3o = 0; 
rot1 = 0; 
rot2 = 0; 
rot3 = 57.84855179; 
CSLutz7 = [x1o, x2o, x3o, rot1, rot2, rot3, 123]; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% min/max values  
minx = 0;  % min value of x  
maxx = 4600;  % max value of x  
miny = 0;  % min value of y  
maxy = 0;  % max value of y  
minz = -2500;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 47; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 26; 
OBSgridLutz7 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx n py npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Cross section from Lutz et al., 2009 Figure 8  
% User Coordinate System  
x1o = 332378.9; 
x2o = 4402849.6; 
x3o = 0; 
rot1 = 0; 
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rot2 = 0; 
rot3 = 0.0547153846; 
CSLutz8 = [x1o, x2o, x3o, rot1, rot2, rot3, 123]; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
% min/max values  
minx = 0;  % min value of x  
maxx = 2600;  % max value of x  
miny = 0;  % min value of y  
maxy = 0;  % max value of y  
minz = -4000;  % min value of z  
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 27; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 41; 
OBSgridLutz8 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx n py npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% User Coordinate System (Use this soordinate syste m for max interaction x-section)  
x1o = 333604.75; 
x2o = 4402985; 
x3o = 0; 
rot1 = 0; 
rot2 = 0; 
rot3 = 56.8; 
CSBlock = [x1o, x2o, x3o, rot1, rot2, rot3, 123]; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Areal grid for map view  
% min/max values  
minx = -9000;  % min value of x  
maxx = 9000;  % max value of x  
miny = -9000;  % min value of y  
maxy = 9000;  % max value of y  
minz = -930;  % min value of z  
maxz = -930;  % max value of z     
npx  = 181; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 181; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
OBSgridAreal = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx n py npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Finer/smaller Areal grid for map view in producti on area  
% min/max values  
minx = -3000;  % min value of x  
maxx = 3000;  % max value of x  
miny = -1500;  % min value of y  
maxy = 1500;  % max value of y  
minz = -930;  % min value of z  
maxz = -930;  % max value of z     
npx  = 121; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dim ension  
npy  = 61; % see also function: linspace  
npz  = 1; 
OBSgridArealFine = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz n px npy npz]; % matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
  
%% 2. Define Boundary Conditions to run  
         
  
% Define stress tensor with eigenvalues or principa l stresses measured at  
% depth of 930 meters.  Stresses are in Pa and are tension positive. Shmin  
% is in the x-direction in the tensor local coordin ate system. Stresses in  
% pascals  
Sv=-22594125.53; % Vertical Stress  
SHmax=0.8334*Sv; % Most Compressive Horizontal Stress  
Shmin = -13755044.38; % Least Compressive Principal Stress  
AzimuthShmin = 114; % Azimuth of Least Compressive Principal Stress  
Pp= -8583976.413; % Pore pressure  
Pf=-Pp; % fluid pressure used in poly3D  
  
  
% Construct tress tensor  
Sigma=[(Shmin) 0 0;0 (SHmax) 0;0 0 (Sv)]; 
% Transform stress tensor to global coordinates  
theta=(AzimuthShmin-90)*(pi/180); % Rotation angle, counter-clockwise positive.  
A=[cos(-theta) -sin(-theta) 0;sin(-theta) cos(-thet a) 0;0 0 1]; % Rotation matrix.  
Stress=A*Sigma*A'; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1  
  
% Elastic Properties  
nu = 0.176; % poisson's ratio  
E = 34215000000; % Young's Modulus in Pa  
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    %% 3. GENERATE FAULTS  
    % Load fault trace data, specify fault dip and numb er of rows of elements that extend  
    % into the ground (element edge length 150 m)  
     
    DIP = 68; 
    ROWS = 32; 
     
    data1 = xlsread( 'FaultTrace1' ); 
    data2 = xlsread( 'FaultTrace2' ); 
    data3 = xlsread( 'FaultTrace3' ); 
  
     
    %%% Fault Trace 1 %%%  
    FaultTrace1 = zeros(70,2); 
    FaultTrace1(28:70,:) = data1; 
     
    % These lines specific to Fault 1 to generate strai ght fault section  
    % that extends to the south  
    theta1 = 25; % Strike direction of straight section as "S25W"  
    x = sin(theta1*(pi/180)); 
    y = cos(theta1*(pi/180)); 
    x = x*150; 
    y = y*150; 
     
    for  i=1:27 
        FaultTrace1((28-i),1) = FaultTrace1((29-i), 1) - x; 
        FaultTrace1((28-i),2) = FaultTrace1((29-i), 2) - y; 
    end  
     
     
    FaultTrace1(38,:) = data2(12,:); % Line to make sure fault 1 intersects with fault 2   
    FaultTrace1(61,:) = data2(49,:); % Line to make sure fault 1 intersects with fault 2   
    p = []; 
    p(1:70,1:2) = FaultTrace1; 
    p(57:71,1:2) = p(56:70,1:2); 
    p(56,1:2) = (p(56,1:2) + p(55,1:2))/2; 
    theta2 = 52; % Direction that element nodes are projected into t he ground as "N52W"  
    for  i=1:ROWS 
        p((72+(i-1)*71):(142+(i-1)*71),3) = -150*i* sin(DIP*(pi/180)); 
        p((72+(i-1)*71):(142+(i-1)*71),1) = p(1:71, 1)-
150*i*cos(DIP*(pi/180))*sin(theta2*(pi/180)); 
        p((72+(i-1)*71):(142+(i-1)*71),2) = 
p(1:71,2)+150*i*cos(DIP*(pi/180))*cos(theta2*(pi/18 0)); 
    end  
    t=Delaunay2_5D(p); 
    xyz1 = p; 
    tri = t; 
    convention = 'z-' ; 
    [tn1,nvec] = PlotTriNormals(tri,xyz1,convention ); 
     
     
    % Fault Trace 2  
    FaultTrace2 = data2(12:49,:); 
    p = zeros(494,3); 
    p(1:38,1:2) = FaultTrace2; 
    for  i=1:ROWS 
        p((39+(i-1)*38):(76+(i-1)*38),3) = -150*i*s in(DIP*(pi/180)); 
        p((39+(i-1)*38):(76+(i-1)*38),1) = p(1:38,1 )-
150*i*cos(DIP*(pi/180))*sin(theta2*(pi/180)); 
        p((39+(i-1)*38):(76+(i-1)*38),2) = 
p(1:38,2)+150*i*cos(DIP*(pi/180))*cos(theta2*(pi/18 0)); 
    end  
    t=Delaunay2_5D(p); 
    xyz2 = p; 
    tri = t; 
    convention = 'z-' ; 
    [tn2,nvec] = PlotTriNormals(tri,xyz2,convention ); 
     
     
    % Fault Trace 3  
    FaultTrace3 = data3(16:43,:); 
    FaultTrace3(1,:) = FaultTrace1(41,:); % Line to make sure fault 3 intersects with 
fault 1  
    FaultTrace3(28,:) = FaultTrace1(62,:); % Line to make sure fault 3 intersects with 
fault 1  
    p = zeros(364,3); 
    p(1:28,1:2) = FaultTrace3; 
    for  i=1:ROWS 
        p((29+(i-1)*28):(56+(i-1)*28),3) = -150*i*s in(DIP*(pi/180)); 
        p((29+(i-1)*28):(56+(i-1)*28),1) = p(1:28,1 )-
150*i*cos(DIP*(pi/180))*sin(theta2*(pi/180)); 
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        p((29+(i-1)*28):(56+(i-1)*28),2) = 
p(1:28,2)+150*i*cos(DIP*(pi/180))*cos(theta2*(pi/18 0)); 
    end  
    t=Delaunay2_5D(p); 
    xyz3 = p; 
    tri = t; 
    convention = 'z-' ; 
    [tn3,nvec] = PlotTriNormals(tri,xyz3,convention ); 
     
  
     
    %% 4. RUN p3din_FAULT_v1.m to generate P3D inpu t file and run P3D  
  
        filename = 'RhyoliteRidge3' ; 
    path_in = 
strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/FinalFaultModel/ InputOutputFiles/' ); 
    filename_in  = [path_in,filename, '.in' ]; 
     
        % p3din_FAULT_v1  
        
p3din_FAULT_func_v1All3(E,nu,Stress,Pf,filename_in, xyz1,xyz2,xyz3,tn1,tn2,tn3,OBSgridProd
uction,OBSgridInjection,OBSgridObservation,OBSgridO bsEGS,CSLutz7,OBSgridLutz7,CSLutz8,OBS
gridLutz8,CSBlock,OBSgridAreal,OBSgridArealFine) 
     
  
        filename_out  = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
        pcdloc = '/P3D/P3DinC1999/newpoly3d' ; 
        system([pcdloc, ' -i ' ,filename_in, ' -o ' ,filename_out]) 

 

B.3  Example Poly3D Input/Output Files 

Input File 

******************************************************************************* 

*                            Section 1: CONSTANTS                             * 

******************************************************************************* 

* Titles 

*-------- 

 

title1 = "Two fault surfaces to model fault overlap." 

 

* Elastic Constants 

* Specify any two. Leave the rest blank. 

*---------------------------------------- 

shear_mod         =  

psn_ratio         = 1.760000e-01 

youngs_mod        = 3.421500e+10 

bulk_mod          = 

lame_lambda       = 

 

* Remote Stresses/Strains 

rem_bc_type       = stress            *(stress/strain) 

s11r              = -6.010632e+06 

s22r              = -9.406403e+06 

s33r              = -1.401015e+07 

s12r              = -1.885693e+06 

s13r              = 0 

s23r              = 0 

 

* Options 

*--------- 

half_space        = yes                *(yes/no) 

check_cond_num    = yes               *(yes/no) 

print_elt_geom    = yes               *(yes/no) 

elt_geom_csys     = global 

null_value        = -999.0 

 

end *(CONSTANTS) 

******************************************************************************* 

*                        Section 2: USER COORDINATE SYSTEMS                   * 

******************************************************************************* 

* (1)        (2)     (3)    (4)    (5)     (6)     (7)     (8)       (9) 

*name      parent    x1o    x2o    x3o    rot1    rot2    rot3    rot order 

*--------- --------- ------ ------ ------ ------- ------- ------- --------- 

CrackCS    global 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000     0.0     0.0     0.0   321 

CSLutz7    global 331465.500000 4400546.500000 0.000000     0.0     0.0    57.8   123 

CSLutz8    global 332378.900000 4402849.600000 0.000000     0.0     0.0     0.1   123 

CSBlock    global 333604.750000 4402985.000000 0.000000     0.0     0.0    56.8   123 

 

end *(USER COORDINATE SYSTEMS) 

******************************************************************************* 

*                         Section 3: OBSERVATION GRIDS                        * 

******************************************************************************* 

* (1)    (2) (3)      (4)        (5)        (6)     (7)    (8)    (9)    (10)   (11)   (12) (13) (14) (15) 
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*name    dim outp  endpt csys obspt csys outp csys x1beg  x2beg  x3beg  x1end  x2end  x3end  nx1 nx2 nx3 

*------- --- ----- ---------- ---------- --------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ --- --- --- 

ObsWellProduction 1  dsps   global     global     global    333168.3  4402430.7  -1370.0  333168.3  4402430.7  0.0  138 

ObsWellInjection 1  dsps   global     global     global    333541.8  4403344.6  -1410.0  333541.8  4403344.6  0.0  142 

ObsWellObservation 1  dsps   global     global     global    334996.8  4402859.1  -1400.0  334996.8  4402859.1  -2820.0  143 

ObsWellObsEGS 1  dsps   global     global     global    333532.9  4403832.5  -1430.0  333532.9  4403832.5  0.0  144 

ObsPlaneLutz7 2  dsps   CSLutz7     global     global    0.0  0.0  -2500.0  4600.0  0.0  0.0  47  1  26 

ObsPlaneLutz8 2  dsps   CSLutz8     global     global    0.0  0.0  -4000.0  2600.0  0.0  0.0  27  1  41 

ObsPlaneAreal 2  dsps   CSBlock     global     global    -9000.0  -9000.0  -930.0  9000.0  9000.0  -930.0  181  181  1 

ObsPlaneArealFine 2  dsps   CSBlock     global     global    -3000.0  -1500.0  -930.0  3000.0  1500.0  -930.0  121  61  1 

 

end *(OBSERVATION GRIDS) 

******************************************************************************* 

*                      Section 4: OBJECTS/ELEMENTS/VERTICES                   * 

*                      (o = object, e = element, v = vertex)                  * 

******************************************************************************* 

*(1) (2)            (3)        (4) 

*o name             outp    eltc csys 

*- ---------------- ------- ---------- 

o  "fault01" bt      CrackCS   

 

*(1) (2)     (3)       (4)         (5)         (6) 

*v name     csys       x1          x2          x3 

*- -------- ---------  ------      ------      ------ 

*Fracture vertices 

v     1  global    331326.867701781564   4396513.932887460105   0.000000000000 

v     2  global    331390.103800275247   4396649.951988498680   0.000000000000 

v     3  global    331453.339898768929   4396785.971089537255   0.000000000000 

-  ....    -   .......      .......     

....... 

v  2341  global    334344.747295989131   4407294.098103035241   -4450.482501920580 

v  2342  global    334457.509518211125   4407389.051761857234   -4450.482501920580 

v  2343  global    334605.509934878093   4407490.714924836531   -4450.482501920580 

 

*(1) (2)   (3)      (4)    (5)       (6)       (7)      (8) (9) (10) (...) 

*e #vert BC csys   BC type BC1       BC2       BC3       v1  v2  v3 ... 

*- ----- --------- ------- --------- --------- --------- --  --  -- -- 

*BCs & connectivity  

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000         1    2   72 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000         2    3   73 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000         2   73   72 

-  -       -       ---     ....        ....        ....       .... .... .... 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      2270 2342 2341 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      2271 2272 2343 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      2271 2343 2342 

 

*(1) (2)            (3)        (4) 

*o name             outp    eltc csys 

*- ---------------- ------- ---------- 

o  "fault02" bt      CrackCS   

 

*(1) (2)     (3)       (4)         (5)         (6) 

*v name     csys       x1          x2          x3 

*- -------- ---------  ------      ------      ------ 

*Fracture vertices 

v  2344  global    333337.290833332983   4401464.788707410917   0.000000000000 

v  2345  global    333316.147916666989   4401621.337504390627   0.000000000000 

v  2346  global    333238.623888888978   4401744.017480389215   0.000000000000 

-  ....    -   .......      .......     

....... 

v  3595  global    333400.363684878103   4406446.130177734420   -4450.482501920580 

v  3596  global    333499.030629322107   4406520.709623934701   -4450.482501920580 

v  3597  global    333647.031045989133   4406608.764778483659   -4450.482501920580 

 

*(1) (2)   (3)      (4)    (5)       (6)       (7)      (8) (9) (10) (...) 

*e #vert BC csys   BC type BC1       BC2       BC3       v1  v2  v3 ... 

*- ----- --------- ------- --------- --------- --------- --  --  -- -- 

*BCs & connectivity  

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      2344 2345 2382 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      2345 2346 2383 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      2345 2383 2382 

-  -       -       ---     ....        ....        ....       .... .... .... 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      3557 3596 3595 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      3558 3559 3597 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      3558 3597 3596 

 

*(1) (2)            (3)        (4) 

*o name             outp    eltc csys 

*- ---------------- ------- ---------- 

o  "fault03" bt      CrackCS   

 

*(1) (2)     (3)       (4)         (5)         (6) 

*v name     csys       x1          x2          x3 

*- -------- ---------  ------      ------      ------ 

*Fracture vertices 

v  3598  global    333478.243611111015   4402049.555069663562   0.000000000000 

v  3599  global    333548.719999999972   4402178.642149630934   0.000000000000 

v  3600  global    333675.577500000014   4402273.558008429594   0.000000000000 

-  ....    -   .......      .......     

....... 

v  4519  global    333632.935768211144   4406363.858426768333   -4450.482501920580 

v  4520  global    333689.316879322112   4406465.767289898358   -4450.482501920580 

v  4521  global    333738.650351545133   4406690.167128910311   -4450.482501920580 

 

*(1) (2)   (3)      (4)    (5)       (6)       (7)      (8) (9) (10) (...) 

*e #vert BC csys   BC type BC1       BC2       BC3       v1  v2  v3 ... 
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*- ----- --------- ------- --------- --------- --------- --  --  -- -- 

*BCs & connectivity  

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      3598 3599 3626 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      3599 3600 3628 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      3599 3627 3626 

-  -       -       ---     ....        ....        ....       .... .... .... 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      4492 4493 4520 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      4492 4520 4519 

e  3     elocal    ttb   0.00000     0.00000     0.00000      4493 4521 4520 

 

 

end *(OBJECTS/ELEMENTS/VERTICES) 

 

Output File 

OUTPUT FROM: poly3d.c, version Beta-Release 

   COMPILED: Nov 24 2009 

 

 INPUT FILE: /P3D/P3DmatlabMike/FaultedRelay/InputOutputFiles/AllFive/RhyoliteRidge3.in 

     TITLE1: Two fault surfaces to model fault overlap. 

     TITLE2: (null) 

 

ELASTIC CONSTANTS: 

    Shear Modulus   = 14547193877.551022 

    Poisson's Ratio = 0.176000 

    Young's Modulus = 34215000000.000000 

    Bulk Modulus    = 17600308641.975307 

    Lame's Lambda   = 7902179390.274629 

 

NULL OUPUT VALUE = -999.000000 

 

COEF EXCLUSION VALUE = 0.000000 

 

CONDITION NUMBER = 8077.719379 

 

 

=================================================== 

ELEMENT GEOMETRY (Organized by object) 

COORD SYS: global 

=================================================== 

 

OBJECT: fault01 

 

 ELT Vertex Name                  X1         X2         X3 

---- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

   1 1                    331326.8677 4396513.9329     0.0000 

   1 2                    331390.1038 4396649.9520     0.0000 

   1 72                   331282.5886 4396548.5275  -139.0776 

   1 1                    331326.8677 4396513.9329     0.0000 

 

   2 2                    331390.1038 4396649.9520     0.0000 

   2 3                    331453.3399 4396785.9711     0.0000 

   2 73                   331345.8247 4396684.5466  -139.0776 

   2 2                    331390.1038 4396649.9520     0.0000 

 

   3 2                    331390.1038 4396649.9520     0.0000 

   3 73                   331345.8247 4396684.5466  -139.0776 

   3 72                   331282.5886 4396548.5275  -139.0776 

   3 2                    331390.1038 4396649.9520     0.0000 

 

.... ....          ....       ....         ....  

 

4478 2270                 334389.0264 4407259.5035 -4311.4049 

4478 2342                 334457.5095 4407389.0518 -4450.4825 

4478 2341                 334344.7473 4407294.0981 -4450.4825 

4478 2270                 334389.0264 4407259.5035 -4311.4049 

 

4479 2271                 334501.7886 4407354.4571 -4311.4049 

4479 2272                 334649.7890 4407456.1203 -4311.4049 

4479 2343                 334605.5099 4407490.7149 -4450.4825 

4479 2271                 334501.7886 4407354.4571 -4311.4049 

 

4480 2271                 334501.7886 4407354.4571 -4311.4049 

4480 2343                 334605.5099 4407490.7149 -4450.4825 

4480 2342                 334457.5095 4407389.0518 -4450.4825 

4480 2271                 334501.7886 4407354.4571 -4311.4049 

 

OBJECT: fault02 

 

 ELT Vertex Name                  X1         X2         X3 

---- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

   1 2344                 333337.2908 4401464.7887     0.0000 

   1 2345                 333316.1479 4401621.3375     0.0000 

   1 2382                 333293.0117 4401499.3833  -139.0776 

   1 2344                 333337.2908 4401464.7887     0.0000 

 

   2 2345                 333316.1479 4401621.3375     0.0000 

   2 2346                 333238.6239 4401744.0175     0.0000 

   2 2383                 333271.8688 4401655.9321  -139.0776 

   2 2345                 333316.1479 4401621.3375     0.0000 
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   3 2345                 333316.1479 4401621.3375     0.0000 

   3 2383                 333271.8688 4401655.9321  -139.0776 

   3 2382                 333293.0117 4401499.3833  -139.0776 

   3 2345                 333316.1479 4401621.3375     0.0000 

 

.... ....          ....       ....         ....   

 

2366 3557                 333444.6428 4406411.5356 -4311.4049 

2366 3596                 333499.0306 4406520.7096 -4450.4825 

2366 3595                 333400.3637 4406446.1302 -4450.4825 

2366 3557                 333444.6428 4406411.5356 -4311.4049 

 

2367 3558                 333543.3097 4406486.1150 -4311.4049 

2367 3559                 333691.3101 4406574.1702 -4311.4049 

2367 3597                 333647.0310 4406608.7648 -4450.4825 

2367 3558                 333543.3097 4406486.1150 -4311.4049 

 

2368 3558                 333543.3097 4406486.1150 -4311.4049 

2368 3597                 333647.0310 4406608.7648 -4450.4825 

2368 3596                 333499.0306 4406520.7096 -4450.4825 

2368 3558                 333543.3097 4406486.1150 -4311.4049 

 

OBJECT: fault03 

 

 ELT Vertex Name                  X1         X2         X3 

---- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

   1 3598                 333478.2436 4402049.5551     0.0000 

   1 3599                 333548.7200 4402178.6421     0.0000 

   1 3626                 333433.9645 4402084.1497  -139.0776 

   1 3598                 333478.2436 4402049.5551     0.0000 

 

   2 3599                 333548.7200 4402178.6421     0.0000 

   2 3600                 333675.5775 4402273.5580     0.0000 

   2 3628                 333631.2984 4402308.1526  -139.0776 

   2 3599                 333548.7200 4402178.6421     0.0000 

 

   3 3599                 333548.7200 4402178.6421     0.0000 

   3 3627                 333504.4409 4402213.2368  -139.0776 

   3 3626                 333433.9645 4402084.1497  -139.0776 

   3 3599                 333548.7200 4402178.6421     0.0000 

 

.... ....          ....       ....         ....   

 

1726 4492                 333733.5960 4406431.1727 -4311.4049 

1726 4493                 333782.9295 4406655.5725 -4311.4049 

1726 4520                 333689.3169 4406465.7673 -4450.4825 

1726 4492                 333733.5960 4406431.1727 -4311.4049 

 

1727 4492                 333733.5960 4406431.1727 -4311.4049 

1727 4520                 333689.3169 4406465.7673 -4450.4825 

1727 4519                 333632.9358 4406363.8584 -4450.4825 

1727 4492                 333733.5960 4406431.1727 -4311.4049 

 

1728 4493                 333782.9295 4406655.5725 -4311.4049 

1728 4521                 333738.6504 4406690.1671 -4450.4825 

1728 4520                 333689.3169 4406465.7673 -4450.4825 

1728 4493                 333782.9295 4406655.5725 -4311.4049 

 

 

==================================================== 

              OBJECT: fault01 

ELT CENTER COORD SYS: CrackCS 

==================================================== 

 

DISPLACEMENTS: 

 

 ELT      X1C      X2C      X3C         B1      U1(+)      U1(-)         B2      U2(+)      U2(-)         B3      U3(+)      U3(-) Coord Sys 

---- -------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- 

   1 331333.187 4396570.804  -46.359  2.855e-01 -1.752e-01 -4.607e-01 -1.218e-01 -3.855e-02  8.323e-02  0.000e+00 -8.154e-02 -8.154e-02 elocal 

   2 331396.423 4396706.823  -46.359  5.092e-01  2.320e-01 -2.772e-01 -1.852e-01 -1.987e-01 -1.347e-02  0.000e+00 -1.224e-01 -1.224e-01 elocal 

   3 331339.506 4396627.675  -92.718  3.535e-01 -2.025e-01 -5.560e-01 -1.220e-01 -4.059e-02  8.141e-02  0.000e+00 -1.014e-01 -1.014e-01 elocal 

....    ....       ....        ....     ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       ....      - 

4478 334397.094 4407314.218 -4404.123  1.343e-01 -9.982e-02 -2.341e-01  4.568e-02  6.266e-03 -3.941e-02  0.000e+00  5.449e-02  5.449e-02 elocal 

4479 334585.696 4407433.764 -4357.764  1.138e-01 -9.517e-02 -2.089e-01  4.208e-02  8.136e-03 -3.394e-02  0.000e+00  2.515e-02  2.515e-02 elocal 

4480 334521.603 4407411.408 -4404.123  1.041e-01 -8.900e-02 -1.931e-01  4.169e-02  9.193e-03 -3.250e-02  0.000e+00  3.612e-02  3.612e-02 elocal 

 

STRESSES (TRACTIONS): 

 

 ELT      X1C      X2C      X3C         T1         T2         T3 Coord Sys 

---- -------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- 

   1 331333.187 4396570.804  -46.359  1.439e-07 -5.635e-08  5.919e+06 elocal 

   2 331396.423 4396706.823  -46.359  3.073e-08  1.350e-08  8.237e+06 elocal 

   3 331339.506 4396627.675  -92.718  2.207e-07  1.024e-08  6.159e+06 elocal 

....    ....      ....         ....      ....       ....       ....      - 

4478 334397.094 4407314.218 -4404.123 -1.639e-07 -3.725e-08  7.401e+06 elocal 

4479 334585.696 4407433.764 -4357.764 -1.183e-07 -7.404e-08  7.603e+06 elocal 

4480 334521.603 4407411.408 -4404.123  8.289e-08  3.632e-08  7.660e+06 elocal 

 

 

==================================================== 

              OBJECT: fault02 

ELT CENTER COORD SYS: CrackCS 

==================================================== 

 

DISPLACEMENTS: 
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 ELT      X1C      X2C      X3C         B1      U1(+)      U1(-)         B2      U2(+)      U2(-)         B3      U3(+)      U3(-) Coord Sys 

---- -------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- 

   1 333315.483 4401528.503  -46.359  4.885e-01  1.049e+00  5.607e-01 -2.302e-01 -1.383e-01  9.191e-02  0.000e+00 -4.776e-01 -4.776e-01 elocal 

   2 333275.547 4401673.762  -46.359  4.674e-01  5.938e-01  1.265e-01 -2.869e-01  2.425e-01  5.294e-01  0.000e+00 -3.481e-01 -3.481e-01 elocal 

   3 333293.676 4401592.218  -92.718  4.872e-01  5.477e-01  6.043e-02 -2.359e-01  8.193e-02  3.179e-01  0.000e+00 -4.743e-01 -4.743e-01 elocal 

....    ....       ....        ....     ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       ....      - 

2366 333448.012 4406459.458 -4404.123  9.873e-02  3.516e-02 -6.357e-02  5.775e-02  3.856e-02 -1.919e-02  0.000e+00  1.508e-01  1.508e-01 elocal 

2367 333627.217 4406556.350 -4357.764  5.253e-02  1.307e-01  7.814e-02  7.898e-02  1.316e-01  5.264e-02  0.000e+00  1.250e-01  1.250e-01 elocal 

2368 333563.124 4406538.530 -4404.123  6.968e-02  1.131e-01  4.339e-02  5.908e-02  1.176e-01  5.856e-02  0.000e+00  1.351e-01  1.351e-01 elocal 

 

STRESSES (TRACTIONS): 

 

 ELT      X1C      X2C      X3C         T1         T2         T3 Coord Sys 

---- -------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- 

   1 333315.483 4401528.503  -46.359  1.816e-07  2.678e-08  1.099e+07 elocal 

   2 333275.547 4401673.762  -46.359  3.609e-07  5.122e-08  1.239e+07 elocal 

   3 333293.676 4401592.218  -92.718  8.065e-07 -8.848e-09  8.138e+06 elocal 

....    ....      ....         ....      ....       ....       ....      - 

2366 333448.012 4406459.458 -4404.123 -1.285e-07  1.863e-09  1.205e+07 elocal 

2367 333627.217 4406556.350 -4357.764  1.863e-08 -1.770e-08  9.363e+06 elocal 

2368 333563.124 4406538.530 -4404.123 -1.495e-07 -6.892e-08  9.077e+06 elocal 

 

 

==================================================== 

              OBJECT: fault03 

ELT CENTER COORD SYS: CrackCS 

==================================================== 

 

DISPLACEMENTS: 

 

 ELT      X1C      X2C      X3C         B1      U1(+)      U1(-)         B2      U2(+)      U2(-)         B3      U3(+)      U3(-) Coord Sys 

---- -------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- 

   1 333486.976 4402104.116  -46.359  1.196e+00  1.600e-01 -1.036e+00 -4.392e-02 -1.172e-01 -7.326e-02  0.000e+00 -5.084e-01 -5.084e-01 elocal 

   2 333618.532 4402253.451  -46.359  1.222e+00  2.595e-01 -9.624e-01  1.482e-01 -2.970e-01 -4.452e-01  0.000e+00 -4.149e-01 -4.149e-01 elocal 

   3 333495.708 4402158.676  -92.718  1.205e+00 -1.016e+00 -2.221e+00 -3.510e-02 -7.537e-02 -4.028e-02  0.000e+00 -5.219e-01 -5.219e-01 elocal 

....    ....       ....        ....     ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       ....      - 

1726 333735.281 4406517.504 -4357.764  1.785e-01 -1.975e-02 -1.983e-01 -7.160e-02 -9.219e-02 -2.059e-02  0.000e+00  9.566e-02  9.566e-02 elocal 

1727 333685.283 4406420.266 -4404.123  1.672e-01 -1.454e-02 -1.818e-01 -4.040e-02 -4.952e-02 -9.119e-03  0.000e+00  1.315e-01  1.315e-01 elocal 

1728 333736.966 4406603.836 -4404.123  1.361e-01 -1.591e-01 -2.952e-01 -5.440e-02 -2.713e-02  2.727e-02  0.000e+00  1.028e-01  1.028e-01 elocal 

 

STRESSES (TRACTIONS): 

 

 ELT      X1C      X2C      X3C         T1         T2         T3 Coord Sys 

---- -------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- 

   1 333486.976 4402104.116  -46.359 -9.527e-07  3.474e-07  1.233e+07 elocal 

   2 333618.532 4402253.451  -46.359 -3.641e-07  5.122e-08  1.258e+07 elocal 

   3 333495.708 4402158.676  -92.718  3.208e-07 -6.463e-07  1.108e+07 elocal 

....    ....      ....         ....      ....       ....       ....      - 

1726 333735.281 4406517.504 -4357.764 -1.374e-07  1.257e-08  7.797e+06 elocal 

1727 333685.283 4406420.266 -4404.123 -6.054e-08 -2.794e-08  4.999e+06 elocal 

1728 333736.966 4406603.836 -4404.123  1.583e-08  4.005e-08  8.462e+06 elocal 

 

 

==================================================== 

2-D OBSERVATION GRID: ObsPlaneArealFine 

 OBS POINT COORD SYS: global 

    OUTPUT COORD SYS: global 

==================================================== 

 

DISPLACEMENTS: 

 

      X1       X2       X3         U1         U2         U3 

-------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

333217.207 4399653.362 -930.000  4.200e-01 -1.976e-01  4.018e-01 

333244.585 4399695.200 -930.000  4.210e-01 -1.982e-01  4.011e-01 

333271.963 4399737.039 -930.000  4.221e-01 -1.987e-01  4.004e-01 

  ....        ....       ....      ....       ....       .... 

333937.537 4406232.961 -930.000 -1.168e-01 -8.366e-02 -3.811e-01 

333964.915 4406274.800 -930.000 -1.138e-01 -8.485e-02 -3.729e-01 

333992.293 4406316.638 -930.000 -1.106e-01 -8.609e-02 -3.646e-01 

 

STRESSES: 

 

      X1       X2       X3      SIG11      SIG22      SIG33      SIG12      SIG23      SIG13 

-------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

333217.207 4399653.362 -930.000 -7.938e+06 -1.015e+07 -1.301e+07 -8.878e+05  3.728e+05 -3.107e+05 

333244.585 4399695.200 -930.000 -7.947e+06 -1.015e+07 -1.302e+07 -8.919e+05  3.578e+05 -3.046e+05 

333271.963 4399737.039 -930.000 -7.957e+06 -1.015e+07 -1.304e+07 -8.963e+05  3.431e+05 -2.985e+05 

  ....       ....        ....      ....       ....       ....       ....       ....       .... 

333937.537 4406232.961 -930.000 -6.868e+06 -1.003e+07 -1.438e+07 -1.012e+06  1.635e+06 -1.464e+05 

333964.915 4406274.800 -930.000 -6.745e+06 -1.003e+07 -1.436e+07 -1.018e+06  1.618e+06 -1.219e+05 

333992.293 4406316.638 -930.000 -6.622e+06 -1.002e+07 -1.434e+07 -1.031e+06  1.601e+06 -9.843e+04 

 

PRINCIPAL STRESSES: 

 

      X1       X2       X3     N1     N2     N3       SIG1     N1     N2     N3       SIG2     N1     N2     N3       SIG3 

-------- -------- -------- ------ ------ ------ ---------- ------ ------ ------ ---------- ------ ------ ------ ---------- 

333217.207 4399653.362 -930.000  0.938 -0.337 -0.077 -7.593e+06  0.343  0.934  0.094 -1.044e+07  0.040 -0.115  0.993 -1.306e+07 

333244.585 4399695.200 -930.000  0.938 -0.339 -0.075 -7.601e+06  0.345  0.934  0.089 -1.044e+07  0.040 -0.109  0.993 -1.307e+07 

333271.963 4399737.039 -930.000  0.937 -0.341 -0.073 -7.607e+06  0.346  0.934  0.084 -1.045e+07  0.040 -0.104  0.994 -1.308e+07 

  ....       ....        ....     ...    ...    ...    ....       ...    ...    ...    ....       ...    ...    ...     .... 

333937.537 4406232.961 -930.000  0.947 -0.312 -0.083 -6.522e+06  0.322  0.894  0.311 -9.825e+06 -0.023 -0.321  0.947 -1.493e+07 

333964.915 4406274.800 -930.000  0.950 -0.302 -0.076 -6.412e+06  0.310  0.898  0.312 -9.817e+06 -0.026 -0.320  0.947 -1.490e+07 

333992.293 4406316.638 -930.000  0.953 -0.294 -0.070 -6.297e+06  0.301  0.901  0.312 -9.812e+06 -0.029 -0.319  0.947 -1.488e+07 
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APPENDIX C: PLOTTING PROCEDURE  

C.1  General Workflow for plotting data from Poly3D out file: 

• WriteToDatFile( Sensitivity Study).m: Extracts data from batch of Poly3D 
outfiles for a given Sensitivity Study with the following tasks and functions used: 
 

o Open data file (.dat) with path to be written with fopen 

o Set essential parameters for running for-loop(s) exactly as they were in the 
Master script to call the output file names. 
 

o p3doutputreader_v04.m: Function that reads Poly3D output file and 
places it into structured array (out): 

 

Fault Objects 

� out.fault.xyz   = array of vertex locations 

� out.fault.vert  = array of vertices [VERTNUM X1 X2 X3] 

� out.fault.disp  = cell array contain displacements for each fault 
object [ELT X1C X2C X3C B1 U1(+) U1(-) B2 U2(+) U2(-) B3 
U3(+)]  
ELT = element number, for use in tri 
X1C, X2C, X3C = element centroid coordinates 
B1, B2, B3 are the burgers vectors components as (strike, dip, 
normal) Ui(+), Ui(-) = relative displacement at centroid 
 

� out.fault.tract = cell array contain tractions for each fault object 
[ELT X1C X2C X3C T1 T2 T3] 
T1,T2,T3 are the traction components (strike, dip, normal) 
 

� out.fault.name  = cell array contain displacements for each fault 

object 

Observation Grid 

� out.obs.xyz  = array containing the observation grid points 

[X1,X2,X3] 

� out.obs.disp    = array containing displacements at observation 
points 
[X1 X2 X3 U1 U2 U3] 
U1,U2,U3 = components of the displacement vector 
 

� out.obs.pstress = array containing principal stress and principal 
stress directions at observation points 
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[X1 X2 X3 N1 N2 N3 SIG1 N1 N2 N3 SIG2 N1 N2 N3 SIG3] 
SIG1,2,3 = principal stress components (tensoral convention) at 
each observation point 
N1,N2,N3 = principal stress direction vectors for the following 
principal stress in the array) 
 

� out.obs.stress  = array contains 
[X1 X2 X3 SIG11 SIG22 SIG33 SIG12 SIG23 SIG13] 
SIG11,22,33,12,23,13 = stress tensor component at each 
observation point 
 

o Extract and process data to be written from structured array out 

o Write data to open .dat file with fprintf  

o Close .dat file with fclose 

• Plot2DContourMaps(Study).m: (Script Names Vary) Plots data into contoured 
plots and histograms, and performs statistical analysis and parameter selection. 
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APPENDIX D:  MATLAB SCRIPTS FOR PLOTTING DATA FROM POLY3D 

D.1  Scripts to extract data from Poly3D outfile 

WriteToDatFileDipDepth.m 

% WriteToDatFileDipDepth.m  
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     8/1/2011  
% DATE MODIFIED:    8/15/2011  
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   To select data from batch of p3d output files t o write to a .dat file  
%   for plotting  
% 
%   PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION:  
% 
% INPUT:  
%   Batch of output files from sensitivity study  
%  
%  
% OUTPUT:  
%   data file (.dat) with selected/processed data f or plotting  
% 
% 
% 
% NOTE:  
% 
%  
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
% - p3doutputreader_v02  
%  
% 
% Other related functions  
% 
% 
  
  
clear all , close all  
  
  
[fidSensitivity,message] = 
fopen(strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/SensitivityStudi es/DipDepth/Sensitivity/S
ensitivity.dat' ), 'w' ); 
  
FL = 4500; 
NL = 22; 
EL = FL/NL; 
Pp = 8015050.488; 
  
for  d=1:40; % ***Un-comment this line write to data file***  
  
    FD = EL*d; 
     
    for  e=45:85; % ***Un-comment this line to write to data file***  
  
  
     
    filename=strcat( 'Depth' ,num2str(round(FD)), 'Dip' ,num2str(e)); 
    path_in = 
strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/SensitivityStudi es/DipDepth/InputOutputFiles/' )
; 
    filename_out = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
     
     
    out = p3doutputreader_v04(filename_out); 
    % Generates structured array including  
    %   FAULT OBJECTS  
    %   out.fault.xyz   = array of vertex locations  
    % 
    %   out.fault.vert  = array of vertices  
    %                     [VERTNUM X1 X2 X3]  
    % 
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    %   out.fault.disp  = cell array contain displaceme nts for each fault obj  
    %                     [ELT X1C X2C X3C B1 U1(+) U1( -) B2 U2(+) U2(-) B3 U3(+)]  
    %                     ELT = element number, for use  in tri  
    %                     X1C, X2C, X3C = element centr oid coordinates  
    %                     B1, B2, B3 are the burgers ve ctos components as  
    %                       (strike,dip,normal)  
    %                     Ui(+), Ui(-) = relative displ acment at centroid  
    % 
    %   out.fault.tract = cell array contain tractions for each fault obj  
    %                     [ELT X1C X2C X3C T1 T2 T3]  
    %                     T1,T2,T3 are the traction com ponents  
    %                       (strike,dip,normal)  
    %   out.fault.name  = cell array contain displaceme nts for each fault obj  
    % 
    % 
    %   OBSERVATION GRID  
    %   out.obs.xyz     = array containing the obs grid  pts [X1,X2,X3]  
    % 
    %   out.obs.disp    = array containing displacement s at obs pts  
    %                     [X1 X2 X3 U1 U2 U3]  
    %                     U1,U2,U3 = components of the displacement vector  
    % 
    %   out.obs.pstress = array containing principal st ress and principal  
    %                     stress direcitons at obs pts  
    %                     [X1 X2 X3 N1 N2 N3 SIG1 N1 N2  N3 SIG2 N1 N2 N3 SIG3]  
    %                     SIG1,2,3 = principal stress c omponents (tensoral  
    %                     convention) at each observati on point  
    %                     N1,N2,N3 = principal stress d irection vectors for the  
    %                       following principal stress in the array)  
    % 
    %   out.obs.stress  = array contain  
    %                     [X1 X2 X3 SIG11 SIG22 SIG33 S IG12 SIG23 SIG13]  
    %                     SIG11,22,33,12,23,13 = stress  tensor component at  
    %                     each observation point  
     
% These lines select data from structured array 'ou t' for processing and  
% writing to data file  
  
    % Stresses recorded are at 930 meter depth.  
j=1; 
    AzShmin = (-atan2(out.obs.pstress(j,5),out.obs. pstress(j,4))*(180/pi))+90; 
    AngleFromHorizShmin = 
(180/pi)*atan(out.obs.pstress(j,6)/((out.obs.pstres s(j,5)^2+out.obs.pstress(j,4)^2)^.5)); 
    Shmin = out.obs.pstress(j,7)-Pp; 
    AzSHmax = (-atan2(out.obs.pstress(j,9),out.obs. pstress(j,8))*(180/pi))+90; 
    AngleFromHorizSHmax = 
(180/pi)*atan(out.obs.pstress(j,10)/((out.obs.pstre ss(j,9)^2+out.obs.pstress(j,8)^2)^.5))
; 
    SHmax = out.obs.pstress(j,11)-Pp; 
    AzSv = (-atan2(out.obs.pstress(j,13),out.obs.ps tress(j,12))*(180/pi))+90; 
    AngleFromHorizSv = 
(180/pi)*atan(out.obs.pstress(j,14)/((out.obs.pstre ss(j,13)^2+out.obs.pstress(j,12)^2)^.5
)); 
    Sv = out.obs.pstress(j,15)-Pp; 
    DiffStress = out.obs.pstress(j,7)-out.obs.pstre ss(j,15); 
    MeanStress = (Sv+Shmin)/2; 
     
    % Data file contains: 1)FaultDepth  2)FaultDip  3)O bsDepth  4)AzShmin  
5)AngleFromHorizShmin  6)Shmin  7)AzSHmax  8)AngleF romHorizSHmax  9)SHmax  10)AzSv  
11)AngleFromHorizSv  12)Sv  13)DiffStress  14)MeanS tress  
    values=[FD e out.obs.pstress(j,3) AzShmin Angle FromHorizShmin Shmin AzSHmax 
AngleFromHorizSHmax SHmax AzSv AngleFromHorizSv Sv DiffStress MeanStress]; 
    
fprintf(fidSensitivity, '%5.2f\t%2.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%2.0f\t%7.0f\t%3.0f\t% 2.0f\t%7.0f\t%3
.0f\t%2.0f\t%7.0f\t%7.0f\t%7.0f\n' ,values); 
  
     
    end  % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  
end  % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  
  
fclose(fidSensitivity); 

 

WriteToDatFileSHmax.m 

% WriteToDatFileSHmax.m  
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael Swyer  
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% DATE CREATED:     8/29/2011  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   Write selected data from output files of P3D mo del runs from sensitivity  
%   run to .dat file.  
% 
% PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION: 
% 
% INPUT:  
%   - Output files from Poly 3D models  
%   - Path to data file to be written  
%  
% OUTPUT:  
%   - Data file containing values to be plotted in readable format in text  
%     viewers as well as various graphing and data processing programs  
% 
% NOTE:  
% 
% 
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
% 
% 
% Other related functions  
%   - p3doutputreader  
% 
% 
  
clear all , close all  
  
[fidSensitivity,message] = 
fopen(strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/SensitivityStudi es/RemoteStressTensor/Sen
sitivity/Sensitivity.dat' ), 'w' ); 
  
Pp = -8015050.488; % Use for calculateing principal solid stresses  
BSv = -22594125.53; 
  
% Shmin values analyzed  
% Observed in Well 27-15  
ShminMeasured = -13755044.38; 
% Byerlee Range  
mu2 = .6; 
ShminIdeal = (BSv-Pp)/(((mu2^2+1)^.5+mu2)^2)+Pp; % using mu=0.6  
mu3 = 1; 
ShminIdealUpper = (BSv-Pp)/(((mu3^2+1)^.5+mu3)^2)+P p; % using mu=1.0  
% Lab Measured  
muLab = 0.777; 
ShminmuLab = (BSv-Pp)/(((muLab^2+1)^.5+muLab)^2)+Pp ; % using mu=0.777  
  
for  BShmin=[ShminMeasured,ShminIdeal,ShminmuLab,ShminI dealUpper] 
  
    mu = 1; 
    SHmaxInt = ((((BShmin-Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+P p)-BShmin)/99; 
    for  i=0:99 
    BSHmax=BShmin+i*SHmaxInt; 
    filename=strcat( 'Shmin' ,num2str(BShmin), 'SHmax' ,num2str(BSHmax)); 
    path_in = 
strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/SensitivityStudi es/RemoteStressTensor/InputOutp
utFiles/' ); 
    filename_out = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
     
    out = p3doutputreader_v04(filename_out); 
    % Generates structured array including  
    %   FAULT OBJECTS  
    %   out.fault.xyz   = array of vertex locations  
    % 
    %   out.fault.vert  = array of vertices  
    %                     [VERTNUM X1 X2 X3]  
    % 
    %   out.fault.disp  = cell array contain displaceme nts for each fault obj  
    %                     [ELT X1C X2C X3C B1 U1(+) U1( -) B2 U2(+) U2(-) B3 U3(+)]  
    %                     ELT = element number, for use  in tri  
    %                     X1C, X2C, X3C = element centr oid coordinates  
    %                     B1, B2, B3 are the burgers ve ctos components as  
    %                       (strike,dip,normal)  
    %                     Ui(+), Ui(-) = relative displ acment at centroid  
    % 
    %   out.fault.tract = cell array contain tractions for each fault obj  
    %                     [ELT X1C X2C X3C T1 T2 T3]  
    %                     T1,T2,T3 are the traction com ponents  
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    %                       (strike,dip,normal)  
    %   out.fault.name  = cell array contain displaceme nts for each fault obj  
    % 
    % 
    %   OBSERVATION GRID  
    %   out.obs.xyz     = array containing the obs grid  pts [X1,X2,X3]  
    % 
    %   out.obs.disp    = array containing displacement s at obs pts  
    %                     [X1 X2 X3 U1 U2 U3]  
    %                     U1,U2,U3 = components of the displacement vector  
    % 
    %   out.obs.pstress = array containing principal st ress and principal  
    %                     stress direcitons at obs pts  
    %                     [X1 X2 X3 N1 N2 N3 SIG1 N1 N2  N3 SIG2 N1 N2 N3 SIG3]  
    %                     SIG1,2,3 = principal stress c omponents (tensoral  
    %                     convention) at each observati on point  
    %                     N1,N2,N3 = principal stress d irection vectors for the  
    %                       following principal stress in the array)  
    % 
    %   out.obs.stress  = array contain  
    %                     [X1 X2 X3 SIG11 SIG22 SIG33 S IG12 SIG23 SIG13]  
    %                     SIG11,22,33,12,23,13 = stress  tensor component at  
    %                     each observation point  
     
  
  
    % Stresses recorded are at 930 meter depth.  
    % for j=1:20;  
    j = 1; 
    AzShmin = (-atan2(out.obs.pstress(j,5),out.obs. pstress(j,4))*(180/pi))+90; 
    % AngleFromHorizShmin = 
(180/pi)*atan(out.obs.pstress(j,6)/((out.obs.pstres s(j,5)^2+out.obs.pstress(j,4)^2)^.5));  
    AngleFromVertShmin = (180/pi)*atan(((out.obs.ps tress(j,4)^2 + 
out.obs.pstress(j,5)^2)^.5)/abs(out.obs.pstress(j,6 ))); 
    Shmin = out.obs.pstress(j,7)+Pp; 
    AzSHmax = (-atan2(out.obs.pstress(j,9),out.obs. pstress(j,8))*(180/pi))+90; 
    % AngleFromHorizSHmax = 
(180/pi)*atan(out.obs.pstress(j,10)/((out.obs.pstre ss(j,9)^2+out.obs.pstress(j,8)^2)^.5))
;  
    AngleFromVertSHmax = (180/pi)*atan(((out.obs.ps tress(j,8)^2 + 
out.obs.pstress(j,9)^2)^.5)/abs(out.obs.pstress(j,1 0))); 
    SHmax = out.obs.pstress(j,11)+Pp; 
    AzSv = (-atan2(out.obs.pstress(j,13),out.obs.ps tress(j,12))*(180/pi))+90; 
    % AngleFromHorizSv = 
(180/pi)*atan(out.obs.pstress(j,14)/((out.obs.pstre ss(j,13)^2+out.obs.pstress(j,12)^2)^.5
));  
    AngleFromVertSv = (180/pi)*atan(((out.obs.pstre ss(j,12)^2 + 
out.obs.pstress(j,13)^2)^.5)/abs(out.obs.pstress(j, 14))); 
    Sv = out.obs.pstress(j,15)+Pp; 
    %muInt = 0.797396911;% Coefficient of internal fric tion.  
    muInt = 0.6; 
    Sc = ((-out.obs.pstress(j,15)-(-out.obs.pstress (j,7)))/2)*(1+muInt^2)^(.5) - 
muInt*((-out.obs.pstress(j,15)+(-out.obs.pstress(j, 7)))/2); 
    DiffStress = out.obs.pstress(j,7)-out.obs.pstre ss(j,15); 
    MeanStress = (Sv+Shmin)/2; 
     
    % Data file contains: 1)Boundary Shmin 2)Boundary S Hmax  3)ObsDepth  4)AzShmin  
5)AngleFromVertShmin  6)Shmin  7)AzSHmax  8)AngleFr omVertSHmax  9)SHmax  10)AzSv  
11)AngleFromVertSv  12)Sv  13)Maximum Coulomb Shear  14)DiffStress  15)MeanStress  
    values=[BShmin BSHmax out.obs.pstress(j,3) AzSh min AngleFromVertShmin Shmin AzSHmax 
AngleFromVertSHmax SHmax AzSv AngleFromVertSv Sv Sc  DiffStress MeanStress]; 
    
fprintf(fidSensitivity, '%8.0f\t%8.0f\t%3.0f\t%3.0f\t%2.0f\t%8.0f\t%3.0f\t% 2.0f\t%8.0f\t%3
.0f\t%2.0f\t%8.0f\t%8.0f\t%8.0f\t%8.0f\n' ,values); 
%     end  
     
    end  % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  
end  % ***Un-comment this line to commence with sensitiv ity study***  
  
fclose(fidSensitivity); 

 

D.2  Scripts for Plotting 

Plot2DContourMapsDipDepth.m: Script also performs likelihood analysis 
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% Plot2DContourMapsDipDepth.m  
% 
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael W. Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     2011/08/07  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   -Generate Plots of Shmin Azimuth and Magnitude,  Vertical Stress,  
%    Differential Stress and Mean Stress against Fa ult Depth in Well  
%    27-15  
%   -Generate Plots of gradient for the contoured p lots to display  
%    parameter sensitivity  
%   -Generate Histograms of preferred model outputs  and weight them with  
%    gaussian functions for the two input parameter s based on 1) height  
%    from fault displacement taken from cross secti on and 2) dip based on  
%    depth weighted internal angle of friction.  
%   -select preferrecial fault geometry by finding the model that produces  
%    outputs that are best fit to the preffered mod el outputs and the  
%    observed stresses in well DP27-15  
% 
% PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION: 
%  
% INPUT:  
%   Data file 'Sensitiviy.dat'  
%  
% OUTPUT:  
% 
% NOTE:  
% 
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
%  
% 
% Other related functions  
% 
clear all ;close all  
  
%% 1) Load Data  
data = load( 'Sensitivity.dat' ); 
[l,d] = size(data); 
S1 = data(:,6); 
AZ1 = data(:,4); 
S3 = data(:,12); 
DS = data(:,13); 
MS = data(:,14); 
  
FL = 4500; 
NL = 22; 
EL = FL/NL; 
% Specify Ranges of Dip and Depth  
Depth = zeros(1,40); 
for  i=1:40 
    Depth(1,i)=EL*i; 
end  
  
dip = [45:85]; 
[d,s] = size(dip); 
  
% Make Depth and Dip into Cartesian Coordinates  
[X,Y] = meshgrid(Depth,dip); 
  
% Place Shmin in matrix for contouring  
Shmin = []; 
    for  i=0:39 
        Shmin(:,i+1) = S1((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s))); 
    end  
% Place Shmin Azimuth in matrix for contouring  
AzShmin = []; 
    for  i=0:39 
        AzShmin(:,i+1) = AZ1((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s))); 
    end  
  
% Place Sv in matrix for contouring  
Sv = []; 
    for  i=0:39 
        Sv(:,i+1) = S3((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s))); 
    end  
  
% Place Differential Stress in matrix for contourin g 
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DiffStress = []; 
    for  i=0:39 
        DiffStress(:,i+1) = DS((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s))) ; 
    end  
     
% Place Differential Stress in matrix for contourin g 
MeanStress = []; 
    for  i=0:39 
        MeanStress(:,i+1) = MS((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s))) ; 
    end  
     
% Matrix of Shear Failure Potential  
phi = 33.8*(pi/180); 
C = 34890000; 
chiShear = DiffStress/2 - (-MeanStress/2)*sin(phi) - C*cos(phi); 
%% 2) Contour Plots  
  
% Data Smoothing  
% Shmin  
SmoothShmina = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothShmina(:,i) = smooth(Shmin(:,i)); 
end  
  
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothShmina(i,:) = smooth(Shmin(i,:)); 
end  
  
SmoothShminb = []; 
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothShminb(i,:) = smooth(Shmin(i,:)); 
end  
  
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothShminb(:,i) = smooth(Shmin(:,i)); 
end  
SmoothShmin = (SmoothShmina(:,:) + SmoothShminb(:,: ))/2; 
  
  
% azimuth Shmin  
SmoothAzShmina = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothAzShmina(:,i) = smooth(AzShmin(:,i)); 
end  
  
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothAzShmina(i,:) = smooth(AzShmin(i,:)); 
end  
  
SmoothAzShminb = []; 
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothAzShmin(i,:) = smooth(AzShmin(i,:)); 
end  
  
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothAzShminb(:,i) = smooth(AzShmin(:,i)); 
end  
SmoothAzShmin = (SmoothAzShmina(:,:)+SmoothAzShminb (:,:))/2; 
  
% Sv 
SmoothSva = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothSva(:,i) = smooth(Sv(:,i)); 
end  
  
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothSva(i,:) = smooth(Sv(i,:)); 
end  
  
SmoothSvb = []; 
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothSvb(i,:) = smooth(Sv(i,:)); 
end  
  
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothSvb(:,i) = smooth(Sv(:,i)); 
end  
SmoothSv = (SmoothSva(:,:) + SmoothSvb(:,:))/2; 
  
% Differential Stress  
SmoothDiffStressa = []; 
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for  i=1:40 
    SmoothDiffStressa(:,i) = smooth(DiffStress(:,i) ); 
end  
  
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothDiffStressa(i,:) = smooth(DiffStress(i,:) ); 
end  
  
SmoothDiffStressb = []; 
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothDiffStressb(i,:) = smooth(DiffStress(i,:) ); 
end  
  
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothDiffStressb(:,i) = smooth(DiffStress(:,i) ); 
end  
SmoothDiffStress = (SmoothDiffStressa(:,:) + Smooth DiffStressb(:,:))/2; 
  
% Mean Stress  
SmoothMeanStressa = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothMeanStressa(:,i) = smooth(MeanStress(:,i) ); 
end  
  
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothMeanStressa(i,:) = smooth(MeanStress(i,:) ); 
end  
  
SmoothMeanStressb = []; 
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothMeanStressb(i,:) = smooth(MeanStress(i,:) ); 
end  
  
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothMeanStressb(:,i) = smooth(MeanStress(:,i) ); 
end  
SmoothMeanStress = (SmoothMeanStressa(:,:) + Smooth MeanStressb(:,:))/2; 
  
%Shmin 
figure(1); 
v = 13755044.38/1000000; 
uc = 413685.545/1000000; 
vl = v-uc; 
vu = v+uc; 
Vv = 22594125.53/1000000; 
Uc = 678173.025/1000000; 
Vu = Vv+Uc; 
Vl = Vv-Uc; 
V = [9:.1:14]; 
contourf(X,Y,-SmoothShmin/1000000,V); 
hold on 
% contour(X,Y,-Shmin/1000000,[v v],'w-','linewidth' ,2);  
% contour(X,Y,-Shmin/1000000,[vl vl],'w--','linewid th',1);  
title( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault 
Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar;caxis([9.500000 14.000000]) 
  
% Azimuth Shmin  
figure; 
contourf(X,Y,SmoothAzShmin,[100:5:140]); 
hold on 
% contour(X,Y,AzShmin,[114 114],'w-','linewidth',2) ;  
% contour(X,Y,AzShmin,[105 105],'y-','linewidth',2) ;  
title( 'Azimuth Shmin' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar 
  
% Vertical Stress  
figure(3); 
contourf(X,Y,-SmoothSv/1000000); 
hold on 
%contour(X,Y,-Sv/1000000,[Vv Vv],'w-','linewidth',2 );  
% contour(X,Y,-Sv/1000000,[Vu Vu],'w--','linewidth' ,1);  
% contour(X,Y,-Sv/1000000,[Vl Vl],'k--','linewidth' ,1);  
title( 'Sv (Pa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip 
(degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar 
  
% Differential Stress  
figure(4); 
contourf(X,Y,SmoothDiffStress/1000000); 
hold on 
%contour(X,Y,DiffStress/1000000,[8.84 8.84],'w-','l inewidth',2);  
% contour(X,Y,DiffStress/1000000,[(8.84+(uc+Uc)) (8 .84+(uc+Uc))],'k--','linewidth',1);  
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% contour(X,Y,DiffStress/1000000,[(8.84-(uc+Uc)) (8 .84-(uc+Uc))],'k--','linewidth',1);  
title( 'Differential Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar 
  
% Mean Stress  
figure(5); 
contourf(X,Y,-SmoothMeanStress/1000000); 
hold on 
%contour(X,Y,-MeanStress/1000000,[18.17 18.17],'w-- ','linewidth',1);  
title( 'Mean Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar 
  
  
%% 3) contoured gradient plots  
  
% Shmin  
[FX,FY] = gradient(-SmoothShmin/1000000); 
GradShmin = (FX(:,:).^2 + FY(:,:).^2).^.5; 
figure 
contourf(X,Y,GradShmin);colorbar;colormap(gray); 
hold on 
title( 'Shmin Gradient/Sensitivity (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);caxis([0 1]) 
  
% Azimuth Shmin  
[FX,FY] = gradient(SmoothAzShmin); 
GradAzShmin = (FX(:,:).^2 + FY(:,:).^2).^.5; 
figure 
contourf(X,Y,GradAzShmin);colorbar;colormap(gray); 
hold on 
title( 'Azimuth Shmin Gradient/Sensitivity (Degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
  
% Sv 
[FX,FY] = gradient(-SmoothSv/1000000); 
GradSv = (FX(:,:).^2 + FY(:,:).^2).^.5; 
figure 
contourf(X,Y,GradSv);colorbar;colormap(gray); 
hold on 
title( 'Sv Gradient/Sensitivity (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);caxis([0 1]) 
  
% Differential Sress  
[FX,FY] = gradient(SmoothDiffStress/1000000); 
Gradds = (FX(:,:).^2 + FY(:,:).^2).^.5; 
figure 
contourf(X,Y,Gradds);colorbar;colormap(gray); 
hold on 
title( 'Differential Stress Gradient/Sensitivity (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);caxis([0 1]) 
  
% Mean Stress  
[FX,FY] = gradient(-SmoothMeanStress/1000000); 
Gradms = (FX(:,:).^2 + FY(:,:).^2).^.5; 
figure 
contourf(X,Y,Gradms);colorbar;colormap(gray); 
hold on 
title( 'Mean Stress Gradient/Sensitivity (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);caxis([0 1]) 
  
%% 4) Histograms  
  
%%% Height Ranges %%% 
  
% Gaussian function to weight histogram counts base d on fault height from  
% fault displacement  
b = 15812; 
c = 12419; 
GaussDepth = zeros(1,40); 
for  i=1:40 
    GaussDepth(1,i) = exp(-((Depth(1,i)-b)^2)/(2*c^ 2)); 
end  
  
  
% Shmin  
XShmin = [9.5:.5:14]; % Bin Centers  
D = []; 
for  i=0:39 
    D(i+1,:) = data((1+s*i):(s+s*i),6); 
end  
NHShmin = []; 
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for  i=1:40 
    NHShmin(i,:) = hist(-D(i,:)/1000000,XShmin); 
end  
Nnew = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    Nnew(i,:) = NHShmin(i,:)*GaussDepth(1,i); 
end  
F = l/sum(sum(Nnew)); 
NHShminG(:,:) = F*Nnew(:,:); 
  
  
% Azimuth Shmin  
XAzShmin = [100:5:135]; 
D = []; 
for  i=0:39 
    D(i+1,:) = data((1+s*i):(s+s*i),4); 
end  
NHAzShmin = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    NHAzShmin(i,:) = hist(D(i,:),XAzShmin); 
end  
Nnew = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    Nnew(i,:) = NHAzShmin(i,:)*GaussDepth(1,i); 
end  
F = l/sum(sum(Nnew)); 
NHAzShminG(:,:) = F*Nnew(:,:); 
  
  
% Sv 
XSv = [19:.5:23]; 
D = []; 
for  i=0:39 
    D(i+1,:) = -data((1+s*i):(s+s*i),12)/1000000; 
end  
NHSv = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    NHSv(i,:) = hist(D(i,:),XSv); 
end  
Nnew = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    Nnew(i,:) = NHSv(i,:)*GaussDepth(1,i); 
end  
F = l/sum(sum(Nnew)); 
NHSvG(:,:) = F*Nnew(:,:); 
  
  
% Differential Stress  
Xds = [8:.5:12]; 
D = []; 
for  i=0:39 
    D(i+1,:) = data((1+s*i):(s+s*i),13)/1000000; 
end  
NHds = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    NHds(i,:) = hist(D(i,:),Xds); 
end  
Nnew = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    Nnew(i,:) = NHds(i,:)*GaussDepth(1,i); 
end  
F = l/sum(sum(Nnew)); 
NHdsG(:,:) = F*Nnew(:,:); 
  
  
% Mean Stress  
Xms = [14.5:.5:18]; 
D = []; 
for  i=0:39 
    D(i+1,:) = -data((1+s*i):(s+s*i),14)/1000000; 
end  
NHms = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    NHms(i,:) = hist(D(i,:),Xms); 
end  
Nnew = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    Nnew(i,:) = NHms(i,:)*GaussDepth(1,i); 
end  
F = l/sum(sum(Nnew)); 
NHmsG(:,:) = F*Nnew(:,:); 
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%%% Dip Ranges %%% 
  
  
% Gaussian function to weight histogram counts base d on fault dip from  
% internal friction angle  
b = 90-30.99529369; 
c = 9.929819886; 
GaussDip = []; 
for  i=1:s 
    GaussDip(1,i) = exp(-((dip(1,i)-b)^2)/(2*c^2));  
end  
  
figure 
plot([45:85],GaussDip, 'k-' , 'linewidth' ,3) 
hold on 
plot([b b],[0 1], '--b' , 'linewidth' ,3) 
plot([(b+c) (b+c)],[0 1], '--r' , 'linewidth' ,3) 
plot([(b-c) (b-c)],[0 1], '--r' , 'linewidth' ,3) 
  
% Shmin  
D = []; 
for  i=dip 
    [I,J] = find(data(:,2)==i); 
    D(i-44,:) = -data(I,6)/1000000; 
end  
NDShmin = []; 
for  i=1:s 
    NDShmin(i,:) = hist(D(i,:),XShmin); 
end  
Nnew = []; 
for  i=1:s 
    Nnew(i,:) = NDShmin(i,:)*GaussDip(1,i); 
end  
F = l/sum(sum(Nnew)); 
NDShminG(:,:) = F*Nnew(:,:); 
  
  
% Azimuth Shmin  
D = []; 
for  i=dip 
    [I,J] = find(data(:,2)==i); 
    D(i-44,:) = data(I,4); 
end  
NDAzShmin = []; 
for  i=1:s 
    NDAzShmin(i,:) = hist(D(i,:),XAzShmin); 
end  
Nnew = []; 
for  i=1:s 
    Nnew(i,:) = NDAzShmin(i,:)*GaussDip(1,i); 
end  
F = l/sum(sum(Nnew)); 
NDAzShminG(:,:) = F*Nnew(:,:); 
  
  
% Sv 
D = []; 
for  i=dip 
    [I,J] = find(data(:,2)==i); 
    D(i-44,:) = -data(I,12)/1000000; 
end  
NDSv = []; 
for  i=1:s 
    NDSv(i,:) = hist(D(i,:),XSv); 
end  
Nnew = []; 
for  i=1:s 
    Nnew(i,:) = NDSv(i,:)*GaussDip(1,i); 
end  
F = l/sum(sum(Nnew)); 
NDSvG(:,:) = F*Nnew(:,:); 
  
  
% Differential Stress  
D = []; 
for  i=dip 
    [I,J] = find(data(:,2)==i); 
    D(i-44,:) = data(I,13)/1000000; 
end  
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NDds = []; 
for  i=1:s 
    NDds(i,:) = hist(D(i,:),Xds); 
end  
Nnew = []; 
for  i=1:s 
    Nnew(i,:) = NDds(i,:)*GaussDip(1,i); 
end  
F = l/sum(sum(Nnew)); 
NDdsG(:,:) = F*Nnew(:,:); 
  
  
% Mean Stress  
D = []; 
for  i=dip 
    [I,J] = find(data(:,2)==i); 
    D(i-44,:) = -data(I,14)/1000000; 
end  
NDms = []; 
for  i=1:s 
    NDms(i,:) = hist(D(i,:),Xms); 
end  
Nnew = []; 
for  i=1:s 
    Nnew(i,:) = NDms(i,:)*GaussDip(1,i); 
end  
F = l/sum(sum(Nnew)); 
NDmsG(:,:) = F*Nnew(:,:); 
  
  
%%% Plot Histograms %%%  
  
  
labelsH = { '511' , '1534' , '2557' , '3580' , '4602' , '5625' , '6648' , '7670' }; 
labelsD = { '47.5' , '52.5' , '57.5' , '62.5' , '67.5' , '72.5' , '77.5' , '82.5' }; 
  
% Shmin  
figure 
subplot(2,2,1) 
bar(XShmin,NHShmin', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsH); 
xlim([9 14]); 
xlabel( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Fault Height (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
bar(XShmin,NHShminG', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsH); 
xlim([9 14]); 
xlabel( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Weighted Fault Depth (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
bar(XShmin,NDShmin', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsD); 
xlim([9 14]); 
xlabel( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
bar(XShmin,NDShminG', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsD); 
xlim([9 14]); 
xlabel( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Weighted Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
% Azimuth Shmin  
figure 
subplot(2,2,1) 
bar(XAzShmin,NHAzShmin', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsH); 
xlim([95 140]); 
xlabel( 'Azimuth Shmin (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Fault Depth (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
bar(XAzShmin,NHAzShminG', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsH); 
xlim([95 140]); 
xlabel( 'Azimuth Shmin (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Weighted Fault Depth (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
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subplot(2,2,2) 
bar(XAzShmin,NDAzShmin', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsD); 
xlim([95 140]); 
xlabel( 'Azimuth Shmin (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
bar(XAzShmin,NDAzShminG', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsD); 
xlim([95 140]); 
xlabel( 'Azimuth Shmin (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Weighted Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
% Sv 
figure 
subplot(2,2,1) 
bar(XSv,NHSv', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsH); 
xlim([18.5 23.5]); 
xlabel( 'Sv (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Fault Depth (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
bar(XSv,NHSvG', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsH); 
xlim([18.5 23.5]); 
xlabel( 'Sv (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Weighted Fault Depth (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
bar(XSv,NDSv', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsD); 
xlim([18.5 23.5]); 
xlabel( 'Sv (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
bar(XSv,NDSvG', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsD); 
xlim([18.5 23.5]); 
xlabel( 'Sv (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Weighted Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
% Differential Stress  
figure 
subplot(2,2,1) 
bar(Xds,NHds', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsH); 
xlim([7.5 12.5]); 
xlabel( 'Differential Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Fault Depth (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
bar(Xds,NHdsG', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsH); 
xlim([7.5 12.5]); 
xlabel( 'Differential Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Weighted Fault Depth (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
bar(Xds,NDds', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsD); 
xlim([7.5 12.5]); 
xlabel( 'Differential Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
bar(Xds,NDdsG', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsD); 
xlim([7.5 12.5]); 
xlabel( 'Differential Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Weighted Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
% Mean Stress  
figure 
subplot(2,2,1) 
bar(Xms,NHms', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsH); 
xlim([14 18.5]); 
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xlabel( 'Mean Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Fault Depth (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
bar(Xms,NHmsG', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsH); 
xlim([14 18.5]); 
xlabel( 'Mean Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Weighted Fault Depth (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
bar(Xms,NDms', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsD); 
xlim([14 18.5]); 
xlabel( 'Mean Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
bar(Xms,NDmsG', 'stacked' );colormap(jet(8)); 
lcolorbar(labelsD); 
xlim([14 18.5]); 
xlabel( 'Mean Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Weighted Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
  
  
%% 5) Weighting Outputs altogether  
  
% Weighting Vector (multiplying gaussian function f or dip and height for  
% each dip/height combination)  
W = []; 
W(:,1:2) = data(:,1:2); 
for  i=0:39 
    W(1+i*s:s+i*s,3) = GaussDepth(1,1+i); 
    W(1+i*s:s+i*s,4) = GaussDip; 
end  
W(:,5)=W(:,3).*W(:,4); 
  
% Shmin  
J=[]; 
for  i=1:10 
    [I] = find((XShmin(i)-.25)<=(-data(:,6)/1000000 )&(XShmin(i)+.25)>(-
data(:,6)/1000000)); 
    J(1,i) = sum(W(I,5)); 
end  
J(1,:) = J(1,:)/sum(W(:,5)); 
NNShmin = hist(-data(:,6)/1000000,XShmin); 
  
  
% Mean and Standard Deviation  
xsum = sum(NNShmin); 
j = length(NNShmin); 
xf = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    xf(i) = XShmin(i)*NNShmin(i); 
end  
sumxf = sum(xf); 
meanShmin = sumxf/xsum 
num = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    num(i) = NNShmin(i)*(XShmin(i)-meanShmin)^2; 
end  
snum = sum(num); 
SDShmin = (snum/xsum).^(1/2) 
  
  
for  i=1:10 
    NNShmin(1,i) = NNShmin(1,i)*J(1,i); 
end  
NNShmin(1,:) = NNShmin(1,:)/(sum(NNShmin)); 
figure 
bar(XShmin,NNShmin, 'k' ) 
xlim([9 14]); 
ylim([0 1]) 
xlabel( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
ylabel( 'Normalized Counts' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
title( 'Model Predicted "Likelyhood"' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
% Azimuth Shmin  
J=[]; 
for  i=1:8 
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    [I] = find((XAzShmin(i)-2.5)<=(data(:,4))&(XAzS hmin(i)+2.5)>(data(:,4))); 
    J(1,i) = sum(W(I,5)); 
end  
J(1,:) = J(1,:)/sum(W(:,5)); 
NNAzShmin = hist(data(:,4),XAzShmin); 
  
  
% Mean and Standard Deviation  
xsum = sum(NNAzShmin); 
j = length(NNAzShmin); 
xf = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    xf(i) = XAzShmin(i)*NNAzShmin(i); 
end  
sumxf = sum(xf); 
meanAzShmin = sumxf/xsum 
num = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    num(i) = NNAzShmin(i)*(XAzShmin(i)-meanAzShmin) ^2; 
end  
snum = sum(num); 
SDAzShmin = (snum/xsum).^(1/2) 
  
  
for  i=1:8 
    NNAzShmin(1,i) = NNAzShmin(1,i)*J(1,i); 
end  
NNAzShmin(1,:) = NNAzShmin(1,:)/(sum(NNAzShmin)); 
figure 
bar(XAzShmin,NNAzShmin, 'k' ) 
xlim([95 140]); 
ylim([0 1]) 
xlabel( 'Azimuth Shmin (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
ylabel( 'Normalized Counts' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
title( 'Model Predicted "Likelyhood"' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
% Sv 
J=[]; 
for  i=1:9 
    [I] = find((XSv(i)-.25)<=(-data(:,12)/1000000)& (XSv(i)+.25)>(-data(:,12)/1000000)); 
    J(1,i) = sum(W(I,5)); 
end  
J(1,:) = J(1,:)/sum(W(:,5)); 
NNSv = hist(-data(:,12)/1000000,XSv); 
  
  
% Mean and Standard Deviation  
xsum = sum(NNSv); 
j = length(NNSv); 
xf = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    xf(i) = XSv(i)*NNSv(i); 
end  
sumxf = sum(xf); 
meanSv = sumxf/xsum 
num = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    num(i) = NNSv(i)*(XSv(i)-meanSv)^2; 
end  
snum = sum(num); 
SDSv = (snum/xsum).^(1/2) 
  
  
for  i=1:9 
    NNSv(1,i) = NNSv(1,i)*J(1,i); 
end  
NNSv(1,:) = NNSv(1,:)/(sum(NNSv)); 
figure 
bar(XSv,NNSv, 'k' ) 
xlim([18.5 23.5]); 
ylim([0 1]) 
xlabel( 'Sv (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
ylabel( 'Normalized Counts' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
title( 'Model Predicted "Likelyhood"' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
% Differential Stress  
J=[]; 
for  i=1:9 
    [I] = find((Xds(i)-.25)<=(data(:,13)/1000000)&( Xds(i)+.25)>(data(:,13)/1000000)); 
    J(1,i) = sum(W(I,5)); 
end  
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J(1,:) = J(1,:)/sum(W(:,5)); 
NNds = hist(data(:,13)/1000000,Xds); 
  
  
% Mean and Standard Deviation  
xsum = sum(NNds); 
j = length(NNds); 
xf = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    xf(i) = Xds(i)*NNds(i); 
end  
sumxf = sum(xf); 
meands = sumxf/xsum 
num = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    num(i) = NNds(i)*(Xds(i)-meands)^2; 
end  
snum = sum(num); 
SDds = (snum/xsum).^(1/2) 
  
  
for  i=1:9 
    NNds(1,i) = NNds(1,i)*J(1,i); 
end  
NNds(1,:) = NNds(1,:)/(sum(NNds)); 
figure 
bar(Xds,NNds, 'k' ) 
xlim([7.5 12.5]); 
ylim([0 1]) 
xlabel( 'Differential Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
ylabel( 'Normalized Counts' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
title( 'Model Predicted "Likelyhood"' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
% Mean Stress  
J=[]; 
for  i=1:8 
    [I] = find((Xms(i)-.25)<=(-data(:,14)/1000000)& (Xms(i)+.25)>(-data(:,14)/1000000)); 
    J(1,i) = sum(W(I,5)); 
end  
J(1,:) = J(1,:)/sum(W(:,5)); 
NNms = hist(-data(:,14)/1000000,Xms); 
  
  
% Mean and Standard Deviation  
xsum = sum(NNms); 
j = length(NNms); 
xf = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    xf(i) = Xms(i)*NNms(i); 
end  
sumxf = sum(xf); 
meanms = sumxf/xsum 
num = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    num(i) = NNms(i)*(Xms(i)-meanms)^2; 
end  
snum = sum(num); 
SDms = (snum/xsum).^(1/2) 
  
  
for  i=1:8 
    NNms(1,i) = NNms(1,i)*J(1,i); 
end  
NNms(1,:) = NNms(1,:)/(sum(NNms)); 
figure 
bar(Xms,NNms, 'k' ) 
xlim([14 18.5]); 
ylim([0 1]) 
xlabel( 'Mean Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
ylabel( 'Normalized Counts' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Model Predicted "Likelyhood"' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
%% 6) Model Preferred Values and best fit Geometry  
  
Z = NNShmin.*XShmin; 
PShmin = sum(Z); 
Z = NNAzShmin.*XAzShmin; 
PAzShmin = sum(Z); 
Z = NNSv.*XSv; 
PSv = sum(Z); 
Z = NNds.*Xds; 
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Pds = sum(Z); 
Z = NNms.*Xms; 
Pms = sum(Z); 
  
  
% "Likelyhood" Prediction  
A = []; 
A(:,1) = abs(PShmin-(-data(:,6)/1000000)); 
A(:,2) = abs(PAzShmin-(data(:,4))); 
A(:,3) = abs(PSv-(-data(:,12)/1000000)); 
A(:,4) = abs(Pds-(data(:,13)/1000000)); 
A(:,5) = abs(Pms-(-data(:,14)/1000000)); 
  
  
A(:,6) = 
A(:,1)/max(A(:,1))+A(:,2)/max(A(:,2))+A(:,3)/max(A( :,3))+A(:,4)/max(A(:,4))+A(:,5)/max(A(
:,5)); 
[I] = find(A(:,6)==min(A(:,6))); 
PLHeightDip = data(I,1:2) 
  
% Deterministic Prediction  
B = []; 
B(:,1) = abs(v-(-data(:,6)/1000000)); 
B(:,2) = abs(114-(data(:,4))); 
B(:,3) = abs(Vv-(-data(:,12)/1000000)); 
B(:,4) = abs((Vv-v)-(data(:,13)/1000000)); 
B(:,5) = abs(((Vv+v)/2)-(-data(:,14)/1000000)); 
B(:,6) = 
B(:,1)/max(B(:,1))+B(:,2)/max(B(:,2))+B(:,3)/max(B( :,3))+B(:,4)/max(B(:,4))+B(:,5)/max(B(
:,5)); 
[I] = find(B(:,6)==min(B(:,6))); 
PDHeightDip = data(I,1:2) 
  
C = A+B; 
[I] = find(C(:,6)==min(C(:,6))); 
PHeightDip = data(I,1:2) 
  
% Place differences in matrix for contouring  
LikeErr = []; 
    for  i=0:39 
        LikeErr(:,i+1) = A((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s)),6); 
    end  
  
DetErr = []; 
    for  i=0:39 
        DetErr(:,i+1) = B((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s)),6); 
    end  
  
% Data Smoothing  
SmoothLikeErra = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothLikeErra(:,i) = smooth(LikeErr(:,i)); 
end  
  
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothLikeErra(i,:) = smooth(LikeErr(i,:)); 
end  
  
SmoothLikeErrb = []; 
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothLikeErrb(i,:) = smooth(LikeErr(i,:)); 
end  
  
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothLikeErrb(:,i) = smooth(LikeErr(:,i)); 
end  
SmoothLikeErr = (SmoothLikeErra(:,:) + SmoothLikeEr rb(:,:))/2; 
  
  
SmoothDetErra = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothDetErra(:,i) = smooth(DetErr(:,i)); 
end  
  
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothDetErra(i,:) = smooth(DetErr(i,:)); 
end  
  
SmoothDetErrb = []; 
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothDetErrb(i,:) = smooth(DetErr(i,:)); 
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end  
  
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothDetErrb(:,i) = smooth(DetErr(:,i)); 
end  
SmoothDetErr = (SmoothDetErra(:,:) + SmoothDetErrb( :,:))/2; 
     
figure 
contourf(X,Y,SmoothLikeErr/max(max(SmoothLikeErr))) ;colormap(gray);colorbar;caxis([0 1]) 
hold on 
plot(4909.1,69, 'w*' , 'Markersize' ,15) 
contour(X,Y,SmoothLikeErr/max(max(SmoothLikeErr)),[ .5 .5], 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,5) 
title( 'Normalized difference from most likely model 
prediction' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth (m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip 
(degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
  
figure 
contourf(X,Y,SmoothDetErr/max(max(SmoothDetErr)));c olormap(gray);colorbar;caxis([0 1]) 
hold on 
plot(5113.6,66, 'w*' , 'Markersize' ,15) 
contour(X,Y,SmoothDetErr/max(max(SmoothDetErr)),[.5  .5], 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,5) 
title( 'Normalized difference from well stress model' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
 
 

BayesianDipHeight.m: Script performs Bayesian statistics and plots probability 
distribution 

% BayesianDipHeight.m  
% 
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael W. Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     2012/06/26  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   -Select geometric parameters of fault height an d dip using Beyesian  
%    statistics  
% 
% PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION: 
%  
% INPUT:  
%   Data file 'Sensitiviy.dat'  
%  
% OUTPUT:  
%   Joint probability distribution and selection of  fault height and dip.  
% 
% NOTE:  
% 
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
%  
% 
% Other related functions  
% 
clear all ;close all  
  
%% 1) Load Data  
data = load( 'Sensitivity.dat' ); 
[l,d] = size(data); 
S1 = data(:,6); 
AZ1 = data(:,4); 
S3 = data(:,12); 
DS = data(:,13); 
MS = data(:,14); 
  
FL = 4500; 
NL = 22; 
EL = FL/NL; 
% Specify Ranges of Dip and Depth  
Depth = zeros(1,40); 
for  i=1:40 
    Depth(1,i)=EL*i; 
end  
  
dip = [45:85]; 
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[d,s] = size(dip); 
  
% Make Depth and Dip into Cartesian Coordinates  
[X,Y] = meshgrid(Depth,dip); 
  
% Place Shmin in matrix for contouring  
Shmin = []; 
    for  i=0:39 
        Shmin(:,i+1) = S1((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s))); 
    end  
% Place Shmin Azimuth in matrix for contouring  
AzShmin = []; 
    for  i=0:39 
        AzShmin(:,i+1) = AZ1((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s))); 
    end  
  
% Place Sv in matrix for contouring  
Sv = []; 
    for  i=0:39 
        Sv(:,i+1) = S3((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s))); 
    end  
  
% Place Differential Stress in matrix for contourin g 
DiffStress = []; 
    for  i=0:39 
        DiffStress(:,i+1) = DS((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s))) ; 
    end  
     
% Place Differential Stress in matrix for contourin g 
MeanStress = []; 
    for  i=0:39 
        MeanStress(:,i+1) = MS((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s))) ; 
    end  
     
% Matrix of Shear Failure Potential  
phi = 33.8*(pi/180); 
C = 34890000; 
chiShear = DiffStress/2 - (-MeanStress/2)*sin(phi) - C*cos(phi); 
  
%% Probabilities of inputs given outputs [P(x|m)]  
  
% Shmin  
ObsShmin = 13755044.38; 
ObsSDShmin = 413685.545; 
  
% Azimuth Shmin  
ObsAzShmin = 114; 
ObsSDAzShmin = 17; 
  
% Sv 
ObsSv = 22594125.53; 
ObsSDSv = 678173.025; 
  
% Differential Stress  
ObsDS = ObsSv - ObsShmin; 
ObsSDDS = (ObsSDSv^2 + ObsSDShmin^2)^(1/2); 
  
% Mean Stress  
ObsMS = (ObsSv + ObsShmin)/2; 
ObsSDMS = (ObsSDSv^2 + ObsSDShmin^2)^(1/2); 
  
  
% % Weight factors given to the data misfit terms b ased on the percentage of  
% % the observed uncertainty to the observed value,  all normalized so they  
% % add up to one.  az. Shmin is based on percentag e of uncertainty to 180 degrees.  
% Wsum = (ObsShmin/ObsSDShmin) + (180/ObsSDAzShmin)  + (ObsSv/ObsSDSv) + (ObsDS/ObsSDDS) + 
(ObsMS/ObsSDMS);  
% WShmin = (ObsShmin/ObsSDShmin)/Wsum;  
% WAzShmin = (180/ObsSDAzShmin)/Wsum;  
% WSv = (ObsSv/ObsSDSv)/Wsum;  
% Wds = (ObsDS/ObsSDDS)/Wsum;  
% Wms = (ObsMS/ObsSDMS)/Wsum;  
  
% Weight factors given to the data misfit terms bas ed on the percentage of  
% the observed uncertainty to the observed value, a ll normalized so they  
% add up to one.  az. Shmin is based on percentage of uncertainty to 180 degrees.  
Wsum = (ObsSDShmin/ObsShmin) + (ObsSDAzShmin/180) +  (ObsSDSv/ObsSv) + (ObsSDDS/ObsDS) + 
(ObsSDMS/ObsMS); 
WShmin = (ObsSDShmin/ObsShmin)/Wsum; 
WAzShmin = (ObsSDAzShmin/180)/Wsum; 
WSv = (ObsSDSv/ObsSv)/Wsum; 
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Wds = (ObsSDDS/ObsDS)/Wsum; 
Wms = (ObsSDMS/ObsMS)/Wsum; 
  
% exponential terms in for loop are data misfit ter ms 
Pxm = []; 
for  i=1:41 
    for  j=1:40 
        Pxm(i,j) = WShmin*exp((-(ObsShmin - (-Shmin (i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDShmin^2)) + 
WAzShmin*exp((-(ObsAzShmin - (AzShmin(i,j)))^2)/(Ob sSDAzShmin^2)) + WSv*exp((-(ObsSv - (-
Sv(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDSv^2)) + Wds*exp((-(ObsDS - (Dif fStress(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDDS^2)) + 
Wms*exp((-(ObsMS - (-MeanStress(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDMS^ 2)); 
    end  
end  
  
% % exponential terms in for loop are data misfit t erms  
% Pxm = [];  
% for i=1:41  
%     for j=1:40  
%         Pxm(i,j) = (0.2)*exp((-(ObsShmin - (-Shmi n(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDShmin^2)) + 
(0.2)*exp((-(ObsAzShmin - (AzShmin(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSD AzShmin^2)) + (0.2)*exp((-(ObsSv - (-
Sv(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDSv^2)) + (0.2)*exp((-(ObsDS - (D iffStress(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDDS^2)) + 
(0.2)*exp((-(ObsMS - (-MeanStress(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDM S^2));  
%     end  
% end  
  
% % exponential terms in for loop are data misfit t erms  
% Pxm = [];  
% for i=1:41  
%     for j=1:40  
%         Pxm(i,j) = exp((-(ObsShmin - (-Shmin(i,j) ))^2)/(ObsSDShmin^2)) + exp((-
(ObsAzShmin - (AzShmin(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDAzShmin^2)) + exp((-(ObsSv - (-
Sv(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDSv^2)) + exp((-(ObsDS - (DiffStr ess(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDDS^2)) + exp((-
(ObsMS - (-MeanStress(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDMS^2));  
%     end  
% end  
  
% % exponential terms in for loop are data misfit t erms  
% MFShmin = [];  
% for i=1:41  
%     for j=1:40  
%         Pxm(i,j) = exp((-(ObsShmin - (-Shmin(i,j) ))^2)/(ObsSDShmin^2)) + exp((-
(ObsAzShmin - (AzShmin(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDAzShmin^2)) + exp((-(ObsSv - (-
Sv(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDSv^2)) + exp((-(ObsDS - (DiffStr ess(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDDS^2)) + exp((-
(ObsMS - (-MeanStress(i,j)))^2)/(ObsSDMS^2));  
%         MFShimn(i,j)  
%     end  
% end  
  
%% Prior Probability Density [P(m)]  
  
% Gaussian function to weight histogram counts base d on fault height from  
% fault displacement  
% b = 5290;  
% c = 1125;  
b = 15812; 
c = 12419; 
GaussDepth = zeros(1,40); 
for  i=1:40 
    GaussDepth(1,i) = exp(-((Depth(1,i)-b)^2)/(2*c^ 2)); 
end  
  
% Gaussian function to weight histogram counts base d on fault dip from  
% internal friction angle  
b = 90-30.99529369; 
c = 9.929819886; 
GaussDip = []; 
for  i=1:s 
    GaussDip(1,i) = exp(-((dip(1,i)-b)^2)/(2*c^2));  
end  
  
Pm = []; 
for  i=1:41 
    for  j=1:40 
        Pm(i,j) = GaussDip(i)*GaussDepth(j); 
    end  
end  
  
%% Sum of Pxm*Pm for total probability distribution  in denominator  
SumPxmPm = 0; 
for  i=1:41 
    for  j=1:40 
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        SumPxmPm = SumPxmPm + Pxm(i,j)*Pm(i,j); 
    end  
end  
  
%% Joint Probability Distribution [P(m|x)]  
Pmx = []; 
for  i=1:41 
    for  j=1:40 
        Pmx(i,j) = (Pxm(i,j)*Pm(i,j))/SumPxmPm; 
    end  
end  
  
[I J] = find(Pmx==max(max(Pmx))); 
  
DIP = dip(I) 
DEPTH = Depth(J) 
  
% % 95% confidence intervals  
% VPmx=[];  
% for i=0:39  
%     VPmx((41*i+1):(41*i+41),1) = Pmx(:,(i+1));  
% end  
% prct = prctile(VPmx,50);  
prct = max(max(Pmx))/2; 
%% Contoured Plot  
  
% Data Smoothing  
% Shmin  
SmoothPmxa = []; 
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothPmxa(:,i) = smooth(Pmx(:,i)); 
end  
  
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothPmxa(i,:) = smooth(Pmx(i,:)); 
end  
  
SmoothShminb = []; 
for  i=1:41 
    SmoothPmxb(i,:) = smooth(Pmx(i,:)); 
end  
  
for  i=1:40 
    SmoothPmxb(:,i) = smooth(Pmx(:,i)); 
end  
SmoothPmx = (SmoothPmxa(:,:) + SmoothPmxb(:,:))/2; 
  
% Contoured Plot  
figure; 
contourf(X,Y,(SmoothPmx*100)); 
hold on 
contour(X,Y,SmoothPmx,[prct prct], 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,3) 
plot(DEPTH,DIP, 'k*' , 'Markersize' ,15); 
title( 'Joint Probability Distribution' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault 
Height(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip 
(degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar;colormap(gray);caxis([0 .18]) 
  
figure 
surf(X,Y,(SmoothPmx-prct)); 
hold on 
contour(X,Y,SmoothPmx,[prct prct], 'r-' , 'linewidth' ,3) 
title( 'Joint Probability Distribution' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault 
Height(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip 
(degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar;colormap(gray); 
  
% Depth View  
figure 
surf(X,Y,SmoothPmx*100);view([0 0]);xlim([0 8000]);  
title( 'Joint Probability Distribution' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault 
Height(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16):colormap([0 0 0]); 
  
figure 
surf(X,Y,(SmoothPmx-prct)*100);view([0 0]);xlim([0 8000]); 
hold on 
contour(X,Y,SmoothPmx,[prct prct], 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,3) 
title( 'Joint Probability Distribution' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault 
Height(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colormap([0 0 0]); 
zlabel( 'Percent' , 'Fontsize' ,16);zlim([(-prct*100) (.18-(prct*100))]) 
  
% Dip View  
figure 
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surf(X,Y,SmoothPmx*100);view([270 0]);ylim([45 85]) ; 
title( 'Joint Probability Distribution' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault 
Height(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colormap([0 0 0]); 
  
figure 
surf(X,Y,(SmoothPmx-prct)*100);view([270 0]);ylim([ 45 85]); 
hold on 
contour(X,Y,SmoothPmx,[prct prct], 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,3) 
title( 'Joint Probability Distribution' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault 
Height(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colormap([0 0 0]); 
zlabel( 'Percent' , 'Fontsize' ,16);zlim([(-prct*100) (.18-(prct*100))]) 

 

StressPolygonsWithContouredResults.m: Script also performs likelihood analysis 

% StressPolygonsWithContouredResults.m  
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     9/8/2011  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   -Plot zones of Normal Faulting, Strike-Slip Fau lting, and Reverse  
%    Faulting to visualize ranges of SHmax for give n values of Shmin for  
%    sensitivity studies adjusting SHmax relative t o Shmin and Sv.  
%   -Overlay Contoured Results on Stress Polygons  
% 
% INPUT:  
%   1) Vertical Stress from overburden  
%   2) Pore Pressure  
%   3) extreme value of coefficient of friction  
%   4) Data file containing Modeling Results of Sen sitivity  
%      Study(Sensitivity.dat)  
% 
% OUTPUT: 
%   X-Y plot where X-axis is Shmin normalized to Sv  and Y-axis is SHmax  
%   normalized to Sv, showing boundary line where S Hmax>=Shmin (y=x), zone  
%   of stress state where Normal Faulting(green), S trike-Slip  
%   Faulting(blue) and Reverse Faulting(red) occurs .  
% 
% NOTE:  
%  
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing:  
% 
% Other related functions:  
% 
% 
  
clear all ;close all  
  
Sv= -22594125.53; 
Pp = -8015050.488; % Pore pressure [Pa]  
mu = 1; 
  
% Mimimum Value of Shmin  
ShminNorm = ((Sv-Pp)/(((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv; 
  
% Maximum Value of SHmax  
Shmin = Sv; 
SHmaxNorm = (((Shmin-Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv ; 
  
% Shmin values to be analyzed  
ShminMeasured = -13755044.38; 
ShminMeasNorm = ShminMeasured/Sv; 
mu2 = .6; 
ShminIdeal = (Sv-Pp)/(((mu2^2+1)^.5+mu2)^2)+Pp; 
ShmainIdNorm = ShminIdeal/Sv; 
muLab = 0.777; 
ShminmuLab = (Sv-Pp)/(((muLab^2+1)^.5+muLab)^2)+Pp;  
ShminLabNorm = ShminmuLab/Sv; 
mu3 = 1; 
ShminIdealUpper = (Sv-Pp)/(((mu3^2+1)^.5+mu3)^2)+Pp ; 
  
[I,J,K,L,X,Y] = Overlay2DContourMaps(Sv); 
  
% Magnitudes  
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for  i=1:7 
figure(i) 
Slope = [0 0;5 5]; 
plot(Slope(:,1),Slope(:,2), 'k-' ); 
hold on 
NF = [ShminNorm ShminNorm;ShminNorm 1;1 1;ShminNorm  ShminNorm]; 
h1=plot(NF(:,1),NF(:,2), 'g-' ); 
SS = [1 1;ShminNorm 1;1 SHmaxNorm;1 1]; 
h2=plot(SS(:,1),SS(:,2), 'b-' ); 
RF = [1 1;1 SHmaxNorm;SHmaxNorm SHmaxNorm;1 1]; 
h3=plot(RF(:,1),RF(:,2), 'r-' ); 
SM = [ShminMeasNorm ShminMeasNorm;ShminMeasNorm ((( ShminMeasured-
Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv]; 
h4=plot(SM(:,1),SM(:,2), 'k--' ); 
SI = [ShmainIdNorm ShmainIdNorm;ShmainIdNorm (((Shm inIdeal-
Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv]; 
h5=plot(SI(:,1),SI(:,2), 'c--' ); 
SL = [ShminLabNorm ShminLabNorm;ShminLabNorm (((Shm inmuLab-
Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv]; 
h6=plot(SL(:,1),SL(:,2), 'm--' ); 
axis equal  
grid on 
xlabel( 'Shmin/Sv' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'SHmax/Sv' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([.4 1.05]) 
ylim([.3 2]) 
% legend([h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6],'Normal Faulting','Str ike-Slip Faulting','Reverse 
Faulting','Shmin Measured from Well 27-15 mu~0.483' ,'Shmin from mu=0.600','Shmin from Lab 
measured mu=0.777');  
% title(strcat('Coefficient of Friction = ',num2str (mu)))  
end  
  
% Gradients  
for  i=8:12 
figure(i) 
Slope = [0 0;5 5]; 
plot(Slope(:,1),Slope(:,2), 'k-' ); 
hold on 
NF = [ShminNorm ShminNorm;ShminNorm 1;1 1;ShminNorm  ShminNorm]; 
h1=plot(NF(:,1),NF(:,2), 'g-' ); 
SS = [1 1;ShminNorm 1;1 SHmaxNorm;1 1]; 
h2=plot(SS(:,1),SS(:,2), 'b-' ); 
RF = [1 1;1 SHmaxNorm;SHmaxNorm SHmaxNorm;1 1]; 
h3=plot(RF(:,1),RF(:,2), 'r-' ); 
SM = [ShminMeasNorm ShminMeasNorm;ShminMeasNorm ((( ShminMeasured-
Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv]; 
h4=plot(SM(:,1),SM(:,2), 'k--' ); 
SI = [ShmainIdNorm ShmainIdNorm;ShmainIdNorm (((Shm inIdeal-
Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv]; 
h5=plot(SI(:,1),SI(:,2), 'c--' ); 
SL = [ShminLabNorm ShminLabNorm;ShminLabNorm (((Shm inmuLab-
Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv]; 
h6=plot(SL(:,1),SL(:,2), 'm--' ); 
axis equal  
grid on 
xlabel( 'Shmin/Sv' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'SHmax/Sv' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([.4 1.05]) 
ylim([.3 2]) 
% legend([h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6],'Normal Faulting','Str ike-Slip Faulting','Reverse 
Faulting','Shmin Measured from Well 27-15 mu~0.483' ,'Shmin from mu=0.600','Shmin from Lab 
measured mu=0.777');  
% title(strcat('Coefficient of Friction = ',num2str (mu)))  
end  
  
%% Histograms of model outputs  
data = load( 'SensitivityH24D68.dat' ); 
% Gaussian function to weight Shmin based on Byerle e friction range  
b = 0.663143013; 
c = 0.162034176; 
Shminb = (Sv-Pp)/(((b^2+1)^.5+b)^2)+Pp; 
Shmina = (Sv-Pp)/((((b-c)^2+1)^.5+(b-c))^2)+Pp; 
Shminaa = (Sv-Pp)/((((b+c)^2+1)^.5+(b+c))^2)+Pp; 
Shminc = (Shmina - Shminaa)/2; 
GaussShmin=zeros(1,4); 
set=[ShminMeasured,ShminIdeal,ShminmuLab,ShminIdeal Upper]; 
for  i=1:4 
    GaussShmin(1,i) = exp(-((set(1,i)-Shminb)^2)/(2 *Shminc^2)); 
end  
  
% Gaussian functions to weight SHmax based on range  from Sv to average of Sv  
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% and Shmin  
GaussSHmax=zeros(4,100); 
for  j=1:4 
    Shmin = set(1,j); 
    b = (((Sv + Shmin)/2) + Sv)/2; 
    c = Sv - b; 
    SHmaxInt = ((((Shmin-Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp )-Shmin)/99; 
    for  i=0:99 
        SHmax=Shmin+i*SHmaxInt; 
        GaussSHmax(j,i+1) = exp(-((SHmax-b)^2)/(2*c ^2)); 
    end  
end  
  
% Weighting vectors (multiplying gaussian functions  for each Shmin andSHmax  
% combination  
W = []; 
for  i=1:4 
    W(i,:) = GaussShmin(1,i).*GaussSHmax(i,:); 
end  
WW = []; 
WW(1:100,1)=W(1,:); 
WW(101:200,1)=W(2,:); 
WW(201:300,1)=W(3,:); 
WW(301:400,1)=W(4,:); 
  
  
% Shmin  
XShmin = [9.5:.5:15]; 
J = []; 
for  i=1:length(XShmin) 
    [I] = find((XShmin(i)-.25)<=(-data(:,6)/1000000 )&(XShmin(i)+.25)>(-
data(:,6)/1000000)); 
    J(1,i) = sum(WW(I,1)); 
end  
J(1,:) = J(1,:)/sum(WW(:,1)); 
NNShmin = hist(-data(:,6)/1000000,XShmin); 
  
  
% Mean and Standard Deviation  
xsum = sum(NNShmin); 
j = length(NNShmin); 
xf = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    xf(i) = XShmin(i)*NNShmin(i); 
end  
sumxf = sum(xf); 
meanShmin = sumxf/xsum 
num = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    num(i) = NNShmin(i)*(XShmin(i)-meanShmin)^2; 
end  
snum = sum(num); 
SDShmin = (snum/xsum).^(1/2) 
  
  
for  i=1:length(XShmin) 
    NNShmin(1,i) = NNShmin(1,i)*J(1,i); 
end  
NNShmin(1,:) = NNShmin(1,:)/(sum(NNShmin)); 
figure 
bar(XShmin,NNShmin, 'k' ) 
xlim([9 15.5]); 
ylim([0 1]) 
xlabel( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
ylabel( 'Normalized Counts' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
title( 'Model Predicted "Likelyhood"' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
% Azimuth Shmin  
XAzShmin = [70:5:130]; 
J=[]; 
for  i=1:length(XAzShmin) 
    [I] = find((XAzShmin(i)-2.5)<=(data(:,4))&(XAzS hmin(i)+2.5)>(data(:,4))); 
    J(1,i) = sum(WW(I,1)); 
end  
J(1,:) = J(1,:)/sum(WW(:,1)); 
NNAzShmin = hist(data(:,4),XAzShmin); 
  
  
% Mean and Standard Deviation  
xsum = sum(NNAzShmin); 
j = length(NNAzShmin); 
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xf = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    xf(i) = XAzShmin(i)*NNAzShmin(i); 
end  
sumxf = sum(xf); 
meanAzShmin = sumxf/xsum 
num = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    num(i) = NNAzShmin(i)*(XAzShmin(i)-meanAzShmin) ^2; 
end  
snum = sum(num); 
SDAzShmin = (snum/xsum).^(1/2) 
  
  
for  i=1:length(XAzShmin) 
    NNAzShmin(1,i) = NNAzShmin(1,i)*J(1,i); 
end  
NNAzShmin(1,:) = NNAzShmin(1,:)/(sum(NNAzShmin)); 
figure 
bar(XAzShmin,NNAzShmin, 'k' ) 
xlim([65 135]); 
ylim([0 1]) 
xlabel( 'Azimuth Shmin (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
ylabel( 'Normalized Counts' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
title( 'Model Predicted "Likelyhood"' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
% Sv 
XSv = [22:40]; 
J=[]; 
for  i=1:length(XSv) 
    [I] = find((XSv(i)-.5)<=(-data(:,12)/1000000)&( XSv(i)+.5)>(-data(:,12)/1000000)); 
    J(1,i) = sum(WW(I,1)); 
end  
J(1,:) = J(1,:)/sum(WW(:,1)); 
NNSv = hist(-data(:,12)/1000000,XSv); 
  
  
% Mean and Standard Deviation  
xsum = sum(NNSv); 
j = length(NNSv); 
xf = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    xf(i) = XSv(i)*NNSv(i); 
end  
sumxf = sum(xf); 
meanSv = sumxf/xsum 
num = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    num(i) = NNSv(i)*(XSv(i)-meanSv)^2; 
end  
snum = sum(num); 
SDSv = (snum/xsum).^(1/2) 
  
  
for  i=1:length(XSv) 
    NNSv(1,i) = NNSv(1,i)*J(1,i); 
end  
NNSv(1,:) = NNSv(1,:)/(sum(NNSv)); 
figure 
bar(XSv,NNSv, 'k' ) 
xlim([21 41]); 
ylim([0 1]) 
xlabel( 'Sv (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
ylabel( 'Normalized Counts' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
title( 'Model Predicted "Likelyhood"' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
% Differential Stress  
Xds = [8:26]; 
J=[]; 
for  i=1:length(Xds) 
    [I] = find((Xds(i)-.5)<=(data(:,14)/1000000)&(X ds(i)+.5)>(data(:,14)/1000000)); 
    J(1,i) = sum(WW(I,1)); 
end  
J(1,:) = J(1,:)/sum(WW(:,1)); 
NNds = hist(data(:,14)/1000000,Xds); 
  
  
% Mean and Standard Deviation  
xsum = sum(NNds); 
j = length(NNds); 
xf = []; 
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for  i=1:j 
    xf(i) = Xds(i)*NNds(i); 
end  
sumxf = sum(xf); 
meands = sumxf/xsum 
num = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    num(i) = NNds(i)*(Xds(i)-meands)^2; 
end  
snum = sum(num); 
SDds = (snum/xsum).^(1/2) 
  
  
for  i=1:length(Xds) 
    NNds(1,i) = NNds(1,i)*J(1,i); 
end  
NNds(1,:) = NNds(1,:)/(sum(NNds)); 
figure 
bar(Xds,NNds, 'k' ) 
xlim([7 27]); 
ylim([0 1]) 
xlabel( 'Differential Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
ylabel( 'Normalized Counts' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
title( 'Model Predicted "Likelyhood"' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
% Mean Stress  
Xms = [16:28]; 
J=[]; 
for  i=1:length(Xms) 
    [I] = find((Xms(i)-.5)<=(-data(:,15)/1000000)&( Xms(i)+.5)>(-data(:,15)/1000000)); 
    J(1,i) = sum(WW(I,1)); 
end  
J(1,:) = J(1,:)/sum(WW(:,1)); 
NNms = hist(-data(:,15)/1000000,Xms); 
  
  
% Mean and Standard Deviation  
xsum = sum(NNms); 
j = length(NNms); 
xf = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    xf(i) = Xms(i)*NNms(i); 
end  
sumxf = sum(xf); 
meanms = sumxf/xsum 
num = []; 
for  i=1:j 
    num(i) = NNms(i)*(Xms(i)-meanms)^2; 
end  
snum = sum(num); 
SDms = (snum/xsum).^(1/2) 
  
  
for  i=1:length(Xms) 
    NNms(1,i) = NNms(1,i)*J(1,i); 
end  
NNms(1,:) = NNms(1,:)/(sum(NNms)); 
figure 
bar(Xms,NNms, 'k' ) 
xlim([15 29]); 
ylim([0 1]) 
xlabel( 'Mean Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
ylabel( 'Normalized Counts' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
title( 'Model Predicted "Likelyhood"' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
  
%% Model Preferred Values and best fit Geometry  
  
Z = NNShmin.*XShmin; 
PShmin = sum(Z); 
Z = NNAzShmin.*XAzShmin; 
PAzShmin = sum(Z); 
Z = NNSv.*XSv; 
PSv = sum(Z); 
Z = NNds.*Xds; 
Pds = sum(Z); 
Z = NNms.*Xms; 
Pms = sum(Z); 
  
% "Likelyhood" Prediction  
A = []; 
A(:,1) = abs(PShmin-(-data(:,6)/1000000)); 
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A(:,2) = abs(PAzShmin-(data(:,4))); 
A(:,3) = abs(PSv-(-data(:,12)/1000000)); 
A(:,4) = abs(Pds-(data(:,14)/1000000)); 
A(:,5) = abs(Pms-(-data(:,15)/1000000)); 
A(:,6) = 
A(:,1)/max(A(:,1))+A(:,2)/max(A(:,2))+A(:,3)/max(A( :,3))+A(:,4)/max(A(:,4))+A(:,5)/max(A(
:,5)); 
[I] = find(A(:,6)==min(A(:,6))); 
PLShminSHmax = data(I,1:2) 
  
% Deterministic Prediction  
B = []; 
B(:,1) = abs((-ShminMeasured/1000000)-(-data(:,6)/1 000000)); 
B(:,2) = abs(114-(data(:,4))); 
B(:,3) = abs((-Sv/1000000)-(-data(:,12)/1000000)); 
B(:,4) = abs(((-Sv/1000000)-(-ShminMeasured/1000000 ))-(data(:,14)/1000000)); 
B(:,5) = abs(((-Sv/1000000)-(-ShminMeasured/1000000 )/2)-(-data(:,15)/1000000)); 
B(:,6) = 
B(:,1)/max(B(:,1))+B(:,2)/max(B(:,2))+B(:,3)/max(B( :,3))+B(:,4)/max(B(:,4))+B(:,5)/max(B(
:,5)); 
[I] = find(B(:,6)==min(B(:,6))); 
PDShminSHmax = data(I,1:2) 
  
C = A+B; 
[I] = find(C(:,6)==min(C(:,6))); 
PShminSHmax = data(I,1:2) 
  
PAShminSHmax=[]; 
for  i=1:2 
    PAShminSHmax(1,i) = (PLShminSHmax(1,i) + PDShmi nSHmax(1,i))/2; 
end  
PAShminSHmax 
  
  
% Place differences in matrix for contouring  
s = 4; 
LikeErr = []; 
    for  i=0:99 
        LikeErr(:,i+1) = A((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s)),6); 
    end  
  
DetErr = []; 
    for  i=0:99 
        DetErr(:,i+1) = B((1+(i*s)):(s+(i*s)),6); 
    end  
  
figure 
contourf(Y,X,LikeErr/max(max(LikeErr)));colormap(ho t);colorbar 
hold on 
plot(PLShminSHmax(1,1)/Sv,PLShminSHmax(1,2)/Sv, 'w*' , 'Markersize' ,15) 
title( 'Normalized difference from most likely model 
prediction' , 'Fontsize' ,16); %xlabel('Fault Depth (m)','Fontsize',16);ylabel('Fa ult Dip 
(degrees)','Fontsize',16);  
plot(Slope(:,1),Slope(:,2), 'k-' ); 
hold on 
NF = [ShminNorm ShminNorm;ShminNorm 1;1 1;ShminNorm  ShminNorm]; 
h1=plot(NF(:,1),NF(:,2), 'g-' ); 
SS = [1 1;ShminNorm 1;1 SHmaxNorm;1 1]; 
h2=plot(SS(:,1),SS(:,2), 'b-' ); 
RF = [1 1;1 SHmaxNorm;SHmaxNorm SHmaxNorm;1 1]; 
h3=plot(RF(:,1),RF(:,2), 'r-' ); 
SM = [ShminMeasNorm ShminMeasNorm;ShminMeasNorm ((( ShminMeasured-
Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv]; 
h4=plot(SM(:,1),SM(:,2), 'k--' ); 
SI = [ShmainIdNorm ShmainIdNorm;ShmainIdNorm (((Shm inIdeal-
Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv]; 
h5=plot(SI(:,1),SI(:,2), 'c--' ); 
SL = [ShminLabNorm ShminLabNorm;ShminLabNorm (((Shm inmuLab-
Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv]; 
h6=plot(SL(:,1),SL(:,2), 'm--' ); 
axis equal  
grid on 
xlabel( 'Shmin/Sv' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'SHmax/Sv' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([.4 1.05]) 
ylim([.3 2]) 
  
  
figure 
contourf(Y,X,DetErr/max(max(DetErr)));colormap(hot) ;colorbar 
hold on 
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plot(PDShminSHmax(1,1)/Sv,PDShminSHmax(1,2)/Sv, 'w*' , 'Markersize' ,15) 
title( 'Normalized difference from well stress model' , 'Fontsize' ,16); %xlabel('Fault Depth 
(m)','Fontsize',16);ylabel('Fault Dip (degrees)','F ontsize',16);  
plot(Slope(:,1),Slope(:,2), 'k-' ); 
hold on 
NF = [ShminNorm ShminNorm;ShminNorm 1;1 1;ShminNorm  ShminNorm]; 
h1=plot(NF(:,1),NF(:,2), 'g-' ); 
SS = [1 1;ShminNorm 1;1 SHmaxNorm;1 1]; 
h2=plot(SS(:,1),SS(:,2), 'b-' ); 
RF = [1 1;1 SHmaxNorm;SHmaxNorm SHmaxNorm;1 1]; 
h3=plot(RF(:,1),RF(:,2), 'r-' ); 
SM = [ShminMeasNorm ShminMeasNorm;ShminMeasNorm ((( ShminMeasured-
Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv]; 
h4=plot(SM(:,1),SM(:,2), 'k--' ); 
SI = [ShmainIdNorm ShmainIdNorm;ShmainIdNorm (((Shm inIdeal-
Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv]; 
h5=plot(SI(:,1),SI(:,2), 'c--' ); 
SL = [ShminLabNorm ShminLabNorm;ShminLabNorm (((Shm inmuLab-
Pp)*((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp)/Sv]; 
h6=plot(SL(:,1),SL(:,2), 'm--' ); 
axis equal  
grid on 
xlabel( 'Shmin/Sv' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'SHmax/Sv' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([.4 1.05]) 
ylim([.3 2]) 

 

Overlay2DContourMaps.m: function that creates contoured data for 
StressPolygonsWithContouredResults.m 

function [I,J,K,L,X,Y] = Overlay2DContourMaps(Sv) 
% 
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael W. Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     2011/08/07  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   Generate Plot of Shmin Azimuth and Magnitude ag ains Fault Depth in Well  
%   27-15  
% 
% PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION: 
%  
% INPUT:  
%   Data file 'Sensitiviy.dat'  
%  
% OUTPUT:  
% 
% NOTE:  
% 
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
%  
% 
% Other related functions  
% 
  
  
%% 1) Load Data  
data = load( 'SensitivityH24D68.dat' ); 
  
% find rows of data with selected values of Shmin  
[I]=find(data==-13755044,100); 
[J]=find(data==-12688687,100); 
[K]=find(data==-11506694,100); 
[L]=find(data==-10516424,100); 
  
X=[]; 
Y=[]; 
X(1,:)=data(I,2)/Sv; 
X(2,:)=data(J,2)/Sv; 
X(3,:)=data(K,2)/Sv; 
X(4,:)=data(L,2)/Sv; 
Y(1,:)=data(I,1)/Sv; 
Y(2,:)=data(J,1)/Sv; 
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Y(3,:)=data(K,1)/Sv; 
Y(4,:)=data(L,1)/Sv; 
  
% % Specify Ranges of Shmin and SHmax  
% Pp = -8015050.488; % Use for calculateing princip al solid stresses  
% BSv = -22594125.53;  
% % Shmin values to be analyzed  
% ShminMeasured = -13755044.38;% Observed in Well 2 7-15  
% mu2 = .6;  
% ShminIdeal = (BSv-Pp)/(((mu2^2+1)^.5+mu2)^2)+Pp;%  using mu=0.6  
% muLab = 0.777;  
% ShminmuLab = (BSv-Pp)/(((muLab^2+1)^.5+muLab)^2)+ Pp;% using mu=0.777  
% BShmin=[ShminMeasured,ShminIdeal,ShminmuLab];  
%  
% % Make P.R. and Y.M. into Cartesian Coordinates  
% [X,Y] = meshgrid(PoissonsRatio,YoungsModulus);  
  
% Place Shmin in matrix for contouring  
Shmin=[]; 
Shmin(1,:)=data(I,6); 
Shmin(2,:)=data(J,6); 
Shmin(3,:)=data(K,6); 
Shmin(4,:)=data(L,6); 
     
% Place Shmin Azimuth in matrix for contouring  
AzShmin=[]; 
AzShmin(1,:)=data(I,4); 
AzShmin(2,:)=data(J,4); 
AzShmin(3,:)=data(K,4); 
AzShmin(4,:)=data(L,4); 
  
% Place Sv in matrix for contouring  
Sv=[]; 
Sv(1,:)=data(I,12); 
Sv(2,:)=data(J,12); 
Sv(3,:)=data(K,12); 
Sv(4,:)=data(L,12); 
  
% Place Sv angle from vertical in matrix for contou ring  
AngleFromVertSv=[]; 
AngleFromVertSv(1,:)=data(I,11); 
AngleFromVertSv(2,:)=data(J,11); 
AngleFromVertSv(3,:)=data(K,11); 
AngleFromVertSv(4,:)=data(L,11); 
  
% Place SHmax angle from vertical in matrix for con touring  
AngleFromVertSHmax=[]; 
AngleFromVertSHmax(1,:)=data(I,8); 
AngleFromVertSHmax(2,:)=data(J,8); 
AngleFromVertSHmax(3,:)=data(K,8); 
AngleFromVertSHmax(4,:)=data(L,8); 
  
% Place Shmin angle from vertical in matrix for con touring  
AngleFromVertShmin=[]; 
AngleFromVertShmin(1,:)=data(I,5); 
AngleFromVertShmin(2,:)=data(J,5); 
AngleFromVertShmin(3,:)=data(K,5); 
AngleFromVertShmin(4,:)=data(L,5); 
  
AngleFromVert=zeros(4,100); 
for  i=1:4 
    for  j=1:100 
        if  AngleFromVertSv(i,j) <= AngleFromVertSHmax(i,j) 
            AngleFromVert(i,j) = AngleFromVertSv(i, j); 
        else  
            AngleFromVert(i,j) = AngleFromVertSHmax (i,j); 
        end  
    end  
end  
  
% Place Maximum Coulomb Shear in matrix for contour ing  
Sc=[]; 
Sc(1,:)=data(I,13); 
Sc(2,:)=data(J,13); 
Sc(3,:)=data(K,13); 
Sc(4,:)=data(L,13); 
  
% Place Differential Stress in matrix for contourin g 
DiffStress = []; 
DiffStress(1,:)=data(I,14); 
DiffStress(2,:)=data(J,14); 
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DiffStress(3,:)=data(K,14); 
DiffStress(4,:)=data(L,14); 
     
% Place Mean Stress in matrix for contouring  
MeanStress = []; 
MeanStress(1,:)=data(I,15); 
MeanStress(2,:)=data(J,15); 
MeanStress(3,:)=data(K,15); 
MeanStress(4,:)=data(L,15); 
  
%% 2) Contour Plots  
figure(1); 
contourf(Y,X,-Shmin/1000000); 
hold on 
v = 13.75504438; 
uc = .413685545; 
vu = v + uc; 
vl = v - uc; 
% contour(Y,X,-Shmin/1000000,[v v],'w-','linewidth' ,2)  
% contour(Y,X,-Shmin/1000000,[vu vu],'w--','linewid th',1)  
% contour(Y,X,-Shmin/1000000,[vl vl],'w--','linewid th',1)  
title( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar 
  
figure(2); 
contourf(Y,X,AzShmin); 
hold on 
v = 114; 
% contour(Y,X,AzShmin,[v v],'b-','linewidth',2)  
title( 'Azimuth Shmin' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar 
  
figure(3); 
contourf(Y,X,-Sv/1000000); 
hold on 
v = 22.59412553; 
uc = .678173025; 
vu = v + uc; 
vl = v - uc; 
% contour(Y,X,-Sv/1000000,[v v],'w-','linewidth',2)  
% contour(Y,X,-Sv/1000000,[vu vu],'w--','linewidth' ,1)  
% contour(Y,X,-Sv/1000000,[vl vl],'w--','linewidth' ,1)  
title( 'Sv (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar 
  
figure(4); 
V = [0:5:35]; 
contourf(Y,X,AngleFromVert,V); 
hold on 
title( 'Principal Stress angle from Vertical' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar;caxis([0 45]); 
  
figure(5); 
% contourf(Y,X,AngleFromVertShmin);  
% hold on  
contourf(Y,X,DiffStress/1000000); 
hold on 
v = 22.59412553 - 13.75504438; 
% contour(Y,X,DiffStress/1000000,[v v],'w-','linewi dth',2);  
title( 'Differential Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar 
  
figure(6); 
contourf(Y,X,-MeanStress/1000000); 
hold on 
v = (22.59412553 + 13.75504438)/2; 
% contour(Y,X,-MeanStress/1000000,[v v],'w-','linew idth',2);  
title( 'Mean Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);colorbar 
  
figure(7); 
contourf(Y,X,Sc/1000000,[-2:.5:2]);colormap(redblue ) 
hold on 
title( 'Max Coulomb Shear Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Boundary SHmax 
(Pa)' );ylabel( 'Boundary Shmin (Pa)' );colorbar 
  
%% 3) Gradient Plots  
  
% Shmin  
[FX,FY] = gradient(-Shmin/1000000); 
GradShmin = (FX(:,:).^2 + FY(:,:).^2).^.5; 
figure(8) 
contourf(Y,X,GradShmin);colorbar;colormap(gray); 
hold on 
title( 'Shmin Gradient/Sensitivity (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);caxis([0 5]) 
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% Azimuth Shmin  
[FX,FY] = gradient(AzShmin); 
GradAzShmin = (FX(:,:).^2 + FY(:,:).^2).^.5; 
figure(9) 
contourf(Y,X,GradAzShmin);colorbar;colormap(gray); 
hold on 
title( 'Azimuth Shmin Gradient/Sensitivity (Degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16); 
  
% Sv 
[FX,FY] = gradient(-Sv/1000000); 
GradSv = (FX(:,:).^2 + FY(:,:).^2).^.5; 
figure(10) 
contourf(Y,X,GradSv);colorbar;colormap(gray); 
hold on 
title( 'Sv Gradient/Sensitivity (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);caxis([0 5]) 
  
% Differential Sress  
[FX,FY] = gradient(DiffStress/1000000); 
Gradds = (FX(:,:).^2 + FY(:,:).^2).^.5; 
figure(11) 
contourf(Y,X,Gradds);colorbar;colormap(gray); 
hold on 
title( 'Differential Stress Gradient/Sensitivity (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);caxis([0 5]) 
  
% Mean Stress  
[FX,FY] = gradient(-MeanStress/1000000); 
Gradms = (FX(:,:).^2 + FY(:,:).^2).^.5; 
figure(12) 
contourf(Y,X,Gradms);colorbar;colormap(gray); 
hold on 
title( 'Mean Stress Gradient/Sensitivity (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);xlabel( 'Fault Depth 
(m)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);ylabel( 'Fault Dip (degrees)' , 'Fontsize' ,16);caxis([0 5]) 

 

Plot2DContourMapsOverlap.m 

% Plot2DContourMapsOverlap.m  
% 
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael W. Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     2011/08/07  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
% -Plot areal contoured maps and cross-sections of stress  
% 
% PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION: 
%  
% INPUT:  
%  
% OUTPUT:  
% 
% NOTE:  
% 
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
%  
% 
% Other related functions  
% 
clear all ;close all  
  
% Global Coordinates of Fault Origins (meters)  
OriginX1 = 336232.7; 
OriginY1 = 4406556.7; 
OriginX2 = 331867.4; 
OriginY2 = 4397073.9; 
  
FL1 = 4500; 
NL = 23; 
EL = FL1/NL; 
FL2 = EL*31; 
FaultTrace1 = [OriginX1 OriginY1;(OriginX1-FL1*cos( 45.63*(pi/180))) (OriginY1-
FL1*sin(45.63*(pi/180)))]; 
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FaultTrace1(:,1) = FaultTrace1(:,1)-930*cos(68*(pi/ 180))*cos(44.37*(pi/180)); 
FaultTrace1(:,2) = FaultTrace1(:,2)+930*cos(68*(pi/ 180))*sin(44.37*(pi/180)); 
  
x=0; % Change this to the amount of Over/Underlap (x*200  m; x is from -10 to 10)  
  
    FL2 = FL2 + EL*x; 
    FaultTrace2 = [OriginX2 OriginY2;(OriginX2+FL2* cos(67.97*(pi/180))) 
(OriginY2+FL2*sin(67.97*(pi/180)))]; 
    FaultTrace2(:,1) = FaultTrace2(:,1)-930*cos(69. 5*(pi/180))*cos(22.03*(pi/180)); 
    FaultTrace2(:,2) = FaultTrace2(:,2)+930*cos(69. 5*(pi/180))*sin(22.03*(pi/180)); 
    filename=strcat( 'Overlap' ,num2str(EL*x)); 
    path_in = strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/Overlap/InputOut putFiles/' ); 
    filename_out = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
     
    %% 1). Extract Data From Outfile  
  
    out1 = p3doutputreader_v04(filename_out); 
    % Generates structured array including  
    %   FAULT OBJECTS  
    %   out.fault.xyz   = array of vertex locations  
    % 
    %   out.fault.vert  = array of vertices  
    %                     [VERTNUM X1 X2 X3]  
    % 
    %   out.fault.disp  = cell array contain displaceme nts for each fault obj  
    %                     [ELT X1C X2C X3C B1 U1(+) U1( -) B2 U2(+) U2(-) B3 U3(+)]  
    %                     ELT = element number, for use  in tri  
    %                     X1C, X2C, X3C = element centr oid coordinates  
    %                     B1, B2, B3 are the burgers ve ctos components as  
    %                       (strike,dip,normal)  
    %                     Ui(+), Ui(-) = relative displ acment at centroid  
    % 
    %   out.fault.tract = cell array contain tractions for each fault obj  
    %                     [ELT X1C X2C X3C T1 T2 T3]  
    %                     T1,T2,T3 are the traction com ponents  
    %                       (strike,dip,normal)  
    %   out.fault.name  = cell array contain displaceme nts for each fault obj  
    % 
    % 
    %   OBSERVATION GRID  
    %   out.obs.xyz     = array containing the obs grid  pts [X1,X2,X3]  
    % 
    %   out.obs.disp    = array containing displacement s at obs pts  
    %                     [X1 X2 X3 U1 U2 U3]  
    %                     U1,U2,U3 = components of the displacement vector  
    % 
    %   out.obs.pstress = array containing principal st ress and principal  
    %                     stress direcitons at obs pts  
    %                     [X1 X2 X3 N1 N2 N3 SIG1 N1 N2  N3 SIG2 N1 N2 N3 SIG3]  
    %                     SIG1,2,3 = principal stress c omponents (tensoral  
    %                     convention) at each observati on point  
    %                     N1,N2,N3 = principal stress d irection vectors for the  
    %                       following principal stress in the array)  
    % 
    %   out.obs.stress  = array contain  
    %                     [X1 X2 X3 SIG11 SIG22 SIG33 S IG12 SIG23 SIG13]  
    %                     SIG11,22,33,12,23,13 = stress  tensor component at  
    %                     each observation point  
  
  
%% 2). Plot Data     
  
V = [-40.000000:.500000:40.000000]; % Stress Contour Intervals  
VMU = [0:.01:1]; 
% Wells  
injection = [333541.8 4403344.6;333144.5 4403432]; 
production = [333168.3 4402430.7]; %;333019.26 4402842.04;333015.13 4402342.32;332793. 22 
4402305.03];  
EGS = [333532.9 4403832.5]; 
  
% Matricies for plotting 2D arrays:  
  
%   X & Y Points  
X = zeros(121,61); 
Y = zeros(121,61); 
%   I & J vector components for Shmin and SHmax  
IShmin = zeros(121,61); 
JShmin = zeros(121,61); 
ISHmax = zeros(121,61); 
JSHmax = zeros(121,61); 
%   Least Compressive Horizontal Stress  
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Shmin = zeros(121,61); 
%   Maximum Coulomb Stress  
Sc = zeros(121,61); 
  
Pp= -8015050.488; % Pore pressure [Pa]  
mu = .6; % Friction for coulomb stress  
  
  
for  j=0:60 
for  i=0:120 
    X(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.xyz((1+i)+121*j,1); 
    Y(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.xyz((1+i)+121*j,2); 
    IShmin(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 4); 
    JShmin(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 5); 
    ISHmax(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 8); 
    JSHmax(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 9); 
    Shmin(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,7 )+Pp; 
    Sc(1+i,1+j) = ((-out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,1 5)-(-
out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,7)))/2)*(1+mu^2)^(.5)- mu*((-
out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15)+(-out1.obs.pstress ((1+i)+121*j,7)))/2); 
end  
end  
  
% Data to plot location of X-section on areal plot  
FS1 = 224.37*(pi/180); 
FS2 = 202.03*(pi/180); 
XsectionLOCAL = [((x/2)*EL*cos((FS1-FS2)/2)) ((x/2) *EL*cos((FS1-FS2)/2));-1000 1000]; 
theta = 56.8*(pi/180); 
Rz = [cos(theta) -sin(theta);sin(theta) cos(theta)] ; 
Xsection = zeros(2,2); 
for  i=1:2 
    Xsection(:,i) = Rz*XsectionLOCAL(:,i); 
end  
Xsection(1,:) = Xsection(1,:)+333604.75; 
Xsection(2,:) = Xsection(2,:)+4402985; 
  
% Data to plot fault plane on X-Section  
F2Xsection = [((FL2*sin(11.17*(pi/180)) - XsectionL OCAL(1,1)*tan(11.17*(pi/180))) - 1800) 
0;(((FL2*sin(11.17*(pi/180)) + XsectionLOCAL(1,1)*t an(11.17*(pi/180))) - 
1800)+cos((65+x)*(pi/180))*2500) -2500]; 
F1Xsection = [((FL1*sin(11.17*(pi/180)) - XsectionL OCAL(1,1)*tan(11.17*(pi/180))) - 230) 
0;(((FL1*sin(11.17*(pi/180)) + XsectionLOCAL(1,1)*t an(11.17*(pi/180))) - 
230)+cos((66+x)*(pi/180))*2500) -2500]; 
  
  
  
% Figure showing Shmin and directions of tensile fa ilure  
figure; 
contourf(X,Y,-Shmin/1000000,V); 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue); 
caxis([8.500000 19.000000]) 
hold on 
plot(FaultTrace1(:,1),FaultTrace1(:,2), 'k-' , 'linewidth' ,12) 
plot(FaultTrace2(:,1),FaultTrace2(:,2), 'k-' , 'linewidth' ,12) 
plot(FaultTrace1(:,1),FaultTrace1(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace2(:,1),FaultTrace2(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
theta = pi/2; 
Rz = [cos(theta) -sin(theta);sin(theta) cos(theta)] ; 
If = zeros(121,61); 
Jf = zeros(121,61); 
for  j=0:60 
for  i=0:120 
    SHMIN = [IShmin(1+i,1+j);JShmin(1+i,1+j)]; 
    fracture = Rz*SHMIN; 
    If(1+i,1+j) = fracture(1); 
    Jf(1+i,1+j) = fracture(2); 
end  
end  
Ifs = []; 
Jfs = []; 
Xs = []; 
Ys = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    Ifs(i,j) = If(i*4,j*4); 
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    Jfs(i,j) = Jf(i*4,j*4); 
    Xs(i,j) = X(i*4,j*4); 
    Ys(i,j) = Y(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,Ifs,Jfs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2); 
Xstart = [FaultTrace1(2,1);FaultTrace2(2,1)]; 
Ystart = [FaultTrace1(2,2);FaultTrace2(2,2)]; 
title( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
  
  
% Figure showing Sigma3 and directions of tensile f ailure  
figure; 
contourf(X,Y,-(Shmin-Pp)/1000000,V); 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue); 
caxis([-5 5]) 
hold on 
plot(FaultTrace1(:,1),FaultTrace1(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace2(:,1),FaultTrace2(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
theta = pi/2; 
Rz = [cos(theta) -sin(theta);sin(theta) cos(theta)] ; 
If = zeros(121,61); 
Jf = zeros(121,61); 
for  j=0:60 
for  i=0:120 
    SHMIN = [IShmin(1+i,1+j);JShmin(1+i,1+j)]; 
    fracture = Rz*SHMIN; 
    If(1+i,1+j) = fracture(1); 
    Jf(1+i,1+j) = fracture(2); 
end  
end  
Ifs = []; 
Jfs = []; 
Xs = []; 
Ys = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    Ifs(i,j) = If(i*4,j*4); 
    Jfs(i,j) = Jf(i*4,j*4); 
    Xs(i,j) = X(i*4,j*4); 
    Ys(i,j) = Y(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,Ifs,Jfs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2); 
title( 'Sigma 3 (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
h2 = plot(Xsection(1,:),Xsection(2,:), 'r-' , 'linewidth' ,5); 
  
% Figure showing Maximum Coulomb Stress  
figure 
contourf(X,Y,Sc/1000000,V); 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue); 
caxis([-5.000000 5.000000]) 
hold on 
plot(FaultTrace1(:,1),FaultTrace1(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace2(:,1),FaultTrace2(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
h2 = plot(Xsection(1,:),Xsection(2,:), 'r-' , 'linewidth' ,5); 
ISHmaxs = []; 
JSHmaxs = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    ISHmaxs(i,j) = ISHmax(i*4,j*4); 
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    JSHmaxs(i,j) = JSHmax(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,ISHmaxs,JSHmaxs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2); 
title( 'Max Coulomb Shear Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
  
  
  
%% Plot X-Sections  
  
    path_in = strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/Overlap/InputOutputFiles/MaxInt /' ); 
    filename_out = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
     
out2 = p3doutputreader_v04(filename_out); 
  
% Matricies for plotting 2D arrays:  
%   X & Y Points  
X = zeros(41,51); 
Y = zeros(41,51); 
%   Least Compressive Horizontal Stress  
Shmin = zeros(41,51); 
%   Maximum Coulomb Stress  
Sc = zeros(41,51); 
  
  
for  j=0:50 
for  i=0:40 
    X(1+i,1+j) = out2.obs.xyz((1+i)+41*j,2); 
    Y(1+i,1+j) = out2.obs.xyz((1+i)+41*j,3); 
    Shmin(1+i,1+j) = out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+41*j,7) +Pp; 
    Sc(1+i,1+j) = ((-out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+41*j,15 )-(-
out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+41*j,7)))/2)*(1+mu^2)^(.5)-m u*(((-
out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+41*j,15))+(-out2.obs.pstress ((1+i)+41*j,7)))/2); 
end  
end  
  
% Figure  showing Shmin  
figure; 
contourf(X,Y,-Shmin/1000000,V); 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue); 
caxis([8.500000 19.000000]); 
hold on 
plot(F2Xsection(:,1),F2Xsection(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(F1Xsection(:,1),F1Xsection(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot([-1000 1000],[-930 -930], 'r-' , 'linewidth' ,5); 
title( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Depth' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([-1000 1000]) 
ylim([-2500 0]) 
  
  
% Figure showing Sigma3  
figure; 
contourf(X,Y,-(Shmin-Pp)/1000000,V); 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue); 
caxis([-5 5]); 
hold on 
plot(F2Xsection(:,1),F2Xsection(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(F1Xsection(:,1),F1Xsection(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot([-1000 1000],[-930 -930], 'r-' , 'linewidth' ,5); 
title( 'Sigma 3 (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' ) 
ylabel( 'Depth' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([-1000 1000]) 
ylim([-2500 0]) 
  
  
% Figure showing Maximum Coulomb Stress  
figure 
contourf(X,Y,Sc/1000000,V); 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue); 
caxis([-5.000000 5.000000]) 
hold on 
plot(F2Xsection(:,1),F2Xsection(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(F1Xsection(:,1),F1Xsection(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot([-1000 1000],[-930 -930], 'r-' , 'linewidth' ,5); 
title( 'Max Coulomb Shear Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
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ylabel( 'Depth' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([-1000 1000]) 
ylim([-2500 0]) 

 

Plot2DContourMapsFaultedRelay.m 

% Plot2DContourMapsFaultedRelay.m  
% 
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael W. Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     2011/08/07  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE:  To plot the stress distribution around three seperate faults at  
% of the Rhyolite Ridge Fault System.  
% 
% PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION: 
%  
% INPUT:  
%  
% OUTPUT:  
% 
% NOTE:  
% 
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
%  
% 
% Other related functions  
% 
clear all ;close all  
  
%% Load Fault Traces  
  
    % Fault Trace 1:  
    data1 = xlsread( 'FaultTrace1' ); 
    FaultTrace1 = zeros(70,2); 
    FaultTrace1(28:70,:) = data1; 
    theta1 = 24.934; 
    theta2 = 47.4109; 
    x = sin(theta1*(pi/180)); 
    y = cos(theta1*(pi/180)); 
    x = x*150; 
    y = y*150; 
    DIP = 68; 
     
    for  i=1:27 
        FaultTrace1((28-i),1) = FaultTrace1((29-i), 1) - x; 
        FaultTrace1((28-i),2) = FaultTrace1((29-i), 2) - y; 
    end  
    FaultTrace1(:,1) = FaultTrace1(:,1) - 930*cos(D IP*(pi/180))*sin(theta2*(pi/180)); 
    FaultTrace1(:,2) = FaultTrace1(:,2) + 930*cos(D IP*(pi/180))*cos(theta2*(pi/180)); 
     
     
    % Fault Trace 2  
    data2 = xlsread( 'FaultTrace2' ); 
    FaultTrace2 = zeros(84,2); 
    FaultTrace2(28:84,:) = data2; 
     
    for  i=1:27 
        FaultTrace2((28-i),1) = FaultTrace2((29-i), 1) - x; 
        FaultTrace2((28-i),2) = FaultTrace2((29-i), 2) - y; 
    end  
    FaultTrace2(:,1) = FaultTrace2(:,1) - 930*cos(D IP*(pi/180))*sin(theta2*(pi/180)); 
    FaultTrace2(:,2) = FaultTrace2(:,2) + 930*cos(D IP*(pi/180))*cos(theta2*(pi/180)); 
     
     
    % Fault Trace 3  
    data3 = xlsread( 'FaultTrace3' ); 
    FaultTrace3 = zeros(79,2); 
    FaultTrace3(28:79,:) = data3; 
     
    for  i=1:27 
        FaultTrace3((28-i),1) = FaultTrace3((29-i), 1) - x; 
        FaultTrace3((28-i),2) = FaultTrace3((29-i), 2) - y; 
    end  
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    FaultTrace3(:,1) = FaultTrace3(:,1) - 930*cos(D IP*(pi/180))*sin(theta2*(pi/180)); 
    FaultTrace3(:,2) = FaultTrace3(:,2) + 930*cos(D IP*(pi/180))*cos(theta2*(pi/180)); 
     
    %% 1). Extract Data From Outfile  
  
    filename= 'FaultTrace1' ; 
    path_in = 
strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/3SeparateFaults/ InputOutputFiles/' ); 
    filename_out = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
     
    out1 = p3doutputreader_v04(filename_out); 
    % Generates structured array including  
    %   FAULT OBJECTS  
    %   out.fault.xyz   = array of vertex locations  
    % 
    %   out.fault.vert  = array of vertices  
    %                     [VERTNUM X1 X2 X3]  
    % 
    %   out.fault.disp  = cell array contain displaceme nts for each fault obj  
    %                     [ELT X1C X2C X3C B1 U1(+) U1( -) B2 U2(+) U2(-) B3 U3(+)]  
    %                     ELT = element number, for use  in tri  
    %                     X1C, X2C, X3C = element centr oid coordinates  
    %                     B1, B2, B3 are the burgers ve ctos components as  
    %                       (strike,dip,normal)  
    %                     Ui(+), Ui(-) = relative displ acment at centroid  
    % 
    %   out.fault.tract = cell array contain tractions for each fault obj  
    %                     [ELT X1C X2C X3C T1 T2 T3]  
    %                     T1,T2,T3 are the traction com ponents  
    %                       (strike,dip,normal)  
    %   out.fault.name  = cell array contain displaceme nts for each fault obj  
    % 
    % 
    %   OBSERVATION GRID  
    %   out.obs.xyz     = array containing the obs grid  pts [X1,X2,X3]  
    % 
    %   out.obs.disp    = array containing displacement s at obs pts  
    %                     [X1 X2 X3 U1 U2 U3]  
    %                     U1,U2,U3 = components of the displacement vector  
    % 
    %   out.obs.pstress = array containing principal st ress and principal  
    %                     stress direcitons at obs pts  
    %                     [X1 X2 X3 N1 N2 N3 SIG1 N1 N2  N3 SIG2 N1 N2 N3 SIG3]  
    %                     SIG1,2,3 = principal stress c omponents (tensoral  
    %                     convention) at each observati on point  
    %                     N1,N2,N3 = principal stress d irection vectors for the  
    %                       following principal stress in the array)  
    % 
    %   out.obs.stress  = array contain  
    %                     [X1 X2 X3 SIG11 SIG22 SIG33 S IG12 SIG23 SIG13]  
    %                     SIG11,22,33,12,23,13 = stress  tensor component at  
    %                     each observation point  
  
    filename= 'FaultTrace2' ; 
    path_in = strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/Example/3SeparateFaults/InputOu tputFiles/' ); 
    filename_out = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
     
    out2 = p3doutputreader_v04(filename_out); 
     
    filename= 'FaultTrace3' ; 
    path_in = strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/Example/3SeparateFaults/InputOu tputFiles/' ); 
    filename_out = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
     
    out3 = p3doutputreader_v04(filename_out); 
     
  
%% 2). Plot Data  
  
% Wells  
injection = [333541.8 4403344.6;333144.5 4403432]; 
production = [333168.3 4402430.7]; 
EGS = [333532.9 4403832.5]; 
  
V = [-40.000000:.100000:40.000000]; % Stress Contour Intervals  
muSlide = .5; 
v = ((muSlide^2+1)^.5 + muSlide)^2; 
VMU = [.2:.01:.8]; 
  
  
% Matricies for plotting 2D arrays:  
%   X & Y Points  
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X = zeros(121,61); 
Y = zeros(121,61); 
%   I & J vector components for Shmin and SHmax  
IShmin = zeros(121,61); 
JShmin = zeros(121,61); 
ISHmax = zeros(121,61); 
JSHmax = zeros(121,61); 
%   Least Compressive Horizontal Stress  
Shmin = zeros(121,61); 
% Ratio of Sigma1 to Sigma3  
Sigma1to3 = zeros(121,61); 
%   Maximum Coulomb Stress  
Sc = zeros(121,61); 
% Slip Tendency  
MU = zeros(121,61); 
%   Maximum Coulomb Stress from Farfield  
Sv=-22594125.53; % Vertical Stress  
Pp= -8015050.488; % Pore pressure [Pa]  
mu = .45; 
% Shmin = (Sv-Pp)/(((mu^2+1)^.5+mu)^2)+Pp;  
Shminbc = -13755044.38; 
% ScFF = ((-(Shminbc-Pp)+(Sv-Pp))/2)*(1+mu^2)^(.5)+ mu*((-(Shminbc-Pp)+(Sv-Pp))/2);  
Sigma1 = -(Sv-Pp); 
Sigma3 = -(Shminbc-Pp); 
ScFF = ((Sigma1 - Sigma3)/2)*(1+mu^2)^(.5)-mu*((Sig ma1 + Sigma3)/2); 
  
  
%%% Fault Trace 1 %%%  
  
  
  
for  j=0:60 
for  i=0:120 
    X(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.xyz((1+i)+121*j,1); 
    Y(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.xyz((1+i)+121*j,2); 
    IShmin(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 4); 
    JShmin(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 5); 
    ISHmax(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 8); 
    JSHmax(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 9); 
    Shmin(1+i,1+j) = out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,7 )+Pp; 
    Sigma1to3(1+i,1+j) = 
out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15)/out1.obs.pstress(( 1+i)+121*j,7); 
    Sc(1+i,1+j) = ((-out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,1 5)-(-
out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,7)))/2)*(1+mu^2)^(.5)- mu*((-
out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15)+(-out1.obs.pstress ((1+i)+121*j,7)))/2); 
    MU(1+i,1+j) = abs(out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 7)-
out1.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15))/abs(out1.obs.pstr ess((1+i)+121*j,7)+out1.obs.pstress((1
+i)+121*j,15)); 
end  
end  
  
% Figure 1 showing Shmin and directions of tensile failure  
figure; 
contourf(X,Y,-Shmin/1000000,V); 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue) 
% caxis([12.000000 18.000000])  
caxis([9.5 18.000000]) 
hold on 
plot(FaultTrace1(:,1),FaultTrace1(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
theta = pi/2; 
Rz = [cos(theta) -sin(theta);sin(theta) cos(theta)] ; 
If = zeros(121,61); 
Jf = zeros(121,61); 
for  j=0:60 
for  i=0:120 
    SHMIN = [IShmin(1+i,1+j);JShmin(1+i,1+j)]; 
    fracture = Rz*SHMIN; 
    If(1+i,1+j) = fracture(1); 
    Jf(1+i,1+j) = fracture(2); 
end  
end  
Ifs = []; 
Jfs = []; 
Xs = []; 
Ys = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    Ifs(i,j) = If(i*4,j*4); 
    Jfs(i,j) = Jf(i*4,j*4); 
    Xs(i,j) = X(i*4,j*4); 
    Ys(i,j) = Y(i*4,j*4); 
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end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,Ifs,Jfs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
title( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
  
% Figure 2 showing Maximum Coulomb Stress  
figure 
contourf(X,Y,Sc/1000000,V); 
hold on 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue) 
caxis([-2.50000 2.50000]) 
plot(FaultTrace1(:,1),FaultTrace1(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
ISHmaxs = []; 
JSHmaxs = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    ISHmaxs(i,j) = ISHmax(i*4,j*4); 
    JSHmaxs(i,j) = JSHmax(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,ISHmaxs,JSHmaxs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
title( 'Max Coulomb Shear Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
  
  
  
  
  
%%% Fault Trace 2 %%%  
  
  
  
for  j=0:60 
for  i=0:120 
    X(1+i,1+j) = out2.obs.xyz((1+i)+121*j,1); 
    Y(1+i,1+j) = out2.obs.xyz((1+i)+121*j,2); 
    IShmin(1+i,1+j) = out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 4); 
    JShmin(1+i,1+j) = out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 5); 
    ISHmax(1+i,1+j) = out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 8); 
    JSHmax(1+i,1+j) = out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 9); 
    Shmin(1+i,1+j) = out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,7 )+Pp; 
    Sigma1to3(1+i,1+j) = 
out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15)/out2.obs.pstress(( 1+i)+121*j,7); 
    Sc(1+i,1+j) = ((-out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,1 5)-(-
out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,7)))/2)*(1+mu^2)^(.5)- mu*((-
out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15)+(-out2.obs.pstress ((1+i)+121*j,7)))/2); 
    MU(1+i,1+j) = abs(out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 7)-
out2.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15))/abs(out2.obs.pstr ess((1+i)+121*j,7)+out2.obs.pstress((1
+i)+121*j,15)); 
end  
end  
  
% Figure 5 showing Shmin and directions of tensile failure  
figure; 
contourf(X,Y,-Shmin/1000000,V); 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue) 
caxis([9.5 18.000000]) 
hold on 
plot(FaultTrace2(:,1),FaultTrace2(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
theta = pi/2; 
Rz = [cos(theta) -sin(theta);sin(theta) cos(theta)] ; 
If = zeros(121,61); 
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Jf = zeros(121,61); 
for  j=0:60 
for  i=0:120 
    SHMIN = [IShmin(1+i,1+j);JShmin(1+i,1+j)]; 
    fracture = Rz*SHMIN; 
    If(1+i,1+j) = fracture(1); 
    Jf(1+i,1+j) = fracture(2); 
end  
end  
Ifs = []; 
Jfs = []; 
Xs = []; 
Ys = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    Ifs(i,j) = If(i*4,j*4); 
    Jfs(i,j) = Jf(i*4,j*4); 
    Xs(i,j) = X(i*4,j*4); 
    Ys(i,j) = Y(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,Ifs,Jfs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
title( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
  
% Figure 6 showing Maximum Coulomb Stress  
figure 
contourf(X,Y,Sc/1000000,V); 
hold on 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue) 
caxis([-2.50000 2.50000]) 
plot(FaultTrace2(:,1),FaultTrace2(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
ISHmaxs = []; 
JSHmaxs = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    ISHmaxs(i,j) = ISHmax(i*4,j*4); 
    JSHmaxs(i,j) = JSHmax(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,ISHmaxs,JSHmaxs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
title( 'Max Coulomb Shear Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
  
  
  
  
%%% Fault Trace 3 %%%  
  
  
  
for  j=0:60 
for  i=0:120 
    X(1+i,1+j) = out3.obs.xyz((1+i)+121*j,1); 
    Y(1+i,1+j) = out3.obs.xyz((1+i)+121*j,2); 
    IShmin(1+i,1+j) = out3.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 4); 
    JShmin(1+i,1+j) = out3.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 5); 
    ISHmax(1+i,1+j) = out3.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 8); 
    JSHmax(1+i,1+j) = out3.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 9); 
    Shmin(1+i,1+j) = out3.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,7 )+Pp; 
    Sigma1to3(1+i,1+j) = 
out3.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15)/out3.obs.pstress(( 1+i)+121*j,7); 
    Sc(1+i,1+j) = ((-out3.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,1 5)-(-
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out3.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,7)))/2)*(1+mu^2)^(.5)- mu*((-
out3.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15)+(-out3.obs.pstress ((1+i)+121*j,7)))/2); 
    MU(1+i,1+j) = abs(out3.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 7)-
out3.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15))/abs(out3.obs.pstr ess((1+i)+121*j,7)+out3.obs.pstress((1
+i)+121*j,15)); 
end  
end  
  
% Figure 9 showing Shmin and directions of tensile failure  
figure; 
contourf(X,Y,-Shmin/1000000,V); 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue) 
caxis([9.5 18.000000]) 
hold on 
plot(FaultTrace3(:,1),FaultTrace3(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
theta = pi/2; 
Rz = [cos(theta) -sin(theta);sin(theta) cos(theta)] ; 
If = zeros(121,61); 
Jf = zeros(121,61); 
for  j=0:60 
for  i=0:120 
    SHMIN = [IShmin(1+i,1+j);JShmin(1+i,1+j)]; 
    fracture = Rz*SHMIN; 
    If(1+i,1+j) = fracture(1); 
    Jf(1+i,1+j) = fracture(2); 
end  
end  
Ifs = []; 
Jfs = []; 
Xs = []; 
Ys = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    Ifs(i,j) = If(i*4,j*4); 
    Jfs(i,j) = Jf(i*4,j*4); 
    Xs(i,j) = X(i*4,j*4); 
    Ys(i,j) = Y(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,Ifs,Jfs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
title( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
  
% Figure 10 showing Maximum Coulomb Stress  
figure 
contourf(X,Y,Sc/1000000,V); 
hold on 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue) 
caxis([-2.50000 2.50000]) 
plot(FaultTrace3(:,1),FaultTrace3(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
ISHmaxs = []; 
JSHmaxs = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    ISHmaxs(i,j) = ISHmax(i*4,j*4); 
    JSHmaxs(i,j) = JSHmax(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,ISHmaxs,JSHmaxs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
title( 'Max Coulomb Shear Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
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Plot2DContourMapsRRAll3.m 

% Plot2DContourMapsRRAll3.m  
% 
% 
% AUTHOR:           Michael W. Swyer  
% DATE CREATED:     2011/08/07  
% DATE MODIFIED:     
% VERSION:          v.1  
% 
% PURPOSE: 
% 
% PURPOSE OF MODIFICATION: 
%  
% INPUT:  
%  
% OUTPUT:  
% 
% NOTE:  
% 
%  
% KEY functions written specifically for this model ing  
%  
% 
% Other related functions  
% 
clear all ;close all  
  
% % Global Coordinates of Fault Origins (meters)  
% OriginX1 = 336232.7;  
% OriginY1 = 4406556.7;  
% OriginX2 = 331867.4;  
% OriginY2 = 4397073.9;  
%  
% FL1 = 4500;  
% NL = 23;  
% EL = FL1/NL;  
% FL2 = EL*31;  
% FaultTrace1 = [OriginX1 OriginY1;(OriginX1-FL1*co s(45.63*(pi/180))) (OriginY1-
FL1*sin(45.63*(pi/180)))];  
% FaultTrace1(:,1) = FaultTrace1(:,1)-930*cos(71*(p i/180))*cos(44.37*(pi/180));  
% FaultTrace1(:,2) = FaultTrace1(:,2)+930*cos(71*(p i/180))*sin(44.37*(pi/180));  
%  
% x=-3;  
%  
%     FL2 = FL2 + EL*x;  
%     FaultTrace2 = [OriginX2 OriginY2;(OriginX2+FL 2*cos(67.97*(pi/180))) 
(OriginY2+FL2*sin(67.97*(pi/180)))];  
%     FaultTrace2(:,1) = FaultTrace2(:,1)-930*cos(8 2.5*(pi/180))*cos(22.03*(pi/180));  
%     FaultTrace2(:,2) = FaultTrace2(:,2)+930*cos(8 2.5*(pi/180))*sin(22.03*(pi/180));  
  
%% Load Fault Traces  
  
DIP = 68; 
  
    % Fault Trace 1:  
    data1 = xlsread( 'FaultTrace1' ); 
    FaultTrace1 = zeros(70,2); 
    FaultTrace1(28:70,:) = data1; 
    theta1 = 25; 
    theta2 = 52; 
    x = sin(theta1*(pi/180)); 
    y = cos(theta1*(pi/180)); 
    x = x*150; 
    y = y*150; 
     
    for  i=1:27 
        FaultTrace1((28-i),1) = FaultTrace1((29-i), 1) - x; 
        FaultTrace1((28-i),2) = FaultTrace1((29-i), 2) - y; 
    end  
    FaultTrace1(:,1) = FaultTrace1(:,1) - 930*cos(D IP*(pi/180))*sin(theta2*(pi/180)); 
    FaultTrace1(:,2) = FaultTrace1(:,2) + 930*cos(D IP*(pi/180))*cos(theta2*(pi/180)); 
     
     
    % Fault Trace 2  
    data2 = xlsread( 'FaultTrace2' ); 
    FaultTrace2 = data2(12:49,:); 
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    FaultTrace2(:,1) = FaultTrace2(:,1) - 930*cos(D IP*(pi/180))*sin(theta2*(pi/180)); 
    FaultTrace2(:,2) = FaultTrace2(:,2) + 930*cos(D IP*(pi/180))*cos(theta2*(pi/180)); 
     
     
    % Fault Trace 3  
    data3 = xlsread( 'FaultTrace3' ); 
    FaultTrace3 = data3(16:43,:); 
     
  
    FaultTrace3(:,1) = FaultTrace3(:,1) - 930*cos(D IP*(pi/180))*sin(theta2*(pi/180)); 
    FaultTrace3(:,2) = FaultTrace3(:,2) + 930*cos(D IP*(pi/180))*cos(theta2*(pi/180)); 
     
     
    %% 1). Extract Data From Outfile  
     
        filename= 'RhyoliteRidge3' ; 
    path_in = 
strcat( '/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/ExampleScripts/FinalFaultModel/ InputOutputFiles/' ); 
    filename_out = [path_in,filename, '.out' ]; 
     
    out0 = p3doutputreader_v04(filename_out); 
  
%     filename='RhyoliteRidge4';  
%     path_in = strcat('/P3D/P3DmatlabMike/FaultedR elay/InputOutputFiles/AllFive/');  
%     filename_out = [path_in,filename,'.out'];  
%      
%     out1 = p3doutputreader_v04(filename_out);  
%     % Generates structured array including  
%     %   FAULT OBJECTS  
%     %   out.fault.xyz   = array of vertex locatio ns  
%     %  
%     %   out.fault.vert  = array of vertices  
%     %                     [VERTNUM X1 X2 X3]  
%     %  
%     %   out.fault.disp  = cell array contain disp lacements for each fault obj  
%     %                     [ELT X1C X2C X3C B1 U1( +) U1(-) B2 U2(+) U2(-) B3 U3(+)]  
%     %                     ELT = element number, f or use in tri  
%     %                     X1C, X2C, X3C = element  centroid coordinates  
%     %                     B1, B2, B3 are the burg ers vectos components as  
%     %                       (strike,dip,normal)  
%     %                     Ui(+), Ui(-) = relative  displacment at centroid  
%     %  
%     %   out.fault.tract = cell array contain trac tions for each fault obj  
%     %                     [ELT X1C X2C X3C T1 T2 T3]  
%     %                     T1,T2,T3 are the tracti on components  
%     %                       (strike,dip,normal)  
%     %   out.fault.name  = cell array contain disp lacements for each fault obj  
%     %  
%     %  
%     %   OBSERVATION GRID  
%     %   out.obs.xyz     = array containing the ob s grid pts [X1,X2,X3]  
%     %  
%     %   out.obs.disp    = array containing displa cements at obs pts  
%     %                     [X1 X2 X3 U1 U2 U3]  
%     %                     U1,U2,U3 = components o f the displacement vector  
%     %  
%     %   out.obs.pstress = array containing princi pal stress and principal  
%     %                     stress direcitons at ob s pts  
%     %                     [X1 X2 X3 N1 N2 N3 SIG1  N1 N2 N3 SIG2 N1 N2 N3 SIG3]  
%     %                     SIG1,2,3 = principal st ress components (tensoral  
%     %                     convention) at each obs ervation point  
%     %                     N1,N2,N3 = principal st ress direction vectors for the  
%     %                       following principal s tress in the array)  
%     %  
%     %   out.obs.stress  = array contain  
%     %                     [X1 X2 X3 SIG11 SIG22 S IG33 SIG12 SIG23 SIG13]  
%     %                     SIG11,22,33,12,23,13 = stress tensor component at  
%     %                     each observation point  
%      
%     filename='RhyoliteRidge5';  
%     filename_out = [path_in,filename,'.out'];  
%     out2 = p3doutputreader_v04(filename_out);  
%      
%     filename='RhyoliteRidge45';  
%     filename_out = [path_in,filename,'.out'];  
%     out3 = p3doutputreader_v04(filename_out);  
  
     
  
%% 2). Plot Data  
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% Wells  
injection = [333541.8 4403344.6;333144.5 4403432]; 
production = [333168.3 4402430.7;332793.22 (4402305 .03-400);333019.26 
4402842.04;332825.65 4402276.28;333015.13 4402305.0 3]; 
EGS = [333532.9 4403832.5]; 
  
V = [-40:.5:40]; % Stress Contour Intervals  
  
  
  
% Matricies for plotting 2D arrays:  
%   X & Y Points  
X = zeros(121,61); 
Y = zeros(121,61); 
%   I & J vector components for Shmin and SHmax  
IShmin = zeros(121,61); 
JShmin = zeros(121,61); 
ISHmax = zeros(121,61); 
JSHmax = zeros(121,61); 
%   Least Compressive Horizontal Stress  
Shmin = zeros(121,61); 
% Ratio of Sigma1 to Sigma3  
Sigma1to3 = zeros(121,61); 
%   Maximum Coulomb Stress  
Sc = zeros(121,61); 
% Slip Tendency  
MU = zeros(121,61); 
% Differential Stress  
DiffStress = zeros(121,61); 
% Mean Stress  
MeanStress = zeros(121,61); 
  
  
Pp= -8583976.413; % Pore pressure [Pa]  
mu = .6; % Friction for Max Coulomb Shearr Stress  
  
% color axes centered on model inputs to show chang e 
CAxShmin = [8.75 18.75]; 
CAxSigma3 = [-5 5]; 
CAxSc = [-2.5 2.5]; 
CAxDS = [3.85 13.85]; 
CAxMS = [4.595 14.595]; 
  
  
%%% Rhyolite Ridge %%%  
  
% Write data from 'out0' structured array from p3do utputreader_v04.m  
for  j=0:60 
for  i=0:120 
    X(1+i,1+j) = out0.obs.xyz((1+i)+121*j,1); 
    Y(1+i,1+j) = out0.obs.xyz((1+i)+121*j,2); 
    IShmin(1+i,1+j) = out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 4); 
    JShmin(1+i,1+j) = out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 5); 
    ISHmax(1+i,1+j) = out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 8); 
    JSHmax(1+i,1+j) = out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 9); 
    Shmin(1+i,1+j) = out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,7 )+Pp; 
    Sigma1to3(1+i,1+j) = 
out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15)/out0.obs.pstress(( 1+i)+121*j,7); 
    DiffStress(1+i,1+j) = out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+12 1*j,15)-
out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,7); 
    MeanStress(1+i,1+j) = 
(out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15)+out0.obs.pstress( (1+i)+121*j,7))/2; 
    Sc(1+i,1+j) = ((-out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,1 5)-(-
out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,7)))/2)*(1+mu^2)^(.5)- mu*((-
out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15)+(-out0.obs.pstress ((1+i)+121*j,7)))/2); 
    MU(1+i,1+j) = abs(out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j, 7)-
out0.obs.pstress((1+i)+121*j,15))/abs(out0.obs.pstr ess((1+i)+121*j,7)+out0.obs.pstress((1
+i)+121*j,15)); 
end  
end  
  
% Figure  showing Shmin and directions of tensile f ailure  
figure; 
contourf(X,Y,-Shmin/1000000,V); 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue); 
caxis(CAxShmin) 
hold on 
plot(FaultTrace1(:,1),FaultTrace1(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace2(:,1),FaultTrace2(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace3(:,1),FaultTrace3(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
theta = pi/2; 
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Rz = [cos(theta) -sin(theta);sin(theta) cos(theta)] ; 
If = zeros(121,61); 
Jf = zeros(121,61); 
for  j=0:60 
for  i=0:120 
    SHMIN = [IShmin(1+i,1+j);JShmin(1+i,1+j)]; 
    fracture = Rz*SHMIN; 
    If(1+i,1+j) = fracture(1); 
    Jf(1+i,1+j) = fracture(2); 
end  
end  
Ifs = []; 
Jfs = []; 
Xs = []; 
Ys = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    Ifs(i,j) = If(i*4,j*4); 
    Jfs(i,j) = Jf(i*4,j*4); 
    Xs(i,j) = X(i*4,j*4); 
    Ys(i,j) = Y(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,Ifs,Jfs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
title( 'Shmin (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
  
% Figure  showing effective sigma3 and directions o f tensile failure  
figure; 
contourf(X,Y,(-Shmin+Pp)/1000000,V); 
axis equal ;colorbar;colormap(redblue); 
caxis([-5 5]) 
hold on 
plot(FaultTrace1(:,1),FaultTrace1(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace2(:,1),FaultTrace2(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace3(:,1),FaultTrace3(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
theta = pi/2; 
Rz = [cos(theta) -sin(theta);sin(theta) cos(theta)] ; 
If = zeros(121,61); 
Jf = zeros(121,61); 
for  j=0:60 
for  i=0:120 
    SHMIN = [IShmin(1+i,1+j);JShmin(1+i,1+j)]; 
    fracture = Rz*SHMIN; 
    If(1+i,1+j) = fracture(1); 
    Jf(1+i,1+j) = fracture(2); 
end  
end  
Ifs = []; 
Jfs = []; 
Xs = []; 
Ys = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    Ifs(i,j) = If(i*4,j*4); 
    Jfs(i,j) = Jf(i*4,j*4); 
    Xs(i,j) = X(i*4,j*4); 
    Ys(i,j) = Y(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,Ifs,Jfs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
title( 'Sigma 3 (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
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% Figure  showing Maximum Coulomb Stress  
figure 
contourf(X,Y,Sc/1000000,V); 
hold on 
axis equal ;colorbar 
caxis(CAxSc) 
plot(FaultTrace1(:,1),FaultTrace1(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace2(:,1),FaultTrace2(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace3(:,1),FaultTrace3(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
ISHmaxs = []; 
JSHmaxs = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    ISHmaxs(i,j) = ISHmax(i*4,j*4); 
    JSHmaxs(i,j) = JSHmax(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,ISHmaxs,JSHmaxs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
title( 'Max Coulomb Shear Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
colormap(redblue) 
  
% Figure  showing Differential Stress  
figure 
contourf(X,Y,-DiffStress/1000000,V); 
hold on 
axis equal ;colorbar 
caxis(CAxDS) 
plot(FaultTrace1(:,1),FaultTrace1(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace2(:,1),FaultTrace2(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace3(:,1),FaultTrace3(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
ISHmaxs = []; 
JSHmaxs = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    ISHmaxs(i,j) = ISHmax(i*4,j*4); 
    JSHmaxs(i,j) = JSHmax(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,ISHmaxs,JSHmaxs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(334601,4404827, 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(334601,4404827, 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
title( 'Differential Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
colormap(redblue) 
  
% Figure  showing Mean Stress  
figure 
contourf(X,Y,-MeanStress/1000000,V); 
hold on 
axis equal ;colorbar 
caxis(CAxMS) 
plot(FaultTrace1(:,1),FaultTrace1(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace2(:,1),FaultTrace2(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
plot(FaultTrace3(:,1),FaultTrace3(:,2), 'w-' , 'linewidth' ,10) 
ISHmaxs = []; 
JSHmaxs = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    ISHmaxs(i,j) = ISHmax(i*4,j*4); 
    JSHmaxs(i,j) = JSHmax(i*4,j*4); 
end  
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end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,ISHmaxs,JSHmaxs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(334601,4404827, 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(334601,4404827, 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
title( 'Mean Stress (MPa)' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
colormap(redblue) 
  
  
% Figure  showing just faults and wells  
figure 
plot(FaultTrace1(:,1),FaultTrace1(:,2), 'r-' , 'linewidth' ,5) 
hold on 
axis equal ; 
plot(FaultTrace2(:,1),FaultTrace2(:,2), 'r-' , 'linewidth' ,5) 
plot(FaultTrace3(:,1),FaultTrace3(:,2), 'r-' , 'linewidth' ,5) 
ISHmaxs = []; 
JSHmaxs = []; 
for  i=1:30 
for  j=1:15 
    ISHmaxs(i,j) = ISHmax(i*4,j*4); 
    JSHmaxs(i,j) = JSHmax(i*4,j*4); 
end  
end  
quiver(Xs,Ys,ISHmaxs,JSHmaxs,.4, 'k.' , 'linewidth' ,2) 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'w' , 'markersize' ,15); 
plot(injection(:,1),injection(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'g' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(production(:,1),production(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'm' , 'markersize' ,10); 
plot(EGS(:,1),EGS(:,2), 'ko' , 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'y' , 'markersize' ,10); 
% plot(334601,4404827,'ko','MarkerFaceColor','w','m arkersize',15);  
% plot(334601,4404827,'ko','MarkerFaceColor','y','m arkersize',10);  
title( 'Faults and Wells' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlabel( 'Easting' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
ylabel( 'Northing' , 'Fontsize' ,16) 
xlim([331130 335130]) 
ylim([4400565 4404865]) 
 

 
 


